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Vol. XXX. 1898. Price, 30 Cents.
N o. 9. f TORONTO, MAY, 188 $3 per Annum.

LACTOPEPTINE TABLETS.
Same formula as Lactopeptine Powder. Issued in this form for con-

venience of patient-who can carry his medicine in his pocket, and so be

enabled to take it at regularly prescribed periods without trouble.

" Everything that the science of pharmacy can do for improvement of the
manufacture of Pepsin, Pancreatine and Diastase has been quietly applied
to these ferments as compounded in Lact ie s and Hospita Gazette.

Ca be ordered through any Druggist. Samples fre to Medical 14eq.

TiE NEw YORK PIARMACAL AssOCIATION,
88 Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

Free for a Postal.
Desirous that every physician may have opportunity to make trial of

Duncan, Flockhart & Co.'s Capsules
I am instructed by Messrs. D., F. & Co. to send working sample to every physician
making application for same. Full list of capsules will be forwarded on request.

R. L. GIBSON, 88 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO.

The Standard Nerve and Nutrient Tonic;

MALTINE WrrH COCA WNE.
Dr. C. H. Brown, of New York, Editor of the Journal of Nervous and

Mental Disea8e8, says:
" Maltine with Coca Wine has served me weil in cases of Neurasthenia from any

cause. It serves as a most excellent austainer and bracer. Besides these two essen-
il ualities, we are forced to believe in another element in this combination, and

that o the sedative quality which makes it a most valuable therapeutie desideratum.
This action does not depend entirely upon the Coca, or the Coca In combination
with Wine. My conviction is that the Maltine plays a leading part ln this triple
alliance."

SAJIPLES SENT PHYSICIANS ON APPLICATION.

MALTINE MANUFACTRING Co., - TORONTO.

CANADA LANCE-T PUBLISHING Co., PUBLISHERS, ToaoNrO.
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IN CATARRHAL.

HYPERSECRETION

BLENNOSTASINE

WILL GIVE PROMPT
RESULTS<

In Acute Coryza
One grain doses given every half-hour will speedily control the mucous
discharge. In most cases the attack may be cured in from 12 to 14
hours.

In Laryngeal and Bronchial Golds
The congestion is diminished in a remarkably short time. The attacks
may be completely aborted with Blennostasine. It is superior to Bel-
ladonna and is non-toxic.

In Chronic Nasal Catarrh
It is advisable to give larger doses-from three to five grains every six
hours or until the physiological effects are obtained. No unpleasant
symptoms are observed and the result is excellent, the congestion of the
mucous membrane being at once relieved.

In Asthma and Paroxysmal Sneezing
The excessive mucous secretions are arrested and the sneezing ceases.
Accumulations of mucous at night are prevented by a five grain dose
administered at bedtime.

Blennostasine Is the best given in pilular form; 1, 3 and 5 grain pills, Gelatine-
Coated, are supplied.

Samples and Literature free on request.

McKesson & Robbins, New York
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GAS FIRES
Open Fire Places

English Tile Grates
Tile Hearths, Etc.

BPass Fire Irons, Fenders,
Coal Scoops.

Rice Lewis & Son
(LIMITED])

CoP. KIng and ViotoPla Streets, TORONTO.

0 THE STANDARD
ListePinle. A"TIsEPI"C

LISTERINE is to make and maintain surgical cleanliness in the
antiseptic and prophylactic treatment and care of all parts of the
human body.

LISTERINE is of accurately determined and uniform antiseptic
power, and of positive originality.

LISTERINE is kept in stock by all worthy pharmacists every-
where.

LISTERINE is taken as the standard of antiseptic preparations.
The imitators say it is something like " LISTERINE."

LAMBERT'S A vauable Renal Alterative and Anti-Lithic Agent 0/
LITHIATED marked service in the 9reatment of cystiti, Gout,

HY DRANG B A. yReumatigm, and diseaes of the Urie Diathesi
HYDRA GEA. generally.

Descriptive Literature on Application.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, ST. LOUIS.
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0 repare Cod-.tver Oïl
so It sfhall be palatable requires great pharmaceutical skiff. But -
to have it 'odortess and tasteless' at the full expense of Us · ·
Mherapeutical power is another question.

icoé's 6 >mu/swn
be Standard of the World'

Is as odorless and tasteless as any preparation of cod-liver oi can be,
when the whole oit is used. Of course it is easy to make an odortess ,
and tasteless cod-liver oit, if you throw away al the oit, or fat, and
mir a litile of the iodine, bromine, etc., with aromatics and alcohol.

But what about the theraupeutícal powev? Just keep in mnd •

these fanc so-called preparations of cod-tiver oit do not contain a singie ··
drop of the oit. SCOTT'S EMULSION Is precisely 'what it claims to .
bee: the best Lofoten Cod-Liver Of, thoroughly emulsified, Glycerine
and the Hypophosphites.··TWo sises, Soc. and $1.00. In prescribing, please specify unbroken package.
Small size put up especialy for convenience in cases of children,

· · SCOT Tg5 BOWNE TORONTO
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ENCOURAGE HONE NANUFACTURE.

Lyman's Anaesthetical Chloroform.
We Claim the Following Advantages:

Ist. Its Comparative Cheapness.

2nd. The stage of excitement is not nearly so
great as with other makes.

3rd. The after effects are not so pronounced.

4th. No offensive odor during administration.

Used exclusively in Kingston City Hospital, Brantford City
Hospital, and by Leading Surgeons everywhere.

THE LYIIAN BROS. & CO., Limited, - TORONTO
Or....

LYMAN SONS & CO., - IIONTREAL.

UNIMPAIRED BY AGE....
We make no criticism against pills made by the Mass Process when

for Immediate use.
We do criticise this process, however, where pills are made, then coated

with Sugar or Gelatine and kept for an indefinite time.
All mass pill manifacturers claim prompt disintegration for treshly

made pills, but after they become old, a prominent mass pill maker
says with considerable pride :

"Many Mass Pills in our possession made ten years ago, and as hard
"as bullets, we have yet found to disintegrate in less than twelve
"hours when placed in cold water."

Prompt when Fresh. Twelve Hours when Old.
Age has no deterlorating effect upon Upjohn's Friable Pills. Their quality

of presenting the drug to the digestive organs In a form offering least re-
sistance to assimilation Is one that stands unimpaired by age.

Catalogue with over 6oo formule, also samples on application to

GILMOUR BROS. & CO., Sole Agents, - - Montreal.

UPJOHN'S FRIABLE PILLS.
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Can You Afford to Experiment ?
You have seen an up-to-date Bicycle.
Were the axles self oiling ?
Were the chain rivets file proof ?
Were the cranks spring tempered steel?
Were the balls hand-gauged and pedals dust proof ?
Were the cones locked, insuring permanent adjustment?
Was the chain between the bearings or on one side ?
Had the chain been submitted to a jerk test of 1,200 lbs.
Were the bearings two-point, oil tempered, file and dust proof ?
Were the sprockets detachable, forged and flanged. or only stamped?
Were the spoke threads rolled or cut, detracting from the strength?
Were there oil cups to fall off, permitting dirt to enter the bearings?
Was it protected by a reliable home guarantee or guaranteed by

some unknown or remote American manufacturer?

THE 1898 CLEVELAND HAS ALL THESE ADVANTACES.

See the CLEVELAND IMPROVED BEARINCS.
THE ONLY CORRECT PRINCIPLE.

CREATEST INVENTION SINCE THE PNEUMATIC TIRE.
NO SIDE PULL, BIND OR TWIST.

"Clevelands" $55.00 - $70.00 = $80.OO.

Write for Catalogue.- wAgents Everywhere.

HI' A. LOZIER & CO.
SHOWROOMS 117 Yonge Street. TORONTO JUNCTION.
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When prescribing PILLS OF ANY KIND secure them perfectly soluble and quickly
assimilable by specifying "W. R. W. & CO.'S."

PIL. CHALYBEATE
(Wrl. R. WARNER & CO.)

Photo-carb. of Iron, 3 grains. Dose-i to 3 pills.
(William R. Warner & Co.'s Ferruginous Pills.)

Ferri Sulph. Fe SO 4  1 _ Ferri Carb. Fe. CO,,
Potass. Carb. K. CO, )~ Potass. Sulph. K, SO,

Per 1oo, 40c.
FOR ANEMIA. SCROFULA.

PIL. CHALYBEATE COMP.
(Wrl. R. WARNER & CO.)

Formula-Carb. Protoxide of Iron gr. ijss
Ext. Nuc. Vom., i-8gr.

ADVANTAGES.-Does not constipate, is easily absorbed, is nerve
tonic and quickly soluble. Per 1oo, 55c.

RHEUMATISM. INDIGESTION.

PIL. ANTISEPTIC.
Each Pill contains Sulphite Soda, - i gr.

Salicylic Acid, - i gr.
Ext. Nuc. Vom., - '/ gr.
DOSE-i to 3 pills.

Pil. Antiseptic is prescribed with great advantage in cases ot
Dyspepsia attended with acid stomach and enfeebled digestion
followng excessive indulgence in eating or drinking. It is used
with advantage in Rheumatism. Per soo, 55c.

RIHEUMATISM. INDIGESTION.

PIL. ANTISEPTIC COMP.
(Wrl. R. WARNER & CO.)

Formula-Sulphite Soda, - gr. a
Ext. Nuc. Vomica, - gr. 1

NF SPEEDY Salicylic Acid, - gr. a
Powd. Capaicum, - a-so gr.
Concent'd Pepsin, - gr. s

Try this Pill. Used in all cases where there is no well-defined
C .S nalady, yet patient is not well. Per soo, 55c.

PIL. SUMBUL COMP.
(Wrl. R. WARNER & CO.)

B-Ext. Sumbul.....i gr. Ferri Sulph. Ext.....i gr.
Assafætida ..... 2 gr. Ac. Arsenious..... 1-40 gr.

DR. GOODELL.-" I use this pill for nervous and hvsterical
women who need building up."

This pill is used with advantage in neurasthenic conditions in
conjunction with Warner & Co.'s Bromo-Soda. one or two pills
taken three times a day. Per 0oo, $i.oo.

PIL. LADY WEBSTER
(WA. R. WARNER & CO.)

R-Pulv. Aloes...... 2 gr. Pulv. Rose los....... gr.
M'OUS "Mastic ..... i gr. M. ft. one pill.

Lady Webster Dinner Pills.
This is an excellent combination officially designated as Aloes€eSSkeV and mastich, U.S.P. We take very' great pleasure in asking

physicians to prescribe them most liberally, as they are very ex-
cellent as an aperient for persons of full habit or gouty tendency
when given in doses of one pili after dinner. Per oo, 25c.

in Sea When the Potash Salt is preferred the Physician can prescribe
Warner & Co.'s Effervescing

e'8 of 0W. R. WARNER & CO.

»OTASN
Each teaspoonful contains

Bromide Potash, - - - 3o grs.
Caffein, - - - - - i gr.

PREPARED BY WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.,
Originators and Manufacturers of Bromo-Soda, Bromo-Potash, Triple Bromides

and a full Une of Effervescent Salts.

LONDONPHILADELPHIA NEW YORK
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When ordering please specify "WM. R. WARNER & CO.'S"

WM. R. WARNER & CO.'S

Quickly Soluble Tablets
FOR

Hypodermic Medication
In compliance with repeated requests from the Medical pro-

fession to manufacture quickly soluble Tablets for subcutaneous
medication, we respectfully call attention to the following list.

We desire to emphasize the statement, that in undertaking
the manufacture of these delicate agents, we have devoted much
time and labor in bringing them to a state of perfection ; in this
we have been assisted by the co-operation of our medical friends.

We claim (and a candid comparison will convince anyone)
for our soluble Tablets the following points of superiority, viz.:

1.--They are quickly and entirely soluble.
2.-They are permanent in form and accurate in dose.
8.-They are safe and rapid in action.

NOT--Our Tablets are put up in tubes containing twenty, and packed in

boxes of five tubes and vials containing one hundred tablets. When ordering

please specify Wm. R. Warner & Co.'s Hypodermic Tablets, and describe style of packing.

SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS. m SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS. X

ACONITINE, Pure Cryst.........1-120 gr. $70 $18 DUBOISINESULPHATE.1-logr
APOMORPHINE MUkIATE.....1-20 gr. 60 16 DUB(ISINE SULPHATE. 1-6gr:
APOMORPHINE MUJRIATE......1-8 gr. 1 10 26 ERGOTIN.....................1-6 gr.
APOMORPHINE MURIATE..... 1-12 gr. 5 19 ESERINE SULPHATE.........1-60 gr.
ATROPINE SULPHATE..... .... 1-60 gr.' 401 12 ESERINE SULPHATE. 1-100 gr.
ATROPINE SULPHATE. .. 30 1 HYOSCINE
ATROPINE SULPHATE ......... 1-150 gr. 30 10 HYIROBROMATE.1-100 gr.
ATROPINE SULPHATE .......... 1-20 gr. 35 Il HYOSCYAMINE SULPHATE. .1-50 gr.
ATROPINE SULPHATF ......... 1-1 gr. 35 Il HYOSCYAMINE SULPHATE...1-l60gr.
COCAINE HYDROCHLORATE ... 1-8 gr. 50 14 MERCURY CORROSIVE
CO('AINE HYDROCHLORATE...1-4 gr. 9-2 CHLORIIE..........1-P) gr.
COCAINE HYDROCHLOR ATE..1-10 gr. 45 13 MERCURY CORROS
COCAINE HYDROCHLOIATE...1-2 gr. 1 60 36 (HLOIIDE.........-0 gr.
CODEINE SULPHATE ............. 1-8 gr. 70 18 MERCURY CORROS
CODEINE SULPHATE ............ 1-4 gr. 1 6X 24 CHLORIDE........1-50 gr.
CONIINE HYDROBROMATE ... 1 -10 gr. 1 MORPHINE BIMECONATE. 1-3 gr.
CONIINE HYDROBROMAT E... 1-,50 gr. 1 B
CONIINE HYDROBROMATE... .1-60 gr. à Il MORPHINE BIMECONATE. 1-6gr.
DIGITALINE. Pure............ .- 100 gr. 30 11 MORPHINE BIMECONATE.1-8gr.
1)IGIALINE, Pure1. le)gr. 50 1 MORPHINE MURIATE ............ 1-8 gr.

$50 $11
80 20
60 18
80 120
45 13

75 19
50 il
40 12

3( 10
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SOLUBLe HYPODERMIC TABLETS.

MORPHINE MURIATE ......... 1-6 gr.
MORPHINE MURIATE ........... 1-4 gr.
MOR PHINE NITRATE ............ 1-4 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE............1-6 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE............1-8 gr.
MORPHINE NITRATE ........... 1-12gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-8 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-6 gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-4 gr.
M(RPHINE SULPHATE..........1-3gr.
MORPHINE SULPHATE..........1-2gr.
MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 1,

(Morphine Sulph. 1-8 gr.
Atropine Sul h. 1-200 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATR) INE No. 2.
(Morphine Sulph. 1-6 gr.
'Atropine Su1h. 1-180 gr.

MORPHINE and ATRO PINE No. 3,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-4 gr. \
kAtrop>ine Sulph. 1-150 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATRO INE No. 4.(Morphine Sulph. 1-4 gr.\
Atropine Sulph. 1-100 gr.j

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 5,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-8 gr.
Atro pine Sulph. 1-150 gr..

MORPHINE and ATRO PINE No. 6,
(Morphine Sul ph. 1-8 gr.\(Atropine Sul h. 1-100gr.).

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 7.( Morphine Sul ph. 1-6 gr.\..
Atropine Su . 1-150 gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 8,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-6 gr.
ýAtropine Su 1h. 1-120 gr.)

MORPHINE and ATRO lINE No. 9,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-4 gr.\
\Atropine Sulp. 1-200 gr./

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 10,
(Morphine Sulph. 14 gr.
\ Atro pie Sulph. 1-120 gr.)

MORPHINE andATROPINE No. 11,
(Morphine Sulph. 1-4 gr.
\Atropine Sulph. 1-60 gr.

MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 12,(Morphine Sulph. 1-3 gr.
Atrovine Sulph. 1-120 gr. J

z' Q

Q

$

E. SOLUBLE HYPODERMIC TABLETS.

13 MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 13,
14 (Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr'
22 \Atropine Sulph. 1-150 gr.
18 MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 14.
15 (Morphine Sul ph. 1-2 gr.
14 \Atropine Su h. 1-120 gr.,'
10 MORPHINE and ATROe1NE No. 15,
11 (Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr.
12 \Atropine Sulph. 1-100 gr.)
14 MORPHINE and ATROPINE No. 16,
17 (Morphine Sulph. 1-2 gr.

\ Atropine Sulph. 1-240 gr.J
NITROGLYCERIN............1-50 gr.

13 NITROGLYCERIN................1-150 gr.
NITROGLYCERIN................1-100 gr.
NITROGIrYCERIN ................ 1-200 gr.

13 NITItOGLYCERIN. 1-100gr.&
STRYCHNîN E. 1-50 gr.......

PHYSOSTIGMINE SULPH., 1-60 gr.
(See Eserine Sulph.)..........

*PILOCARPINE MURIATE ....... 1-5 gr.
*PILOCARPINE MURIATE.......1-8 gr.16 *PILOCARtPINE MURIATE ...... 1-20 gr.
*PILO('ARPINE NITRATE.......1-20 gr.
*PILOCARPINE NITRATE........1-8 gr.

13 *PILOCARPINE NITRATE........1-4 gr.
SODIUM ARSENIATE............1-30 gr.
STRYCHNINE NITRATE........1-150gr.
STRYCHNINE NITRATE....... 1-100 gr.
STRYCHNINE NITRATE.........1-60 gr.
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.....1-150 gr.

14 STRYCHNINE SULPHATE.....1-120 gr.
STRYCHNINE SULPIHATE.....1-100gr.
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE......1-60gr.

15 STRYCHNINE SULPHATE ...... 1-20 gr.
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE......1-30 gr.
STRYCHNINE SULPHATE......1-50 gr.14 STRYCHNINE and ATROPINE No. 1,(Strychnine Sulph. 1-50 gr.

.A tropine Sulph. 1-150 gr.
15 STRYCHNINE and ATROPINE No. 2,

16Stryhnine Sulph. -30 gr.\
roineSulph. 1-120gr.

6STRYCHNINE and ATROPINE No. 3,

(Strychnine Sulph. 1-60 gr.
AtropineSulph. 1-150gr.

19 Prices on application.

PREPARED ONLY BY

WM. R. WARNER & CO.,
Manufacturers of Reliable and Soluble-Coated Pills,

PHILADELPHIA. NEW YORK.

PREPARATIONS SUPPLIED BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

The following well-known houses in the Dominion will supply Warner & Co.'s Standard Preparations:

KERRY, WATSON & CO., Montreal
LYMAN, SONS & CO., - Montreal LYMAN BROS. & CO., - Toronto
EVANS, MASON & CO., "
KENNETH CAMPBELL & CO. "
R. J. DEVINS, - "

ELLIOT & CO., - -

LONDON DRUG CO'Y, - London
R. W. McCARTHY,

J. WINER & CO., - Hamilton BROWN & WEBB,

- St. John
- Halifax

LONDON.

$75 $19

75 19

75 19

75 19

40 12
40 12
40 12
40 12

40 12

80 20

30 10
50 14
35 il
40 12
30 10
30 10
30 1u
30 10
40 12
30 10
30 10
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Superior to Pepsin of the Hog.

A Powder.-Prescribed in the same manner, doses and combinations as Pepsin.
A most Potent and Reliable Remedy for the cure of

Marasmus, Choiera Infantum, Indigestion, Dyspepsia and Sick Stomach
It is superlop to the Pepain preparations, since it acts with morecertainty, and effects cures where they fail.

A SPECIFIC FOR VOMITING IN PREGNANCY
IN DOSES OF 10 TO 20 GRAINS.

Prescribed by the most eminent Physicians in Europe and America.

TO PHYSICIANS.
It is with pleasure that we report to you the experience of eminent physicians as to the valuable medicinalqualities of INGL UVIN. and to its superiority in all cases over Pepsin.

VOMITING IN GESTATION AND DYSPEPSIA
I have used Messrs. Warner Co.'s Ingluvin with great success in several cases of Dyspepsia and Vomiting inPregnancy. In one case of the latter which I was attending a few weeks back, Ingluvin speedily put a stop to thevomiting, which was of a very distressing nature, when other remedies had failed.

ROBERT ELLITHERON, M.R.C.S., Lancaster House, Peckham Rve. S.E.
Ir. F. N. Campbell, of Iontreal, Canada, says that with INGLUVIN he cleared three out of four cases ofVOMITING in PREGNANCV.
Dr. C. F. Clark, Brooklyn, N.Y., has used INGLUVIN verv extensivelv in his daily practice for more than ayear, and has fully tested it in many cases of VOMITING in PREG'.NANCY, Ï)YSPEPS A and SICK STOMACH,and with the best results.
Dr. Edward P. Abbe. New Bedford, Mass., mentions a case of vomiting caused by too free use of intoxicatinliquors: INGLUVIN was administered in the usual way-the effect was wonderful, the patient had immediate reliefA gentleman living in Toronto, Canada, gives his experience. He says: "I was suffering terribly fromindigestion. I could eat nothing. Life was almost a burden to me. INGLUVIN was prescribed in five to ten-graindoses; the medicine was taken for about eight weeks. Result, a permanent cure.
In fact, were we to note all remarks of the profession and our experience in relation to this remedy, and reportto you the cases in detail, we could fill a volume with expressions as to its great efficacy in the troubles for which it isrecommended. Yours respectfully,

Dispensed by all Drugglsts. WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
TREATED WITH INGLUVIN.

The prevalence of Cholera Infantum, Cholera Morbus, and Diarrhœa, to a greater extent in the summer
period, induces us to call the attention of the medical fraternity to the lately introduced remedy " INGLUVIN.' Itas been used in practice with ver happy results for a considerable time. We find indigestion generally at thebottom of the bowel complaints, ich INGLUVIN has almost instantly corrected alone or in com inations. It isgiven in the following formulas with great advantage:

INFANT FORMULA.
Ik Ingluvin - - - gr. xii. B Aqua Calcis - - - f 5 ij.

Sacch. Lac. - - gr. x. Spts. Lavand. Comp.
Misce et ft. cht. No. x. Syr. Rhei. Arom. - aa f i

Tr. Opii. . - - - gtt. x.
Sig.-One every 4 hours. Misce-Sig.-A teaspoonful every 2 to 4 hrs.

In inflammatory affections INGLUVIN is combined with Subnitrate of Bismuth, equal parts, and oleaginousmixtures with Oi. Terebinth. instead of Aqua Calcis. Should the evacuation be suddenly arrested, and Tympanitissupervene. follow with a dose of oil or magnesia, or injections. In many cases of sick headache and indigestion themost happy results follow from the combining of ING LUVIN with Pv. Nuc. Vomica, the one-twentieth to one-tenthgrain.
HOLLOWAY, ENGLAND, Dec. 29th, 189.

DEAR SiRs :-I duly received the sample of INGLUVIN you kindly forwarded me at my request. I am verymuch pleased to inform you that the results achieved by it are most satisfactory. I prescribed one powder, îs grains,twice a day, in case of obstinate vomiting during pregnancy ; after taking six powders the vomiting and nausea hadquite ceased, and the patient cati now take her ordinary food with relish. I thank you for the sample, and beg tostate that you can make what use of this letter you please. I remain. ours faithfully,
s EUSTACE DEGRUTHER, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., etc.
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"TRITIPA LM."
TRADEi ]t'A.EIC.

Compound Fluid Extract of Fresh Saw Palmetto and Triticum.
Each Teaspoonful (the usual dose) represents 30 grains of Fresh Saw Palmetto Berries and 6o

grains of Triticum Repens.

A Genito-Urinary Tonie.
This compound fluid extract has been devised by us for the convenience of physicians who may desire to prescribe

fresh Saw Palmetto and Triticum in combination. It has the advantage over extemporaneous prescriptions in that
the proportions and vehicle have been so nicely adjusted that what in themselves are disagreeable medicines now be-
come agreeable and acceptable to patients. This desirable result has been obtained at the cost of much experiment,
so that the preparation represents more than the ordinary skill of the pharamacist.

There is at present a large demand for a class of remedies for the treatment of chronic diseases and debilities of
the genito-urinary apparatus of both sexes. To supply this demand an equally large number of drugs and com-
pounds have been offered. Among the more recent aspirants for recognition in this department is the fresh berries of
the Serenoa serrulata, or Saw Palmetto, of our Southern States. Its virtues, as a tonic to the reproductive system,
were discovered by Dr. J. B. Read, whose introductory article appeared in the " American Journal of Pharmacy," for
April, 1879. Since that time the drug has grown in reputation as a sexual tonic, sedative, diuretic, expectorant, and
remedy for catarrhal conditions of the mucous membranes in general. Triticum, in the meantime, bas held its high
reputation as a diuretic free from irritating qualities, and has been much used in the treatment of chronic urinary dif.
ficulties, on account of its bland and soothng nature. The combination of two such drugs, each highly recommended
for the same class of troubles, but differing somewhat in method of action, yet working in harmony. naturally ives
to this compound fluid extract a wider range of usefulness than either drug possesses alone. And, when the merits of
the many aspirants for therapeutic favor in the treatment of genito-urinary affections of a chronic nature are con-
sidered, it will be found that none other offers such advantages as our preparation.

The word " Tritipalm " was coined by us, not as the name of a medicinal preparation, but as our commercial sig-
nature, to distinguish our brand of Compound Fluid Extract of Fresh Saw Palmetto and Triticum from other brana
that may afterward appear on the market.

As we are the orignators and introducers of this valuable compound, and in presenting it to the profession are
confining ourselves strictly to professional channels, we feel justified in soliciting physicians to specify our brand of it
rather than risk the welfare of their patients and their own reputation to the danger of possible substitution of in.
ferior preparations.

Physicians who desire the advantages afforded by using our make of Compound Fluid Extract of Saw Palmetto
and Triticum, as presented above, will, therefore, kindly specify the same by using the word " Tritipalm " on their
prescriptions. Literature and samples will be mailed on request, mentioning this journal.
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Wyeth's Elixir Terpin Hydrate
There seems to be little or no doubt from recent investigations and the flat-

tering results of the internal exhibition of this derivative of Turpentine, that it
plays a very important part in the therapeutics of the profession. In the treat-
ment of Chronic and Obstinate Cough, Bronchitis, etc., it has proven almost a
specific. The eminent authority, Lepine, says unequivocally, and with emphasis,
that " it is the best expectorant in existence." This, also, seems to be the im-
pression it has made upon a number of our own medical men most familiar with
the treatment of diseases and ailments of the lungs and throat.

PeP doZen Pinta, - - •60.

Wyeth's Elixir Terpin Hydrate and Codeine
This combination will, we think, prove most acceptable, embracing the ex-

pectorant and calmative properties of these two most valuable remedies. The
experience of those who have already used this latter elixir has proven it to be
eminently successful in allaying the distressing cough following Influenza and
other Bronchial affections, without disturbing the stomach by creating nausea or
loss of appetite.

TERPIN HYDRATE.................... ... in.
CODEINE SULPHATE...................................... Y ain•

Pop dozen pinta, - $15.00.

As compressed by MESSRS. JOHN WYETH & BRO. in the form of Tablets, it

affords the most convenient, agreeable and efficient mode of administration.

Wyeth's Elixir Uterine Sedative Specific
Viburnum Opulus (Cramp Bark), Hydrastis Canadensis (Golden Seal),
Piscidia Erythrina (Jamaica Dogwood), Pulsatilla (Anemone Pulsatilla.)

The above combination cannot but at once appeal to the intelligent prac-
titioner as almost a specific in the treatment of the various kinds of pain incident
to the diseases of the female sexual organs, so varied in their character and such
a drain upon the general health and strength.

It is most valuable in cases of Dysmenorrhœa. Never fails, and is equalled
only by opium, without having any of the dangers of that narcotic.

It possesses very remarkable and antispasmodic properties. It also acts as
a nervine tonic, astringent, and is a usefui remedy in Diarrhoa and Dysentery,
and is particularly valuable in preventing abortion and miscarriage, whether habit-
ual or otherwise.

PePr dozen pinta, - $1140.

Davis & Lawrence Go, Limited,
1 Sole Agents for Canada, - MONTREAL.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES AND COMMUNICATIONS.

We very inuch regret the omission of the name of the writer of the
article in the April number-" The Present Status of the Radical Cure
of Hernia." The paper is one read before the Ontario Medical Associa-
tion, at its last meeting, by Dr. Geo. A. Bingham, Associate Professor of
Surgery in Trinity Medical College, and Surgeon to St. Michael's Hospital
and the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto.

REMARKS ON MODERN THERAPEUTICS.

Read before Ontario Medical Association June, 1897, by J. T. Fotheringham, Professor ofMateria Medica, etc., Ontario College of Pharmacy ; Lecturer in Therapeuticsand in Clinical Medicine, Trinity Medical College, Toronto.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,-The term Therapeutics, as every-one knows, is by derivation extremely wide in application, and this breadthof neaning is apt to be lost to some of us by the bent that our studyof drugs gives to our thinking. The Greek (9.paros ("therapos ") wasthe body-servant, the carrier of wraps and armour, with whom, in primi-tive society, the master lay for warmnth on cold nights, as we are told theservants of King David suggested when he "was old and well-strickenin years," for they advised, " Let there be sought for my lord the king ayoung virgin, and let her stand before the king, and let lier cherish him,and let her lie in thy boson that my lord the king may get heat." Theroot idea is that in the cognate word Heplios (" thermos ")-heat, seen inthe word thermometer. This surely directs our thoughts far enough fromthe beaten track, and compels us to recognize in the well-equippedtherapeutist something else than a inere dispenser of drugs, more or lesswell-informed as to the proper uses of the agents he ernploys. We arereminded once more of that prince anong physicians, Hippocrates, who,500 years before Christ, had such luminous insight into the true functionof the therapeutist that lie wrote, as part of his first aphorism, thus:The physician must be prepared not only to do what is necessary him-self, but to make the public, the friends, and everything outside thepatient, co-operate (in the cure)."
The reign of unmitigated empiricism could have lasted but a littlewhile before such broad and scientific principles, had it not been that the



priest-physician was looked on as a thaumaturgist, a miracle-worker, as
he is to this day in all uncivilized communities, and as, indeed, the skilled
physician is still, by many of his patients, not one of whom will look on
bis efforts as being attempts to follow natural law and secure the amended
working of natural but perverted processes by the use of natural means.
The first thing for each one of us to do is to place as wide a gulf as possi-
ble between the public attitude to the medicine bottle and our own; to
divest our minds entirely of the idea that some occult wonder-working
power lies in any special formula or secret nostrum, whether we write it
ourselves in a Latin prescription, or whether the Gold Cure Institute, or
the Dodd's Medicine Co., or any other trafficker in the credulity and ig-
norance of the people seeks to gain advantage by it. The clear thinker
who writes bis prescription in due form and with due regard to the infin-
ite variations of his patients' needs will, so far as in him lies, have cause
and effect in view in every drug he uses, in every order he gives. And
yet I would be far from saying anything to shake our faith in medicine
well directed, or to minimize the very great value even of a pure placebo.
We may modify our own faith in drugs and substitute other means of
cure, or trust more intelligently to the vis medicatrix naturae, but we
must take the laity as we find them, and, as a rule, the more ignorant
they are of matters medical and surgical the better, at any rate in so far
as that knowledge applies to abnormal states. The patient looks to his
physician mainly, though not himnself recognizing it, for moral support,
and this will be always best administered through the mouth of a wonder-
working mystical bottle.

The early promise of rational, as opposed to empiric, therapeutics, seen
in Greek and Arabian medicine, was completely blighted by the super-
stitions that festered round the early Christian church, so that anatomy,
and, of course, with it, physiology and pathology, but more especially
that satanic black art, chemistry, lay smothered under the ban of the
church for centuries. In due time, however, coincident, as Providence
meant it to be, with the raising of that embargo and the gradual renais-
sance of reason as against blind faith, came the discovery of the Dutch
investigator,. Leeuwenhoek, and the first instrument to deal a deadly
thrust at empiricism, and so introduce cause and effect into therapeutics,
was the microscope. As is usual with all great inventions, it is the result
of slow accretions, till now, with Abbé condenser, iris diaphragm, and all
the rest of it, the modern pathologist comes to point the way to a new king-
dom for the therapeutist to posses's. I need not say to a gathering such
as this that no single great advance in therapeutics has been made with-
out a precedent gain in pathology, in more exact knowledge of the dis-
eased· condition. If we except the discovery of vaccination, due to Jen-
ner's extraordinary clinical acumen, or the empirical use of quinine for
malaria long before the discovery of the plasmodium, I think we may
safely say that we owe the sum of our present knowledge mainly to the
microscope. Ever since 1890 how enormously the field bas widened-tox-
ines, alexines, lysins, antitoxines, phagocytosis, immunity, serum-therapy;
they are crowding us in in solid phalanx, or, rather, driving us out to
scatter in broad generalizations over areas of thought that the old em-
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pirie attention to detail would have prevented our ever entering. As aninstance of what I mean, I may refer to the work done up to date on thesingle subject of inflammation, so well summarized in Clifford AlIbutt's
system by Prof. Adami of McGill. What simplicity such generalizations
import into treatment when one fully comprehends that the process in
carbuncle, alveolar abscess, empyema, meningitis, acute osteomyelitis,
gonorrheal synovitis, is essentially one, and that variations in treatment
are only variations in detail, from anatomical or special reasons, but not
variations in principle. So that I think we can say that pathology is to
the medical man what dogmatic theology is to the cleric, but more posi-
tive and settled and universal. It is the sine qua non for a scientific
practitioner, the only safeguard against the pernicious heresies of Homeo-
pathy, Faith-cure, Christian Science, and all the other fallacies that spring
from the post hoc ergo propter hoc style of reasoning-" after this, there-
fore, because of this "-that pitfall ever open for the feet even of the best
of us.

This gain in knowledge all along the line has led, I think, to a general
unwillingness to admit that one's whole duty is done when he has seen
the patient regularly dosed from a bottle. I feel sure that the teachings
of the past few years have made us more anxious than formerly to take
full advantage of remedial measures other than drugs-such as, hydro-
therapy, diet scientifically controlled, massage and Swedish movements,
even electricity (though I hesitate to mention it as a remedial agent), the
rest-cure, exercise, for instance in such cases as crippled heart, or pelvic
disorder in women ; in short, as Clifford Allbutt, in the work already re-ferred to, poetically puts it, we are coming to "see how dominant is thesphere of preventive medicine, and that curative medicine is often but theancillary mouse which liberates the body for its own work of recovery."

The second important influence at work in modifying our moderntherapeusis is not physical as the microscope is, but chemical, and affects
our methods by the change it has wrought in the forms that our drugs
take. Modern chemistry and pharmacy have gone hand-in-hand to pro-vide us with " proximate principles," as they are called, alkaloids andglucosides from.the organic materia medica as well as purer and more
elegant norganie preparations, till the old idea of the "apothecary intattered weeds, culling of simples," has pretty well vanished from thepublie as well as the professional mind.

While acknowledging at this point the undoubted advantages to theprofession arising f rom the enterprise and genuine scientific ardor of manyof the manufacturing concerns and drug-houses, large and small, on thiscontinent and abroad, I would beg leave, emphatically, to warn my con-freres against the enthusiasm with which these people vend their wares.
I wish not to make too sweeping a statement, but we all know how much
we can learn from some of the glib and aggressive " drummers," if we
put our mind to it, and sit down to listen in due humility. None of us,
for instance, can afford to neglect their assurances with regard to some
elegantly-prepared farinaceous food, that it is equally well suited to a six
weeks' old infant and to a six years' old child.

The use of tablet triturates, pills, and the modern elixirs, cordials,
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syrups, etc., in place of the old-fashioned mixtures, so often nauseous, and
loaded with inert matters, is a great advantage, but only if its limitations

are properly understood. In only a few instances does the active princi-
ple represent the whole therapeutic value of the plant. Pilocarpine is

the full therapeutic equivalent of jaborandi, pelletierine of pomegranate

bark, sparteine of broomtops, emetine of ipecac (as an emetic), and

physostigmine of calabar bean. But strychnine does not, without
brucine, represent nux vomica; nor as a simple tonic, quinine, cinchona
bark; nor cocaine, coca extract; nor digitaline the infusion of the

digitalis leaf. And opium is not represented by morphine, nor even by
an artificial combination, as nearly correct in proportion as possible of its

various constituents. Much disappointment will be saved if we remember
these facts, and while we must meet the public half way in their clamor

for palatable medication, we must be conservative, for we are egged on by
both public and manufacturers to an extreme just the opposite to that
practised in the good old days of huge and nauseating doses. Here, as in

everything else, let us try to cultivate suspicion of the extremist, and to

observe the "golden mean," the middle place to which our training as
medical men leads us as no other men are led, unless it be the trained
diplomatist, who habitually satisfies himself with the best possible,
though it be not the theoretically best.

And while on this subject I beg your kind assent when I strongly urge

that the more closely we adhere to the tried and trusted pharmacopeial
preparations, the more intelligent and creditable will be our therapeutic
efforts. I have already acknowledged the indebtedness of the profession

to the pharmacist, and having done so, wish to express marked de-

precation of the growing habit of prescribing proprietary elixirs, syrups,
pills, &c., &c., to the exclusion of the pharmacopoia We sometimes

coinplain, and very often with good reason, of the way in which the

retail druggist treats us. I am certain that one reason, among others, is

that he is being slowly and surely driven to the wall by the concentra-
tion of business among half-a-dozen large firms, and we do our share in

driving him to the wall when we specify a pill or a syrup in an extract
from some special house, which costs him so much to buy that he makes

no living profit in the sale of it, while he can himself make an equally

good preparation at perhaps one quarter the cost. I very much doubt if

Sanmetto, and Arsenauro, and Aseptolin, and Antikamnia, et hoc genu's

omne, are one whit better than their pharmacopæial congeners, and I very

much fear that the man who habitually prescribes such compounds is in

the habit of writing a " shot gun " prescription, and sights his gun with

both eyes shut.
Another thérapeutic tendency of our day, the third which I would

mention, is largely the result of the minute and accurate subdivision of

doses made possible by the use of active principles. It is the tendency
towards smaller doses and greater frequency. The homeopathic school

elaim this as their specialty and tell us that we are a poor set of imi-

tators, nor indeed in this only, but in nearly all of the changes made by
scientific medicine in recent years. Here again the truth lies in the

, midst, error at either extrenie. There are cases in which frequency and
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small doses are much the best e., g., in the use of aconite or veratrum
viride in the sthenic stage of an acute fever, e. g., pneumonia, in which
by causing widespread peripheral dilatation of the capillaries, the blood-
stream to the dilated and paralyzed capillaries of the congested lung
is slowed and the area of coming consolidation probably diminished.
When the effect aimed at is to be steady and continuous, and the
drug is rapidly exereted or otherwise evanescent in action, as Nitro-gly-
cerine or any nitrite, or hydrocyanic acid, the wise physician will order
it often and in small doses. But te apply this principle to the Soporifics,
or to Arsenic and Iron in the treatment of chlorosis, would be to act
apart from reason. As well adopt the principle in the administration of
food ; and herein lies the error of the Dosimetrie system, one of the
latest competitors for the favor of- the profession, born of trade exigen-
cies, pushed by a firm which seek to monopolize thereby the trade in a
particular form of triturate, and only another "ism," quite as pernicious
in kind, though not in degree, as the worst of them.

A fourth and most interesting departure of modern days is the idea of
Serum-Therapy, and as this subject has been introduced and discussed in
such timely and scholarly fashion by Drs. Davison and MacMahon, I
shall content myself with simply mentioning it.

Closely allied to this method of treatment is that of the use of animal
extracts. Of course the idea is a very old one, and only within the past
few years has it been placed on a reasonable physiological footing. We
are now quite prepared by our knowledge of physiology and chemistry
to believe a priori that a carefully-made extract of a glandular structure
may contain enough of the ferments and secretions peculiar to itself to
be of service where they are wanting in diseased conditions. This theory
has been a posteriorn proven abundantly with regard to such animal ex-
tractives as pepsm, pancreatin and thyreoidin. Extract of red bone
marrow is on trial, with evidence in its favor, and the extract of the
supra-renal bodies has recently been used in Addison's disease, with dis-
tinct advantage claimed for it. (See Byrom Bramwell's lectures on two
cases in B. M. J., Jan., '97).

Some physiologists are now claiming that every organ of the body is
glandular in the sense that they all pour into the blood something neces-
sary for its normal condition as blood. Especially is this claimed by
some for the kidneys, as partial extirpation in dogs, while accompanied
by excessive flow of urine, the result probably of vascular change, causes
death, not with purely uremic symptoms, but rather, as these observers
say, from absence of some normal ingredient in the blood derived from
the kidney. Be this as it may, we may receive with absolute skepticism
statements of the value of glycerine extracts of heart, cord, brain, muscle,
etc., etc., sold under the names of cardine, ovarine, testine, cerebrine, and
so on ad nauseam. They are absolutely useless, except as arousing the
"expectant attention " of the patient, usually a neurasthenic, and there-
fore apt to be only functionally deranged. They act as purely by "sug-
gestion" as does hypnotism in hysteria, and can equally well, in all
likelihood, be prepared from fresh eggs as from the various organs of
sheep and cattle. Of course I need scarcely point out that Pasteur's
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original method of injecting the victim of rabies with an emulsion of the
spinal cord of an animal dead from that infection is quite a different
matter. The toxin of a diseased tissue, employed to secure immunity
against the same disease in another animal, is a very different thing from
the imaginary specific secretion peculiar to a non-glandular portion of
the body.

One of the oddest and most bare-faced frauds of this kind that I ever
read I came across not very long ago in a horneopathic text-book. The
author claimed to have cured certain lung affections in the shortest pos-
sible order by giving grain doses of a one in one hundred trituration of
dried fox's lung in sugar of milk. He attributed his success to the fact
that he had carefully dried the fox's lung without heat, as any degree of
heat would have destroyed the pulmonic acid (!) which exists so abun-
dantly in the lungs of all animals which can run a long time without
getting short of breath. One is at a loss which to admire the more in
such a therapeutist-his ignorance of the first principles of the physiology
of respiration and everything else pertaining to medicine, or his impu-
dence in stealing an old idea, and, after re-vamping it a bit, passing it off
as his own. He took it from the old Greek physicians, who used to feed
their tuberculous and asthmatic patients on boiled fox-lung because that
animal, as they put it, had " a strong respiration."

In conclusion, gentlemen, I think that by occasionally looking to our
ideals, by trying to elicit cardinal principles from the dust heap of details,
lby setting our professional house once in a while in order, we do our-
selves much service. This is why I have avoided drugs as my topic, and
have tried to gather together a few thoughts on the broad general move-
ments in our modern therapeusis. More particularly I wish to note once
more the general recognition by the profession of the fact that over-
drugging has occurred in the past, and is an error, and that without be-
coming in the process a therapeutic Nihilist, or Agnostic, or doctrinaire,
the later physician sees perhaps more fully than did his predecessors that
his duty lies mainly in setting things in train for his patient, that Nature
may work as far as possible unhindered.

NOTES OF A RARE CASE OF INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS
PRESENTED TO THE OTTAWA MEDICAL

SOCIETY,

By ALFRED J. HORSEY, M.D., M.R.U.S. Eng., L R.C.P. Edin.
Ophthalmic Surgeon to St. Luke's Hospital.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,-With your permission, I would
like to add a further communication to this Society relating to the case
of the young man, aged 22 years, a specimen of whose urine was shown
to this Society two meetings ago, and which contained the enormous
quantity of about 80% of albumen, and whose sight was much impaired
by retinitis of a disintegrating character, with numerous hemorrhages,
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all of which was amply shown by the ophthalmoscope-and which was
dependent upon albuminuria-making the prognosis very grave.

I am sorry to inform you that he is already dead, fulfilling the prog-
nostication even earlier than was thought, though the case was regarded
as extremely acute. Some of you may remember that it was stated at
the time of the first communication that he came to see me in a casual
sort of a way to know why his sight was " blurred," which he had
noticed failing for only a week, yet it had declined to -'is and -hi frorm
normal in the right and left eyes respectively.

He was at the time following his usual vocation, that of a valet or
waiter, at indoor work, and was quite ignorant of any disease in his
kidneys or in his eyes, as he had few symptoms of ill-health excepting a
delicate stomach, occasional voiniting and shortness of breath on exertion,
and none which he referred to his urinary organs. The second sound of
his heart was accentuated. There was arterial tension and sclerosis of
the arteries. He had a year ago derangement of the stomach, for which
he sought inedical advice, but his vision was not then affected.

This was thought to have passed away, and he continued on duty
until he came to consult me on January 7th, 1898. No doubt his illness
dates from, if not prior to, this time.

fie, much to my regret, passed out of my observation into hospital.
His course there was an exceedingly rapid and retrograding one,

terminating on January 25th, or in 18 days after consulting me, the
chief and most distressing symptom being dyspœa; so extreme was it
that for several days before his death he was unable to lie down, due
most probably to the toxic influence of urea in his system.

The case is an uncommon one in several respects.
lst. The occurrence of interstitial nephritis which we, in the absence

of a p.m. mnay reasonably regard it, as in the few similar cases recorded
where p.m.'s have been made, interstitial and not glomerular nephritis
had been found. No casts of any kind were seen in the urine. The
urine retained its normal acidity, specific gravity, and quantity, but was
highly albuminous throughout. It was remarkable to find renal disease
in one so young, who had a good family history, was strictly temperate
as regards spirits, but was a hearty eater, never that he remembers hav-
ing had scarlet fever, rheumatism, or cardiac trouble.

2nd. Its insidious onset and rapid, fatal course. It demonstrates the use-
fulness of routine ophthalmoscopic examination in obscure medical and
surgical cases; also the value of testing of the urine.

It is not enough to have the patient make no complaint about his
sight, nor should it satisfy that he declares there is nothing wrong with
it. There may be the gravest manifestations in the eye, even in the
retina, without impairing vision, when it is situated in a peripheral part
distant from the macula lutea.

In the Uphthalmic Review of November last is reported a case much
resembling the foregoing one. in a girl of 12 years. And in the discus-
sion that followed, Mr. Nettleship, Mr. Lawford and Mr. Spicer could
each recall one somewhat similar case occurring in the course of their
practices, showing that even in the great inedical centres such cases are
rare.
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CASE IL.

It may not be irrelevant to mention another general condition which
was brouglit to light by the microscope, viz., Diabetes.

Mrs. W., widow, age 70, consulted me because of her glasses not suiting
her as they once did.

Her vision was found to be '2 in the right and à in the left eye for
distance.

Trhe right was improved to 2 ' by - 10 sph. The left could not be
improved by glasses. There was a history of amblyopia in the left.

OPHTHALMOSCOPE.-The right fundus and disc could be seen, with re-
traction of the choroid away from the dise, forming a large staphyloma.
The vitreous was not turbid, but fluid, in which there floated large dark,
coarse opacities.

The left fundus could not be seen, owing to turbid vitreous, which
also contained similar opacities as seen in the right.

As Sir William Gowers observes that opacities in the vitreous are fre-
quently associated with diabetes, which are produced by the escape of
blood in small quantities from the retinal hemorrhages, the urine, at
my suggestion, was examined by her medical adviser, when it was found
to be of high specifie gravity, and contained sugar, making the second
recent case in which the ophthalmoscope was the means of detecting a
general disease.

GONORRHEISM.-Schuster (Journ. de Med.), physician at the sulphur
baths of Aix-la-Chapelle, details some observations drawn from a large
experience in the treatment of gonorrheal affections. It is generally sup-
posed that gonorrheal arthritis, iritis, pericarditis, inflammation of tendon-
sheaths, etc., are caused by the entrance of the toxins of the gonococcus
into the circulation, but Schuster emphasizes the possibility of the mi-
gration of the gonococcus itself. Affections of the calcaneum, inferior
maxilla tibia, and sterno-clavicular articulation are usually considered
syphilitic, particularly if they yield to treatment witli mercury and the
iodides; but Schuster has effected cures by mercurial treatment in cases of
this character that have never had syphilis, and which he believes
to be purely gonorrheal. Inunction or the subeutaneous injection of
corrosive sublimate in conjunction with hot baths (39Q to 40 C.) is
favorably spoken of. Schuster had already denonstr ated by his own
observations at the baths of Aix-la-Chapelle that the temperature in
the rectum rises, during a bath at 39Q-400 C. to a like height, and as
the gonococcus is destroyed by such a temperature, he believes in the
specific effect of the bath in the treatment of gonnorrheal affections.
Care is advised in the use of the hot bath in cases of endocarditis.
Immobilization and injection of iodoform glycerin are recommended in
articular affections. Gleet, when present, must be treated preferably by
medicated irrigations.
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FULMINATING APPENDICITIS.

BY HOWARD CRUTCHER, M.D., CHICAGO.

By the term fulminating appendicitis, I mean that condition where a
more or less gangrenous vermiform process ruptures and permits infec-
tious elements to escape into an unprotected peritoneal cavity. This defi-
nition is not thus applied by many with whom I have communicated.
Some classify all cases of perforation as fulminating ; others use the term
in connection with the rupture of protective adhesions, allowing the es-
cape of infectious matter; and another class denominate the case as ful-
minating when the onset is violent and sudden, regardless of the patho-
logical lesion in the appendix. This confusion of terms has made it im-
practicable to gather precise information concerning a condition which all
clearly recognize as appalling.

The absurd injunction of a professed expert in diseases of children that
"Surgeons should learn to differentiate between appendical conditions
which experience has proven will yield to medical treatment, and resort
to operation only in fulminating cases," led me to make some enquiries
among practical men of authority concerning the condition so happily
disposed of by a theoretic pen.

My investigation covered two practical points, which may be put in
the form of interrogatories:

First: Do you know of any ordinary means by which perforation can
be foretold ?

Second: What have been your results in fulminating appendicitis ?
Maurice Richardson, of Boston, says, very truly, that " one difficulty in

writing on appendicitis * * * is in getting the definitions right, so
that all will mean the same thing, Now, I detine as a fulminating case
of appendicitis one of general peritonitis, a case from which there is a
rapid extravasation from a perforated and gangrenous appendix; an ex-
travasation which in the course of a few hours infects the whole peri-
toneal cavity."

Dr. Richardson's definition, with slight modification, expresses precisely
what I understand fulminating appendicitis to be. The "general peri-
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tonitis" must be regarded as a complication of the other condition. All cases
of circumscribed appendicular abscess can be eliminated at the outset;
nor can the rupture of such an abscess into the general cavity be classified
as fuliniuating appendicitis.

Richardson observes further: " I do not think that such cases recover
except by the merest chance. It is what I call a 'fluke' when they do
get well. * * * That is to say, a case in which the abdomen is
distended, the action of the intestines paralyzed, and the patient vomiting.* * * I have yet to see any case of this kind get well. I have known
patients with a distended abdomen get well. The distention in such
cases is not the distention due to intestinal paresis, but the distention
from retained fluids and gases. I do not believe that acute general peri-
tonitis, starting from the extravasation of intestinal contents, gets well
often enough to encourage us to operate in such cases. I am not sure
that I am not willing to go so far as to say that the patient's chances of
recovery are quite as good when they are let alone as when they are
operated upon. Such cases are so hopeless, the systeni is so saturated
with the ptomaines of germ growth, that the slightest manipulation is
fatal. * * * I do not think there is any way of telling in the first
hours of an appendicitis what course the disease will take, whether the
process will be limited to the neighborhood of the appendix, or whether
it will extend throughout the whole abdominal cavity. At the end of
forty-eight hours I do think one can tell with reasonable certainty, though
not always. * * * Probably a bad case will show to the experienced
eye its grave nature in the very beginning. I always operate in cases of
severe pain, cases in which there is a rigid abdomen, or in which there is
evidence of localized pus. I also operate in the early hours of general
infection."

Dr. Charles B. Nancrede says that he "knows of no ordinary means
whereby perforation may be foretold; " that he has often been mistaken
as to its presence and its absence in cases verified by operation.

Bernays, whose experience in appendicitis has been very extensive, has
no doubt that most of his deaths in this disease resulted from fulminating
cases as I detine them. He says: " In this variety, unless the operation
is done promptly, within a few hours after the perforation, and unless
very extensive gauze drainage is made, death will invariably follow. *

* * Operation should be done in every case as soon as pos8ible after
the diagnosis is made."

Dr. A. M. Cartledge, of Louisville, basing his observation upon two
hundred cases of appendicitis, seventy of which were subjected to opera-
tion, attaches more importance to the severity of the pain in the initial
stage than to the other features of the case. I am able to confirm this
observation of Dr. Cartledge touching the fact of perforation in these
violently painful cases, yet but one of my-cases was of the fulminating
type, the others being cases of circumscribed abscess One case may be
cited: A woman of twenty-three, without substantial warning, fell to the
floor froin a violent pain in the abdomen. Great shock was present.
After two weeks of pain, fever, thirst and vomiting, I opened a foul
abscess cavity, the patient making a rapid recovery.
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Frederie S. Dennis is guided by týie pulse more than by any other
symptom. Where the attack comes on: " with great suddenness, associ-
ated with profound collapse at the beginning, with a rapid pulse," he
operates " to avert perforation," whereas my experience is that these
symptoms are almost invariably due to perforation itself.

Morris says: "There are certainly no means by which perforation of
the appendix can be foretold. In fact, I very often find a perforated
appendix walled in in cases in which the symptons are all local, and not
very severe at that."

Murphy, of Chicago, has not seen a case of fulminating appendicitis in
two years. He adds: " Whether it has been due to my good fortune or
whether it is due to the fact that I operate so very early I cannot tell.
I know of no means of foretelling a perforation. A very large-percentage
of appendices are perforated within forty-eight hours after the onset of
the symptons." When we consider Murphy's great experience in appen-
dicitis, the statment that lie has seen no fulminating case in two years
seems remarkable, unless taken in connection with the fact that " very
early operation is his invariable rule.

Dr. John A. Wyeth knows of no symptoms that clearly foretell perfora-
tion. " They pile up alter the exploion," says Dr. Wyeth, " but in gan-
grene the pain is not reliable. The symptoms of shock are nearly always
observable. The anxious look, the disappearance of facial lines, the early
vomiting, the thoracic respiration, the rising pulse and temperature are
plain enough, but there is nothing to foretell all of these."

Roswell Park " does not know of any means by which appendiceal
perforation can be foretold with certainty. In fulminating cases-to
which you would limit the enquiry-I hate to let perforation become so
imminent. Nevertheless, I regard the drawn, pinched face, the approach-
ing collapse, the general appearance of septic intoxication, as evidence
that it either has happened or soon will happen. This holds good often
with regard to sudden relief or shifting pain."

Matas, of New Orleans, has seen but two cases of true fulminating ap-
pendicitis. " Both cases were seen in full coliapse and were inoperable."

Concerning the matter of foretelling perforation by ordinary means,
Dr. Matas says: " I do not know, if we exclude that indefinite clinical
perception which long experience at the bedside gives to the clinician.
We cannot depend either upon the acuteness of the symptoms or their
mildness; sometimes we think the danger is not imminent; yet we are
deceived; at other times, when we are most confident of the result the
mischief is done. Logically, the only certainty lies in direct inspection
of the appendix after-section. 1 believe the success in non-operative
cases depends more on the fortune of circumstances and the large number
of cases that terminate favorably without perforation than upon any clear
and rational means of differentiating cases. If the surgeon will not ac-
cept as a general rule the dictum of Murphy, Deaver, and others, that
is, to operate upon every case regardless of its apparent type, he must be
prepared to take his chances as to perforation and be prepared to act in-
stantly the moment the danger is recognized, when he will probably be
too late, or he may possibly save his patient, as we sometime3 do in
typhoid."
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It will be seen from the testimony of the distinguished surgeons named
above that we cannot possibly foretell perforation by ordinary means.
The course of the disease after perforation depends upon the measures
devised by nature for limiting the infection. If the diseased process is
located, as happily it so often is, where limiting adhesions are practicable,
then we have an abscess to deal with ; if the gangrenous tube be so lo-
cated that natural prophylaxis be impossible, the case comes properly
within the fulminating variety.

My personal experience with fulminating appendicitis is quite limited.
A few cases have been saved, but the operation was performed within a
few hours after the onset. Of the cases so graphically described by
Richardson, not one has recovered. The cardinal feature of my experi-
ence is, that in no case of the kind under consideration has the probable
diagnosis been correct. One case will fairly illustrate the othere: A boy
of nneteen complained for three or four days of general abdominal dis-
tress; it was so mild that a physician's advice was not thought to be
necessary; the pulse was 84, temperature, 990; and the patient was sleep-
ing so quietly and restfully that he was indignant when I aroused him.
The distention was slight, the muscular tension hardly decisive. There
were no other symptoms of consequence, aside from moderate pain upon
pressure over the cocal area. It is doubtful if one careful physician in
twenty would have called in serious question the facial expression. A
few days before he felt "rather knocked out " for a few hours-symptoms
of shock. Following that indefinable clinical instinct so admirably pic-
tured by Matas, an exploratory laparotony was advised, assuring my
colleague that we should likely find a small abscess, basing this opinion
upon the undoubted symptoms of shock. Instead of this, a typical ful-
minating appendix was found-a ragged slough perfectly loose in the
cavity. General peritonitis had already begun, and no amount of treat-
ment stayed its march for a moment.

In another case, a nian of thirty-four, who had been treated for "chronie
dyspepsia," was taken with sudden faintness while at bis desk. He went
home, took some whiskey, and felt so much better that no physician wascalled. This was on Thursday. On Friday there was some vomiting.
The next day a physician was called, but no alarm was felt until Sunday
morning, when I was summoned. The signs of local peritonitis were
present, but general involvement of the peritoneum was thought to be
improbable. Pus and fecal matter were found all over the abdomen, con-fined in some regions by cobweb adhesions. A free appendix, six inches
long, gangrenous from one end to the other, was fourni to contain several
perforations. Death promptly followed general peritonitis.

The few recoveries were due solely to exploratory laparotomies, under-
taken for the purpose of forestalling a perforation, and in no case because
fulmination had been suspected. A moderate delay would have trans-
ferred all these cases to the hopeless column.

I believe sltock to be the most reliable guide in appendicitis; in fact,
we have learned that pain, pulse, temperature, etc., are not accurate
enough to be scientifically classified. lIn no case ought the significance ofshock to be ignored. A nervous temperament may exaggerate the pain
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ýd and unduly accelerate the pulse, but ýhock tells a pretty accurate story
¢s and its meaning in appendicitis cannot be mistaken.
es Unfortunately, in many cases the landmarks of shock are too obscure

es to afford much help in reaching a conclusion.

e, A violent onset, where the pain is wrenching and overpowering, is a
0e, pretty sure indication of perforation, present or impending ; but we can

tell nothing from this as to the condition of the natural defences. I have

many times operated in such cases to find a perfectly safe wall of limita-

d. tion. At other times I have removed a gangrenous, pus-laden appendix,
undoubtedly on the verge of perforation, without the faintest trace of
peritoneal infection about it, and hence no protecting adhesions around it.
Of course, when such a condition is found it is quite natural to infer that

le we have forestalled a fulmination, and yet I am not ready to admit as
much. The appendix does not, certainly, go to pieces at once, as a rule,
and we must conclude that nature prevents numberless fulninations by
throttling the first speck of infection that crosses the line, and hurrying
the mass to some convenient corner where her saving processes can be
more surely carried out. In a few instances I have found a gangrenous
appendix safely wrapped in the folds of the omentumu, which was attach-ed only around the point of infection and not adherent tq other viscera.ýn From the testimony th.us far presented, it does not appear that the

n dianosis of fuhnation is a practical question. The symptoms of gen-
eral peritonitis are clear enough, but who has any faith in operation under
sucli circumstances ? I have diagnosed fulmninating appendicitis without
operation, but the diagnosis was clear only because of the hopelessness of
the case. A diagnosis that must be confirmed by post-mortem examina-
tion is not of much value to the patient.

Touching this point, Murphy says:e I fully agree with you in your opinion about not operating in cases of
fulminating appendicitis."

SIn short, when fulminating appendicitis is diagnosed, it is worse than
useless to operate.C

yt Mv belief is that early operation has done more to eliminate fulmina-
tion than many are ready to believe. This point was well covered by a
gentleman to whom I apologized for my serious apprehension concerning
his appendix before operation, when it was demonstrated that perforation

e was not at all imminent. He joyfully rejoined: "You found no gan-
grene, no pus, nothing likely to kili me-what are you grumbling
about ?" I have never grumbled since on finding conditions so favorable
to life.

Appendicitis is a most deceptive malady. It is not a question that
ought to be decided by the whims of individuals, nor can the burden of

e our ignorance be thrown upon much-enduring nature. That a case re-
covers is nothing ; that one dies is nothing; but it is vital to know what
kind of cases die and what kind recover. The pathologist has about
completed his labors in this field. The question with me is, when not to
operate, and the burden of proof is upon those who oppose immediate

n sur oical relief.
'l In conclusion, the following statemients seem to be warranted:
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Pain.-If violent, sudden and persistent, it indicates probable serious-ness of the attack, but indicates nothing as to the natural defences forlimiting infection. On the contrary, absence of pain is undecisive be-tween gangrene and resolution.
Pulse and Temperature.-While a rapid pulse and high temperaturefavor the destructive process, their absence is no assurance of recovery.Referring to this, Tyson remarks that too much stress cannot be laidupon the fact that there may be gangrenous appendicitis in the presenceof normal temperature.
Shock.-The presence of shock, if undoubted, is a very grave symptom,generally indicating perforation. On the contrary, the most deadly at-tacks often occur without it.
Sensitiveness.-If persistent and highly developed, generally indicatesdestructive inflammation, but gives no clue concerning the limitations ofinfection.
The Expression.-Of no material value before the development ofgrave conditions.
Perjoration.-This can no more be foretold than the perforation oftyphoid or the rupture of an aneurism.
My own practice is to save the patient first, by operating upon non-septic tissues, if possible, and to argue the case afterward.
To the well-known gentlemen who have so generously and frankly re-sponded to my requests for information, I beg to tender my sincere

gratitude.
103 State Street.

THE DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF "LUMBAR
PUNCTURE."

From January, 1895, to the end of June, 1897, I have performed 21" punctions" in the lumbar region, anticipating assistance in diagnosis as
well as therapeutic relief. In 15 of the cases the symptomatic pheno-mena of memngitis basilaris tuberculosa were unmistakably marked ;five were typical cases of meningitis cerebro-spinalis epidemico, while
one was of hydrocephalus acutus, resulting from meningitis cerebro-
spinalis.

In the 15 cases of meningitis basilaris tuberculosa the puncture wasperformed at an early stage of the disease as well as when the cerebral
tension was well advanced. In two cases puncture was only performedonce; in eight cases it was performed twice on each subject; in three
cases it was performed three times on each ; and in two, four times oneach subject.

The quantity of fluid abstracted at each individual operation varied in
the early cases from 5-10 to 20 cubic centimetres=0.1760 of an ounce
to 0.7040. In older cases it ranged from 20 to 50 cubic centimetres-in
one case it was as much as 115c.=4,048 ounces of fluid. The totalquantity from each case varied in the same degrees.

The first two cases, tapped once, gave 15 and 30 cc. respectively; theeighth, with two tappings each, gave: one 20 cc., one 25 cc., one 50 cc.,
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1s- two 35 ce., two 65 cc., and one case g.ve 75 cc., respectively. In the two
or cases, with four tappings, the quantity abstracted was 150 and 215=
>e- 5.280 and 7.568 ounces.

In all the cases operated on not a single untoward symptom arose to
re mar the effects of the operation, but it need not be added that scrup.ulous

y. care was exercised in disinfecting the surroundings and using aseptic in-
id struments. Again, aspiration was carefully avoided and the fluid allowed
ce to drip out gradually by gravitation. When the tension in the cerebral

membranes was high the fluid rushed out with considerable force. In
many of the cases the fluid obtained was of a clear, watery appearance,

t- without any sediment, and no tubercle bacilli could be discovered by the
ordinary methods of investigation.

In one case the fluid was tinged red, while the soft parts were deeply-
colored red. The contents of a Pravatz syringe of this cerebro-spinal
fluid were injected into the peritoneum of a guinea-pig, whose tempera-
ture rose to 38 c. = 100.4 degs. Fahr., but gradually fell in a few days to
normal without any bad effect. In the course of four weeks the animal
was killed, but no trace of any tuberculous affection could be discovered.
This operation was performed in two different cases, with the same
result.

The influence of the tapping on the disease was not constant in its
effects. It may be safely averred generally that it did not markedly af-

e fect the pressure-phenomena of the disease. In several cases, after a
sufficient quantity of fluid had been withdrawn, a temporary relaxation
of the contractions occurred, followed by a short period of somnolence,
which disappeared after 24 hours, without leaving any notable improve-
ment in the patient. It may not be without interest to mention a rew
changes that took place in the temperature after tapping, but these were
not constant. In one series of the cases, the temperature ranged between

1 39 and 40 c. = 102. 104 degs. F., which was suddenly induced by the oper-
s ation. This did not always occur in the first tapping, but would appear

on the second, third, or fourth, for the first time, which was usually
transitory, and would disappear within 24 hours after its first appear-
ance.

The therapeutic results of my own experiments convince me that no
permanent benefit is obtained frora tapping. There is only one case that

3 could be demonstrated as a positive success, which proportion is far too
small for the magnitude of the operation. A few temporary ameliora-
tions in the symptoms were undeniable, but these were not lasting enough
to justify such interference. As a diagnostic test the operation utterly
failed in my hands, as nothing could be obtained from the fluids of ani-
mals after death to prove the presence of tuberculous bacilli, although
the post-mortem of the patients in every case revealed the bacilli of
meningitis tuberculosæ.

In five recent cases of meningitis cerebro-spinalis epidemice, I oper-
ated with only one success as a diagnostic aid. In this case the fluid
withdrawn amounted to 10 cc., cloudy in appearance, containing pus cells
and producing a capsuled cocci on cultivation. The post-mortem con-
firmed the diagnosis.
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1. Tapping, as a diagnostic or therapeutic adjunet is quite worthless,
according to my own experiments; but it must be borne in mind that
other investigators have discovered proof positive in the cerebro-spinal
fluid of the tuberculous bacillus, as well as cultivation in other animals,
to justify the assertion that it is constantly present. My own opinion is
that a negative result does not destroy a positive clinical diagnosis.

2. In acute cases of meningitis cerebro-spinalis the cerebral fluid does
contain morbid products, which, if applied to animals, as Heubner has
shown, may serve to verify clinical observation.

3. When the acute stage lias been passed, and hydrocephalus is
present, no diagnostic assistance can be obtained from the examination
of the fluid.

4. As a therapeutic agent it is equally inefficacious in meningitis
cerebro-spinalis and meningitis tuberculosæ. I must qualify this by say-
ing that individual cases do improve when operated on early, often re-
peated, and large quantities abstracted. I recollect one in private prac-
tice of two months' standing that improved after each tapping, but ultim-
ately died after three days' illness.

.5. My operative experiients are not sufficiently large in meningitis,
chronie hydrocephalus, or chronic hydrocephalus in connection with
tumors, to justify a critical record of their worth.

6. Further experiments are necessary to determine the quantity of
fluid to be abstracted, the interval of tinie that should elapse between
the operations, and how far the therapeutic value, if any, can be demon-
strated.-Dî. MONT, M1ed. Press.

TREATMENT OF ACUTE PROLAPSUS ANI.

Acute prolapsus ani occurs frequently at childbirth, but as the patient
has to keep her bed irrespective of the anal trouble the condition does not
assume so much importance as when the sufferer is an active man of
business, to whom the time and rest necessary for recovery are serious
natters. A succession of these acute cases in inany respects similar led
me to adopt a treatment which has given encouraging results. The
pathology of the condition appears to be a slipping or forcing down of
the mucous membrane investing the sphincter and of the mucous mem-
brane immediately above it. Spasm of the sphincters, impeded venous
return, and edema result in the formation of an elastic and exceedingly
tender, livid or purple swelling occupying either a portion or the whole
of the circumference of the anal aperture.

The swelling can be returned above the sphincter without much diffi-
culty by the finger, but in the course of a few minutes in many cases the
prolapsus has recurred. The application of heat or of cold in the form of
an ice compress relieves the discomfort, but does not effect a cure or ma-
terially alter the size of the swelling. Astringents, either in the form of
an ointment or of suppositories, I have found to be useless. Regulation
of the bowels and the recumbent position are necessary, but a week often
passes before nature brings about recovery.

It is obvious that if the prolapsus could be kept up for a few hours a
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essdhat speedy cure might be anticipated, anà this led me to employ pads and aalT bandage, but it was almost impossible to prevent the descent of a smallnal swelling in this way owing to the awkward situation in the hollow of theas, buttocks. Under these circumstances, and in the absence of thrombosis,z which would ceau for incision, I have successfully used as a pessary a full-sized Tait's cervical dilator. After replacing the prolapsus with theoes finger the vulcanite uterine dilator is lubricated and inserted for one inch
(as up the rectum, and is retained in position by a collar of dentists' wax(Stent's composition) supported by cotton wool and a firmly-applied Tis bandage.

ion The pessary not only prevents a descent of the swelling while in posi-tis tion, but by its pressure it favors the absorption of the edema, and ittti5empties the engorged veins; it should be inserted at night and retainede- until the following morning. This treatment I have found to bring aboutre- a complete cure; there bas been no tendency to relapse, and the patient
ac- bas been able to rise and resume his occupation without discomfort.mn- Olive-shaped pewter pessaries have been used for tis purpose, but tbeyare dependent for their Position and retention upon the action of thetis, sphineters which cannot be relied upon in these cases. In the chronic

ith condition of prolapsus ani arising from atony of the levator and sphincterof ani muscles mucw benefit cannot be expected from treatment by pessary.oenThe following case was the flrst one treated by me in this way. Junemen 22, 1897, a man complained that for two days he had been in pain froms s swelling wich he took to be a hemorrhojd. On examination a tense,bluish, semi-lunar swelling was found occupying the right margin of theanus, the mucous membrane being continuous with the skin at the outercircumference The patient stated that be bad pushed up the swellingrepeatedly, but that it always returned in a few minutes. This I foundmtto be the case. I then gave him a full-sized Tait's dilator 2î in. long, and
lt î in. in greatest diameter, and conical in shape, for wbich a collar was
ot made as described above s as to grasp the pessary thus improvised at one>odsinch from its point and prevent it from sipping entirely into the bowel.

eu The patient was directed to retur the prolapse when in bed, and im-
he mediatey to insert the pessary well lubricated and supported by a T
of bandage; he was also strongly advised to remain in bed on the followingday until seen by me. Next morning, however, I received a note to theeffect that he felt quite recovered, and I beard afterwards that the pes-Us sary was worn until 4 a.m., when it slipped out, but the prolapse did not']Y show any tendency to return, and has not done so up to the present time.fle -FANK ELVY, M.R.C.S. Eng., London Lancet.

he
of Local Treatment of Gout.-
of La- Potassium iodide, 4 drachms.
of Soap liniment, 4 drachms.

Cajuput oil, 30 minims.
en Caraway oi, 30 minims.

Rectified spirit, sufficient to make 7 ounces.Apply on lint and cover with protective. -Medical Record.
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APPENDICITIS.

SYMPTOMS WHICH DETERMINE THE SAFETY OF POSTPONING OPERATIVE
INTERFERENCE UNTIL THE ACUTE STAGE HAS PASSED.

When we remember that fully one-half of all the cases of appendicitis
recover from the first attack ; that spontaneous resolution takes· place
when peritonitis, exudation, and sometimes even suppuration, have been
present; and that a large number of cases which recover withont an
operation in the primary attack remain well and have no recurrence of
the disease, the question of when to operate or not to operate is a very
nice, difficult, and always an important one.

I agree with Wyeth, that if you have a competent surgeon, one skilled
in abdominal work, and the patient can be operated on within twelve
hours of the first symptoms of the attack, ninety-nine per cent. will be
cured. But we frequently see the cases after these twelve hours have
expired, and surgeons of experience in such work are not always within
call. I confess I am not in favor of an operation in all cases as soon as
a positive diagnosis is made. Too many of them get well and stay well,
to warrant it, and others can be made to wait, and have the operation
done duiing an interval between the attacks, when the inflamnatory
symptoms have almost if not quite disappeared, the danger of sepsis has
been passed, and the risk of death fron an operation is almost practie-
ally nil.

When the attack is sudden and severe, the pain intense, pulse rapid,
temperature high, respiration short and thoracic, abdomen hard and dis-
tended, face pinched and anxious-especially if the group of symptoms
have been ushered in with a chill -the only hope for life is an operation,
and the sooner the better. Such a case is called a fulminating one (it
comes on like an explosion), and we are not warranted in waiting an
hour to try medicinal remedies. In such cases if, along with other
symptoms, there is shock, perforation will almost certainly be found, and
the chances for life are very slight even with an early operation.
Fortunately such cases are very uncommon, but it is just such cases that
have made some good surgeons say, " Operate in all cases, and at once,
when the diagnosis is made." It is these fulminating cases that have
produced a panic among the lay people, and have struck terror among
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many practitioners of medicine. I have seen during the past year butone case of perforating appendicitis; the man was moribund when I wascalled in, and no operation was attempted.
when the symptoms are presented more slowly and less severely,iren the pain is lot so great, abdomen flat, pulse, temperature andrespiration nearly normal, litte or no swelling or hardness in the rightiliac region, then there is no such reason for haste. We can safely waitefor some hours and watch the rogress of the case, and this watch shouldbe most carefully made. 0f aIl the cardinal symptoms the temperatureis the least reliable, and, in many cases, should be the least considered.The nausea and vomiing, and the effect of the disease on the sympatheticsystem, is often so profound as to keep the temperature down to almostnormal. In two of my cases the temperature was 99 1, and yet Ifound in each the appendix dead, and so rotten that it was difficult to

t cVEhad e ih tem t ut it is important to remember that whilethe absence of high temperature is no indication that serious mischief isnot goig on, the resence of a high temperature, say 102°, shows that
ce serios changes are probably taking place. The most important symp-lace tos to note is the pulse; ft is what we used to call the "abdominal
een pulse," sinaîl, thready and frequent. As the case improves the pulse getsan less frequent and less smnal, and vice versa, when the inflammation growsof worse the pulse gets more frequent. In appendicitis a pulse of 1200 isaery ai of great danger. WVhen the pain grows worse, the pulse faster,and possibly the temperature igher, and rigidity of muscles over the

lled inflamed spot greater, the case is growing worse.Ilvebe III.-VALUE AND LIMITS OF SALINE PURGATION.
ave In an ordinary case, not a fulminating one, after a short time the painhin ~abates, the fever lessens, the mintin onatrasor ietepiahi abate, and al the pulse gets slower, the abdomen less hard

i as and tender, and a e the urgent symptoms more or less subside-they doo inot disappear, but are less pronounced-and then there comes in a remedy
oon which in my hands bas been as certainly valuable for good as quinine nory malaria or arsenic in euralgia; that is, saline purgatives, given in fre-bas quent doses until the patient is freely and repeatedly purged. Thercopious and numerous Watery operations " bleed " the bowel andperitoneum and lessen the congestionor inflammation. I have watcbedpid, case after case during this period of lull in the symptoms, in grave doubtdis- whether the exudate would be taken up and resolution of the inflamma-
)ms tory product occur, or whether it would continue on to suppuration orion, gangrene, or both, and have seen the former rapidly follow free saline(it purgation.
an If the disease continues after the purging, the abdomen is left in a

lier . surgical operation. I am always glad, inand any abdommal or pelvic surgery, to know that my patient has been wellton. purged and that the bowels are empty. If, after free purging, the pain
hat contmues, the pulse is rapid, the belly tender, an operation should beice, done without further delay. Sone surgeons are strongly opposed to theattenpt to purge, and m some cases rightly so. In fulminating appendi-
)Dg cgtis, an attempt to purge would most likely fail and the purgative add



materially to the trouble; and to try to purge a case when pus or gan-
grene was present would be simply silly and mischievous; but to de-
nounce saline purgation in every case is as wrong in principle and in fact
as to demand operation in every case as soon as the diagnosis of the dis-
ease is made.

IV.-RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF THE DISEASE IN THE TWO SEXES.

From the reports of many surgeons we learn that appendicitis is much
more common in males than in females ; the proportion stated is one to
four. This has not, however, been my experience. In the cases for the
past year, which I present to-day, it will be seen that thirteen were fe-
males and thirteen were males, and this has been about the proportion of
all my cases, amounting now to 155, the cases being nearly equally
divided between the two sexes. At one time, say ten years ago, it was
believed that the female was almost exempt from inflammation of the
vermiform appendix. Lately, however, more and more cases have been
seen in that sex. There is certainly no difference in the anatomy,
physiology, or pathology of the organ in the two sexes to account for
its greater frequency in the male; the additional little artery-some-
times, but not always, found in the female, and supposed to give better
nutrition to the appendix in that sex-will scarcely explain the differ-
ence. By some it is ascribed to injury to the appendix by the psoas
muscle in the male. Is the relation of this same muscle in the female so
markedly different? I think not.

Frankly, I am at a loss to know how to explain my record. I know
that I am no better, and, in many cases, not so good, a diagnostician as
some other surgeons, and yet I cannot help sometimes thinking that the
very aggressive gynecologists-and I beg to assure any of them present
that I mean no offence-have taught us so much about ovaritis, salpingi-
tis, tubal pregnancy, and so forth ad infinitum, that the hard-working,
honest practitioner is led to believe that every unusual symptom of
trouble about the pelvis must refer to some one or other of the female
organs of generation, and I fear many a case of trouble about the cecum
and appendix has been treated for ovarian or tubular disease. Indeed, I
confess to having made the mistake in more than one instance myself.
In one of the cases in this report, in my ignorance, 1 treated the patient
for some months for ovarian trouble, and when at last the symptoms
were so pronounced that I could no longer mistake them and I operated,
I found an adherent appendix filled with pus. I think it would be well,
when called in to see an obscure case of pelvic trouble in the female, not
to let the gynecologist make us believe that there is nothing else in a
woman's pelvis but the uterus, tubes and ovaries. I recall a case, fifteen
years ago, of a lady to whom I was called in consultation by Dr. Lewis
Wheat, of my city. Two days before she had been delivered of a child
and was supposed to be suffering from puerperal sepsis. She died, and,
as the labor had been easy and natural, it was difficult to explain the re-
sult. Dr. Wheat made a post-mortem, and found that a large abscess of
the appendix had burst during labor, and flooded the cavity of the ab-
domen with pus. Another patient, a lady, married, aged 33, had been in
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bed for five months,suffering from ftequent attacks of violent pain in the
right iliac region, spreading over the whole of the abdomen. For these
attacks she was given moiphia by a physician then in attendance, but
now dead. The attacks were so frequent and the morphia given soliberally that she became an opiuin haW>itue, and was miserable without
the drug. She was naturally a weak, hysterical woman, and this state
of mmd and body, along with the opium, made it very difficult to get
from her a true story of the case. I found that she was pregnant about
four months (although she denied it most emphatically), and that her
tubes and ovaries were free from disease. She was tender over the rightiliac region, and I found there more muscular tension than upon the op-
posite side; there was no swelling. The point of tenderness was in the
right flank on a line with the anterior superior spinous process, and notin the pelvis. An examination through the vagina of the contents of herpelvis gave her no pain. When the attacks were at their worst she had
vomiting and tympanitis. When I opened the abdomen I found an in-
flanmed and adherent appendix, with some exudate but no pus. She got
well, gave up voluntarily the morphia before she left the hospital, and isnow in the eighth month of pregnancy. This is the second time I have
operated for appendicitis in pregnant women-the other case at the sixth
nmonth of pregnancy. Both cases recovered and neither miscarried. I donot think one should hesitate to operate during any period of pregnancy,
or even during parturition, if the case required it.

V.-DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS BETWEEN APPENDICITIS AND DISEASE
OF THE TUBES AND OVARIES.

The diagnosis is not easy when inflammation of the right tube and
ovary and of the appendix occur at the saume time. We have in both rapid
pulse, rise of temperature, pain, vomiting and tympanitis. There are, how-
ever, some points of difference that will often enable us to distinguish be-
tween the two diseases. Appendicitis begins more acutely. If it is a
chronic case, there is a history of one or more former sharp and sudden
attacks. Lesions of tubes and ovaries are of older date and.have a his-
tory of menstrual disorder. The pain of appendicitis is acute, frequently
violent, beginning over the solar plexus, radiating over the whole belly,
and finally settling in the right iliac region. In adnexal disease the pain
is dull and heavy, and never sharp and lancinating until the peritoneum
is involved. The patient is more alarmed in appendicitis than in disease
of the adnexa. The location of tenderness is different; in appendicitis it
is on a level with the anterior superior spine; in adnexa trouble it is in
the pelvis. In the latter, vaginal examination reveals the site of tender-
ness ; in the former, you can touch and move the organs in the pelvis
without producing pai. Vomiting is more common in appendicitis.
Rigidity of the muscles of the abdominal wall over the right iliac region
is almost always present in appendicitis, and generally absent in inflamma-
tion of the tubes and ovaries. Indeed, the muscular rigidity and location
of the tenderness, or pain, will usually decide the diagnosis; but in case of
doubt I would give chloroform, and by its aid the enlarged and tortuous
appendix can be felt. probably fastened in its place by adhesions; or, by
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a bimanual examination, we may discover disease of the adnexa. In casesof pus-tube on right side I believe the appendix, whether diseased or not,should be removed when the pus-tube is taken away.
VI.-TECHNIQUE OF OPERATION.

In fulminating cases the abdomen should be opened by a long incision,the gangrenous appendix ligated and eut off, and the belly washed outwith gallons of sterilized water. Six or eight strips of iodoform gauzeshould be carried through the incision to different parts of the cavity.The wound should not be sutured, but every facility afforded for easydrainage. If such a case is not seen until the bowels are distended withgas, and the patient prostrated or collapsed, it is useless to operate. Ihave never seen a case of fulminating appendicitis without premonitorysymptoms. A careful inquiry into the past history will always showformer attacks which, possibly, however, at the time were not recognized.In cases where there is a deep-seated localized abscess it should be ren-dered accessible by a free abdominal incision. The abscess should becarefully walled off from adjacent tissues by pieces of gauze and thenopened. The pus should be sponged out and the appendix carefullysearched for and removed. The abscess wall should be dissected out andthe bowels examined to see that they are intact. It is impossible totreat such cases extra-peritoneally, and when you have exposed thecavity to the danger of infection there is no more excuse for doing in-complete work than in other forms of abdominal surgery.In cases where the abscess has approached the an terior abdominal walland become adherent to the peritoneum I simply open and drain it, andmake no effort to extract the appendix if not loose, or to remove thewall. To endanger the infection of the general cavity by too prolongedan attempt to find the appendix is not, I believe, good surgery. Thetemptation is sometimes right great to persist in efforts to get it, as thepatient and his friends feel a sense of disappointment when told that theappendix was not found. The disappointment is almost as great as theywould have when eut for stone in the bladder and told that the stonecould not be found. But no amount of anxiety on their part will *ustifythe surgeon's running the risk of bursting through the wall and e4osingthe cavity to infection. If the wall is broken from any cause then, aftersponging out ail of the pus, I would remove it as you would do in case ofpus-tubes.
In cases of chronic or relapsing appendicitis I do not advise an opera-tion until the patient bas had two attacks. Sometimes the inflammation

.which attends the first attack renders the patient free from a secondattack because of some obliterating pathological change in the appendix.I make one exception to this rule-if, several weeks after the first attack,I tind tenderness or induration, or both, over the region of the cocum, Iadvise the patient to have the operation done at once. The operationshould always be done between the attacks. In every case ail adhesionsshould be freed, and any portion of the omentum in contact with theappendix which is suspected of being contaminated should be removed.(DR. IUNrER MCGUIRE, in Southern Medical Record).
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THE HEALTH OF OUR GIRLS.

Dr. Charlotte B. Brown, of San Francisco, in a recent paper on this subject,
said: "The great number of invalids amongst women, and the multiplica-
tion of specialists in diseases of women, may call the attention of physicians
to its cause, and their duty towards the prevention of this disease in the
earlier stages. During the last two years the writer found that one- sixth
of the new cases in her practice had been girls and single women under
32 years of age. One-fourth of this number were teachers, typewriters,
telegraph operators and dressmakers, the rest mostly school girls under
19 years of age. The cases are similar in type and general history; tall
and thin, or overgrown in flesh, but languid, easily tired, irritable, with
backache, irregular menses, anemic and sallow, capricious appetites, dys-
peptic, constipated. Examination of the cases shows, in general, a small
uterus with endonetritis, more or less profuse catarrh, frequently stricture
of the internal cs. and sometimes displacements. The need of local treat-
ment in such cases is brief, but much time and thought should be ex-
pended to procure the proper adjustment of the whole machinery, and to
prevent these girls from lapsing into special invalids for years. The
author believed that the foundation for this ill-health was laid somewhere
in the schools, for California, with its climate, was especially favorable
to young people. An inspection of the ninth grade of the grammar
schools of San Francisco, during the past three months, shows several
hundred girls of the age of 15. Twelve to thirteen years of age is the
usual time in California for the establishment of the menses. This age
corresponds to the seventh grade of the schools, and teachers find that
girls rarely ask to be excused on account of dysmenorrhea. In the ninth
grade the attendance was over 90 per cent., showiig that mothers do not
regard it as necessary to keep their girls home during the period. Evi-
dently, the cause of the girls' ill-health was to be sought elsewhere than
in puberty. A list of questions was therefore prepared for the ninth
grade of the grammar schools, and the first year of the high schools, and
through the Board of Education of Oakland and San Francisco the fol-
lowing questions were submitted to the girl8, it being understood that
their replies were optional: 1. Do you eat breakfast? 2. What does
your breakfast consist of, generally ? 3. Do you have a warm lunch ?
4. At what hour do you go to bed at night? 5. Do you often go to bed
later ? 6. What regular duties, if any, do you have at home, daily, in
connection with housework, or anything else, and how much time do they
take? These were answered by 287 girls in Oakland and 1,000 girls in
San Francisco. In reply to the second question, 386, or more than 33 per
cent., answered, " coffee and bread, or roll and hot cakes." Thirty said,
"no breakfast," or "a glass of hot lemonade," or "coffee and cod-liver
oil," or "hot gruel." The rest detailed the usual American breakfast.
Four hundred and ninety-three, or nearly half the girls, eat lunch, and
10 p.m. was the average hour of retiring for 1,000 pupils, 206 retiring
after that hour. Five hundred and nineteen girls, or about one-half,
report some duties in housework, from fifteen minutes to three hours
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daily. Three hundred and fifty-nine girls carry on special studies inmusic, French, etc. The author inquired whether it was surprising thata sensitive girl, after studying too late at night, eating a poor breakfast,a cold lunch, and having but a small amount of exercise, should begin tosuffer with the symptoms already recounted ? All the more will thisstate of things maintain if a girl goes once or twice to the theatre, or toa surprise party, and then tries to adjust lessons in study by taking timeneeded for exercise and meals. Two needs that occurred to the authorin this connection were, first, the establishment in all towns and villagesof outdoor gymnastic fields especially for wornen; second, a building nearthe large grammar and high schools for training in physical, manual anddomestic science, as part of their regular school work. ln conclusion, theauthor presented the following points for the consideration of physicians,and for general dissemination in the school boards, of which they areoften members: 1. Rising early enough to fill one's lungs with pure air,after a suitable toilet, a cheerful, generous breakfast of material chosenon which to do four good hours' work before noon; that is, some homeduty, a brisk walk to school, with three hours of study. 2. A warmlunch, even if but a cup of cocoa or hot milk, or lunch-basket meal. Con-venences for preparng such a dish should be provided in every school,office or factory where human beings eat the noon meal, unless a placenear by offers such food for a few cents. In some cities this want is filledby the New England kitchen, which serids laige receptacles of hot soupto the schools. The contents, too, of the lunch-basket are worthy of in-spection. 3. The great need of exercise and, besides the hmoriiing duties,an hour at least, after school, should be given to out of-door sport. Er-rands, which were many times noted on my list of answers, are good ; so1s a bicycle ride, or outdoor gymnastics, or a good walk, which should befelt, not a duty, but a pleasure. 4. No study allowed after 9 p.m., andevery girl of 15 years should be asleep at 9.30 p.m., later being permittedFriday or Saturday nights only; even then, not very often. .5. Urgeupon parents that the social life of school girls should consist of after-noon entertainments, and almost never evening parties.

INSTRUCTION IN THE ART OF PRESCRIBING.

The art of prescribing is one which bids fair to pass from us under thepressure of brilliant feats of operative surgery, and the startlingly newbiology, serum and organo-therapy. What with studying the X-rays, ex-perimenting with organic extracts, and carrying out micromorphologicobservations, the medical student's time is so thoroughly occupied thatsomething must be sacrificed, and judging from a recent article on pre-scribing in a prominent German medical journal, it would seem that inGermany, as well as in America, there is a marked tendency to neglectthe important art of prescribing.
Professors Romberg and Schiegtendal have lately called attention tothe neglect of this branch of instruction in medical courses in Germany,and in a recent contribution to the subject, Professor Binz (Berlin Klin.
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Woch, 1897, 48) has recorded a larg¢ numnber of accidents which were due
to errors in prescription writing.

Soine of these errors, it is true, were not errors of ignorance, but or-
iginated in careless writing or faulty abbreviations or other details. Pro-
fessor Binz holds that the remedy lies with the clinical professors, who
should see to it that the clinical student writes out explicitly each pre-
scription ordered without resort to memorandum books or other prompt-
ing. In other words, Professor Binz holds that in the clinic the condi-
tions should approximate as closely as possible those which would exist
in actual practice, in prescription writing as well as diagnosis.

In the United States as well as in Germany there is much neglect of
this important branch of the physician's education. In order to effect a
slight economy in the work of hospital apothecaries, it is almost a uni-
versal customn to have a series of stock prescriptions ready, which are
ordered either by numbers or letters. It is true that the hospital formu-
lary will tell the embryo practitioner what he is ordering when he writes
for eight ounces of No. 15, and the students when ordering these prescrip-
tions know in a general way what the constituents are, but such ordering
does not give any practice in prescription writing, and moreover tends to
establish a habit on the part of the young physician of depending upon
routine treatment, a habit which is most prejudicial to his best and wisest
development as a physician.

It is to be hoped that the attention being paid to this in Germany wili
find an echo in our American medical schools and the hospitals attached
to then. If the hospital authorities feel that they cannot afford the time
required for the apothecary to put ut individual prescriptions we think
an effort should be made to follow the plan which has obtained of late in
Atlanta, where the dispensing department of the medical college hospital
has been placed in charge of the college of pharmacy, and details from
the senior class are furnished to do the dispensing under the supervision,
of course, of the apothecary of the hospital, who is a college instructor.

By a slight effort the schools of medicine and pharmacy might co-oper-
ate in this way to their very great mutual advantage. The pharmacy
students would be given opportunities for a wide range of experience in
prescription work under competent supervision, and the medical students
would be furnished the opportunity to learn by practice the routine which
they wil1 necessarily have to follow .when once they have left the hospi-
tal service.-Editoral in American Druggist.

ANTIPYRIN AND LACTATION.

After various researches made by M. G. Fieux, says a writer in the
Bulletin Médicale of September 5, 1897, he reached the following con-
clusions:

1. Antipyrin certainly passes in a natural state into the milk.
2. Given in large doses, in two capsules each containing fifteen grains

at intervals of two hours, it may be detected in the milk in from five to
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eight hours after its ingestion, and from nineteen to twenty-three hoursfterward it cannot be discovered, so elmiation lasta eighteen hours atthe maximum.
3. The antipyrin during this time passes into the milk only in an ex-cessively weak proportion, very much less than fifty parts in a thousand ;it is only in exceptional conditions-for instance, when sixty grains areadministered in sixteen hours-that it perceptibly reaches this propor-tion.
4. It does not influence in any way the quality of the milk and, par-ticularly, the lactose, the casein, or the fat.5. It seems to have no action at all on the secretion, which always re-mains very abundant, provided the woman continues to nurse.6. From the absence of general symptoms and from examinations ofthe weight, the infinitesimal quantity absorbed by the nursling does notseem to have any unfavorable action.-New York Medical Journal, Oct.23, 1897.

ON THE VALUE OF ARSENIC AND BELLADONNA IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF CROREA.

on a recent issue of the London Lancet, Overend concludes an articleon this topic in the following summary:
1. Belladonna appears to be most beneficial in recent cases, and its in-fluence is sometimes very marked in severe forms.2. In obviously rheumatic cases arsenic in large doses may be given atrial or may be combined with belladonna from the first. Belladotinamay act by diminishing the excitability of the nerve centres or by im-parting an improved tone to their vascular supply.3. In the wards of a hospital it is perfectly justifiable to give to a childas much as thirty minims or more of tincture of belladonna every tourhours for ten days or even longer. Certain precautions are necessary.The patient should be keDt in bed and the urine carefully measured.Small doses of potassium acetate may be added if it becomes muchdiminished or if the eyelids show any puffiness. In one child nocturnalincontinence occurred and the dose was lessened. The occurrence of thepapular erythema, which leaves raised circular lumps for a time, doesnot necessitate any diminution of the dose. Dryness of the throat andswelling of the parotids, should they occur, are merely temporary. Theinfluence f the beladonna makes itself felt after about four days.Should no visible improvement occur before the tenth day, it would beuseless to continue with it. But in eight severe cases treated belladonnawas of benetit, and is certainly worthy of further trial. As soon as themovements become trivial or occur only during' exertion, it is better toomit the belladonna, to commence massage of the affected muscles, andadminister cod-liver oil and syrup of phosphate of iron or other tonics.The arsenic may be continued for a week or longer.

(Belladonna as an adjuvant is often valuable; but such heroic dosagefrom the start one would hesitate to adopt.-ED.)
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NERVOUS DISEASES AND
ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

IN CHARGE OF
CAMPBELL MEYERS, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond.,

Neurologist to St. Michael's Hospital. 192 Simcoe Street.

NOTES UPON THE EPILEPTIC AURA, WITH REPORT OF
SOME RARE FORMS.

By L. PIERCE CLARK, M.D.,
First Assistant Physician at Craig Colony, Sonyea, N. Y.; Member of N. Y.

Neurological Society, etc.

From time to time it seems desirable that we should formulate the
latest advances of our knowledge about the various phenomena of
disease; in no field does this seem more desirable than in our study of
epilepsy. That which should attract our attention first in a clinical
sense is the aura or warning. The aura of epilepsy is so elusive and in-
definite that it must be approached with great care in order that we may
obtain an accurate knowledge of its nature. Although such statements
are old, they will bear repetition as often as we have occasion to study
this fleeting stage of an epileptic fit. Unless one bears such a thought
constantly in mind he is almost certain to make mistakes at every turn
of his investigation. As the aura portrays the onset of the furious
nervous storm which follows, it is absolutely essential that we should
give it careful attention first, in order that we may form a complete
concept of epilepsy.

At the very beginning of our study of the aura we meet with many
difficulties. Obviously, epilepsy cannot be studied to advantage wheh
much mental impairment has taken place, and, again, because the symp-
toms of the aura are almost entirely subjective, the patient's statements
must be weighed carefully before being accepted as final. Before any
neurological significance of his aura can be entertained repeated examina-
tions are necessary, until it is found that the nucleus of the patient's
statements agree in substance throughout.

At various times writers upon epilepsy have laid special stress upon the
aura; some consider it a symptom pointing to a favorable or unfavorable
prognosis, according to the kind and character of the aura; others have
maintained that the aura indicates the seat of the earliest nervous dis-
charge in the cortex, and the area in which the discharge ultimately is
most complete. Still others have laid great stress upon it as indicative
of the peripheral origin of the seizure which was referred to special motor
and sensory functions; limited space forbids our considering each of these
views in the light of recent investigation.
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In considerinig cases in which the special sense aurS are present, wewould naturally infer that olfactory and opti disturbances would bemost frequent because of the direct connection that these special benseorgans have with the brain proper. In a careful review of 241 cases ofepilepsy which have been admitted to the Craig Colony, the special senseaura of sight was found most frequentîy, and but one case of the senseaura of olfaction was observed. Why the disturbed sense of olfaction isso rare in epilepsy when this sense has fully as direct a onnection withthe brain as has that of sight, is a matter for further study and in-vestigation.
The sersation of great fear, as of impending death, which is not infre-quently experienced by the epileptic in lus sensory and psychic aura,probably is iot somuch dependent upon the attenuation or loss of con-sciousness as it or upon the disturbance of cardiac and respiratoryrythm. In two or tlree cases in which this aura was habituallypresent, the patient stated that the fluttering feeling in the cardiacregion (palpitation) and the inability to breathe were recorded long be-

fore the conscious state had becomne materially impaired. One caneasily understand tlhat such important functions as that of respirationand propulsion of blood when interfèred with would nateria y affect thewhole sensory apparatus of the organisir.Again, the epileptic cry is frequently said to be due to an expulsion ofthe residual air of the lungs, caused by convulsive compression of thethoracie muscles diminishing the capacity of the thorax, but this erv isfrequently prolonged, and conssts of many inspiratory as well as expira-tory acts, and is probabsy due in a great measure to the clonic spasn ofthese mscles. Ao s hain, it seems quite probable that some cortical dis-turbances in the speech aea are also present, as the patient not infre-uently artcuates words as well as utters the prolonged cry.A fact of great interest in studying the aura of epilepsy is that certainwidely different areas of uie brain nay be sinultaneously exploded ordisturbed and give ise to auch of different kinds which are associated atthe same time with each othertbe so-called mixed auræ.s If one accepts the ideas of liberal writers upon cerebral localization itis not as difscult to account for the origin of two apparently widelydifferent areas of disturbance in sensory realms. We believe that almostail authors now maintain that sensory centres do not admit of so clear adefinimtion as motor areas, but occasionally widely different sensory andmotor phenomena are manifest in the same case ; to form a satisfactoryor adequate theory for such a case is very difficuit. We must be contentwith conjecture until the true physiology of the cerebral cortex lightsthe way.
The great frequencyof the epigastric aura finds a satisfactory explanationin the general statement of Mercier,' who local izes the peripheral sensorysensations in the epigastrium because he believes that in primordial lifethe stomach or epigastrium was the earliest and Most important seat ofpleasure and pain.
Tuke's Dictionary of Medicine, sVoy. 1, pages 
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Cases have frequently been reported in hich the unstable, discharging
centre of the epileptic's cortex has been cofpletely exhausted by repeated
explosions, each discharge being more severe and exhaustive than the
other, but cases of epilepsy in which the motor aura acting as a seizure
has completely taken the place of an attack, are very rare. A case which
is at present under the writer's observation has shown this peculiar
epileptic phenomenon. Commonly for several hours before an attack, and
occasionally for an entire day, the patient bas a convulsive movement of
both arms, finally causing him to raise them to maintain his balance.
This muscular movement occurs every few seconds during the progress of
the aura without his once falling. Although the patient may do his work
in the meantime, he is very irritable and rarely recognizes the fact that
he is passing through an epileptic aura and may soon have a true con-
vulsive seizure. He shows by his manner and speech that his state of
consciousness is considerably disordered. Occasionally after a severe at-
tack, these flurries following the regular convulsive storm continue for
hours before he returns entirely to his normal inter-paroxysmal state.
Quite frequently the patient passes the entire day in this peculiar state
of consciousness attended by inco-ordinate muscular movements which
are not ultimately followed by a general convulsive seizure. An ad-
ditional interesting feature of this aura is that it occurs in an idiopathie
epileptic and no trauma bas ever been alleged. The etiology and
pathology underlying such an aura are still unknown. This patient bas
been under the writer's observation daily and almost hourly for the past
year. Such a case of epilepsy presents an unusually interesting oppor-
tunity to study the manner in which consciousness is attenuated and
finally lost. Undoubtedly this man at times holds the entire mystery of
the pathogeny of an epileptic fit-its motor and elusive sensory
phenomena. How unfortunate that we are not to be able to see that
mysterious mechanism! This patient is still intelligent, and seems re-
markably devoid of the emotional characteristics which are frequently
seen in cases clinically allied.

While present authorities hold that the aura represents the area of the
brain which takes the initiative in the seizure, we must remember that
this can be only the fulminate which starts the discharge, whereas some
other area might begin the explosion if the seizure were but a little de-
layed. This one fact shows that the greatest study and endeavor should
be directed toward ascertaining the exact cause of the great instability
of the whole cerebral cortex.

The writer desires to enibody in this article some uncommon forms of
epileptic aura which, in the light of our present knowledge of the fune-
tions of the nervous system, seem like mere vagaries of the epileptic's
disturbed mental state.

Case 1.-PHRASE RECURRENCE.-Patient states that prior to her at-
tacks she bas a recurrence of phrasing, which differs from normal
thought, as it is recurrent and grows more intense at each repetition.
The phrase is " nicht wiedersehen." This aura bas been present prior to
most of her attacks for the past year. Occasionally the phrase changes
to " auf dem reirdem." She states that there is no apparent connection
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between the occurrence of these words and normal tbought in everydaylife, and that she does not know the meaning of these words. She basnever had insistent ideas or word dominance of phrase rhthm. At notime have these recurrent phrases been present after the attack or in theinterim. This is a rare psychical aura.
Case 2 .- AURA LACHRYMALIS.-Patient states that about two hoursbefore an attack lie bas a stupid and confused feeling and that aboutfifteen minutes before it occurs he feels very depressed and has an unde-finable sense of fear. At times during the aura lie weeps and cries loudly,while at other times lie weeps quietly by hinself. This peculiar auramakes its appearance prior to about one-half of his regular epilepticseizures and continues until the convulsion occurs, whih usually beginswith an opisthotonic contraction of the extensor muscles, lasting fortwenty or thirty seconds.

Case S.-PAIN IN HYPOCHONDRIUM-Patient bas a sense of pain inthe left hypochondrium, which is located in the muscles of the side. Thisaura is present before about one-third of ber attacks. Gtowers statesthat this aura bas never been observed.
Cases 4 and 5.-DREAMY STATE.-These patients experience a <dreamystate " about one-balf hour before each attack. During this time theyare stupid and incapable of performing simple acts. These aur arepresent before all their attacks, but are neer found in the interim, nordo they take the place of an attack. Depressed states of this characterhave often been commented upon by Hughlingsackso and Gowers, butalways as a phenomenon which takes the place of a regular seizure, notas an aura.
Cise f .-ctIGRAINE.-For ten or twelve hours before an attack patientis afflicted wit migraine, wbic is localized over an area 2½ inches indiameter at the left temple. The pain is persistent and severe up to thetime of the seizure. Occasionally this takes the place of a seizure andalways disappears as soon as the seizure ceases. Occasionally this auraand the seizure may be aborted or prevented by proper treatment with,Salicylates. The association of migraine and epilepsy bas long since beenfully treated by various writers, but an attack of igoraine acting as adistinct aura has been but rarely noted.

Case 7 .-- SPASM OF THE MASSETERS.-Patient has a clonic spasm ofthe masseters. The teeth chatter for an hour or two before the attackbegins, loudly enougli to be heard many feet away. Patient's teeth havebeen entirely destroyed by sucli forceful movements.
Case S.-OLFACTION.-The aura is of the special sense and distinctlyune of olfaction. An odor of " wood smoke" is noticeable before aboutone-third of his attacks. But one other case of a siiilar character basever cone to the writer's notice.
Case 9 .--ANALGESIA OF TONGUE.-Patient states that for ten or twelveminutes before at attack begins there is entire loss of sensation in theanterior half of the tongue. It becomes numb and she is unable to speakbecause of the loss of control of the tongue. There is a carefully andaccurately defined sensory and motor aura associated hi the same case.Case 10.-PAIN IN RIGHT THIGH.-Patient states that tbe aura con-



sists of a lancinating pain in the middle of the right thigh. It persists
for fifteen or twenty minutes before the/attack. Generally the attacks
occur in series.

Case 11.-PERIPHERAL ANALGESIA.-Patient says that the aura is very
persistent and exists as a numb feeling over the entire periphery. It is
sudden in its onset and gradually fades away, only to reappear every
two or three minutes until the seizure occurs.

Cae 12.-CHILLY FEELING IN LUMBAR REGIoN.-Patient has a "chilly
feeling " in the lumbar region for hours before an attack. A sensory
aura in this region is very rare.

'AURA oF FEAR.-Three cases have an undefinable sensation of fear and
a desire to escape from the room without actually making an effort to do
so. This has also been commented upon by other writers as a petit mal
attack, but in these cases it is a distinct aura and ceases as soon as the
attack begins and is never present in the interim.

SPINAL DEFORM1TY.-Wolff criticises severely Calot's method of forced
reduction of angular deformity of the spine. It is questionable whether
the deformity is actually reduced or whether the wedge-shaped excision
of the projecting vertebraæ only makes the reduction apparent. Sufficient
time lias not elapsed to determine the permanency of the cure. There is
no doubt that these forcible measures predispose to abscess-formation,
general iiliary tuberculosis, injury to the internal organs, spinal cord,
etc.: and already 12 fatal cases have been reported, in which the method
was directly responsible for the result. In addition to this mortality, a
number of serious accidents have followed, and in many cases the attempt
at reduction was unsuccessful. That Calot is himself losing faith in his
own method is shown by the tone of his most recent writings, in which
he advises the employment. of less force, and the discontinuance of the re-
section. Wolff objects to the method on the ground, first, that reduction
cannot be accomplished with the extreme gentleness (" douceur extrême)"
that is prescribed ; secondly, that the accessory treatment-the narcosis,
the enormous immobilizing dressing, and the dorsal decubitus necessary
for so many months-is not only ill-advised, but also unnecessary for the
accomplishment of the final result.-Philadelphia Med. Journal.

HEMORRHAGE IN HMIOPHILIA.-Bienwald employed a very original
metiod in the case of a child aged two years, the subject of homophilia.
Having failed to arrest the hænorrhage from a small wound on the face
by the application of perchloride of iron, he obtained some blood by
aspiration from a healthy subject and deposited it on the wound. In a
few minutes it coagulated, and the hemorrhage at once ceased. His
explanation is that it supplies the fermenît necessary for thrombosis in
the small vessels. Whether this is correct or not is impossible to say in
the absence of definite knowledge of the pathology of hoemophilia. As
affording his explanation some support we may -mention the success
obtained by Doctor Wright in his experiments with a solution of fibrin
ferment and chloride of calcium as a styptic.-The Lancet (London).
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NOSE AND THROAT.
IN CHARGE OF

J. MURRAY McFARLANE, M.D.,
Laryngologist to St. Michael's Hospital. 32 Carlton Street.D. J. GIBB WISHART, B.A., M.D.C.M., L.R.C.P.L.Professor of Laryngology, etc., Ontario Medical College for Women: Lecturer in Laryx-gology and Rhinology, Trinity Medical College ; Rhinologist and Laryngologiat

Hospital for Sick Children, St. Michael's Hospital, and the Girl's Home;
Toronto General Hospital. 47 Grosvenor Street.

REPORT OF A CASE OF ACUTE PURULENT OTITIS MEDIA, COM.PLICATED BY RETROPIIARYNGEAL ABSCESS.

BY FRANK L. STILLMAN, M.D., COLUMBUS, OHIO.

This case is thought worthy of report on account of the rather uniqueseries of complications, the happy subsidence of ominous symptoms, theperfect recovery, and because detailed histories of cases of acute purulentotitis media with this complication are rather uncommon in medical lit-erature.
The subject of the sketch is an attorney, aged about forty, and un-married. He is of a nervous, sanguine temperament, and never sufferedfrom much illness. For some years he has had a moderate amount ofchronie otitis media (catarrhal) which was aggravated, if not induced, bya deviated nasal sæptum. In Februarv, 1896, he fell througb an openiin a stable loft, and was unconscious from the resulting concussion forseveral hours.
The evening before his first visit he was assisting in the work of in-itiating candidates into a quasi-secret club. After spending the eveningin this convivial manner he came home on his bicycle about twelve, mid-night. The air was damp, a cold wind was blowing, and when he reach-ed his apartments he felt thoroughly chilled. At 1 a.m. he began to havepain in the left ear, which was severe enough to keep him awake the bal-ance of the night. Upon inspection the next morning (which was April18, 1896), the left membrana tympani was found highr1y yperoe andbulged, and be complained of a deep pain in the ear. Paracentesis ofleft membrana tympani in posterior inferior quadrant under antiseptieprecautions. There was an escape ofconsiderable serum. Tbisgavehimmarked relief from pain. H1e was instructed to remain indoors and useLeiter's cold coil. During the next two or three days the history wasthat of an ordinary acute purulent otitis media. About the third daythe serous discharge was assuming a purulent character. The temperayture varied from 99.4° to 101.8°, and pulse about 70. On the third daythe ear was cleansed with a warm solution of bicarbonate of sodium,listerine and water. The ear was syringed with this solution every fewhours, and then a light coating of boric acid was insufflated, and a stripof iodoform gauze placed lightly in the meatus.
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I will state here that the nose and rhi ropharynx were kept sprayedout with an antiseptic spray throughout h illness.
On the 24th the temperature was normal, the discharge was diminish-ing, and outside of some restlessness he was feeling first-rate.
On the 27th he attended to business part of the day, but felt exhaust-ed afterwards. Lsed gentle politzerization at this consultation and alsothe usual local treatment.
May 1st.-Had rather a bad night from a dull pain in the ear.7th.-It is noticed that discharge from ear is gradually increasing inamount, so that he finds it necessary to dress the ear and change thegauze about every three hours. After syringing the ear, a few drops of afive-per-cent. solution of nitrate of silver were dropped in the externalmeatus and retained a short time. The ear was then gently mopped out.llth.-Disharge is freer. An attempt is inaugurated to carry out anentirely dry plan of treatment.
e3 th.-Been in room al] day, suffering from hemicrania in left side ofhead. das a feeling of malaise. Ear foul. Tenperature 100.3°. Cleans-ed and purified ear thoroughly with hydrogen dioxide, 1 to 5. Politzer-ization and syringing with warm water. Instructions were given to havethis done (with exception of politzerization) by the nurse sufficientlyoften to keep the external meatus clean.
Hemicrania continued for two or three days in this manner. Therewere absolutely no symptoms, such as tenderness, redness, or swelling backof the ear, to indicate any mastoid involvement.Feeling that there might be some retention of pus from insufficient drain-age,a free cut was made in the membrana tympaniin its posterior half,froma Point back of the long process of the incus to the lower periphery. Patienthad an attack of dizziness after the operation, which, however, was onlymomentary. Politzerization was gently used to force the pus from themiddle ear into the external canal. The pain in the head seemed tem-porarily benefited, but the next day it was as severe as ever, the precedingnight having been quite a restless and sleepless one. Upon a friend's (?)advice he dropped some spirits of camphor in the ear. This, of course,caused pain and aggravation of the symptoms. The writer, upon beingslimoned to his rooms, found him su'ffering from hemierania, the pain ofwhich seemed to focus at left side of the vertex and radiate toward theleft temple. The left ear seemed a little more prominent than the right.The patient found it difficult to rotate bis head, locating the stiffness inthe back of the neck. The cerebral symptoms were sufficiently alarmingto cause me to seek the counsel of a general surgeon, and Dr. CharlesHamilton was asked to visit him, and during much of the further pro-gress of the case saw the patient often. In addition to trional, whichthe patient had taken occasionally for restlessness at night, codeine wasprescribed, a quarter of a grain every hour, for the relief of the pain atthe vertex. A hot bag was tried for relief of pain instead of cold, butwas discontinued after a few hours, and the use of cold resumed. Ras nofeyer.

On May 23rd it was noticed that the pulse was below fifty beats aminute, at times going down as low as forty. There appeared to be a
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periodicity about the exacerbations of pain in the head, and quinine wasprescribed, two grains every two hours.
24th, Il a.m.-Pulse 46. Last night took one dose of codeine and twoten-grain trional powders. Mind seems a little sluggish this morning; issomewhat drowsy and quite weak; not much pain. At 4 p.m. took alittle wine, and at 6 p.m. seems brighter.
25th, 10 a.m.-Pulse 46. Feels weak, and mind a little dull. Wine,half an ounce every three hours. Local and general treatment the same.Last night took one dose of codeine and two of trional. Discharge ratherabundant.
The symptoms seeming rather grave, and fearing the formation ofcerebral abscess, Dr. Kinsman was asked in consultation. The doctor,after a careful investigation of the history and the patient's present con-dition, thought there was no cerebral abscess, but the symptoms could,perhaps, be accounted for by a localized meningitis. Administered cal-omel and podophyllin, one dose.
26th, 9 a.m.-Pulse 58. Vomited once after taking a dose of quininebefore breakfast. Flow from external meatus rather profuse. At 5.30p.m. notice that ear shows evidence of increase of inflammation. Cover-ing of bony canal swollen, and membrana tympani is deep red andthickened. Says opening of jaw causes a feeling of pressure in ear.Discontinued quinine.
Thinking that his environment might be adding to hi restlesnesand discomfort, it was decided to remove him to a hospital, and this wasdone at once.
June 1st-Pulse 70. Temperature normal. A tonic preparation of ironand the liberal use of eggnog were prescribed. Local treatment contin-ued as before. Some increase of swelling of neck in front of sterno-mas-toid and at angle of jaw.
2nd Temperature 990 at 9 a.m. For about a week has complained ofbis throat being somewhat painful, especially during deglutition. Therewas a little swelling in the left side of the soft palate, but it was diffi-cuit to determine whether this or his swollen nieck was producing the dis-cotfort. This morning, however, attention was more especially directedto the throat, and it was seen that the left side of the palate was assum-ing a more brawny appearance. The redness and swelling weremore marked at the junction of the faucial pillars. Temperature thatevening was 101'.
3rd.-Left side of throat was more swollen. Lanced it in three laces-at upper portion of tonsil, in the anterior pillar, and in palate a litteabove junction of pillars-but no pus was found.Directions were given for use of hot bag on neck. At this time therhinoscopic mirror demonstrated the fact that there was some swellin inthe rhinopharynx as well. This was not marked, but seemed to be be-low the opening of the Eustachian tube, and above and back of the pos-terior pillar.
5th.-As the opening in the membrana tympani was growing smaller,was again free]y incised.
6th.-Pulse 70, of good quality. le taking about eight glasses of milkdaily. Eyes are brighter and complexion is better.
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as 7th.-Took a drive this afternoon.8 th.--There seems to be a little increaÀe of swelling in front of thero tragus. Temperature, 99.7ç>; pulse 72. Was restless and sleepless last
is night. Discharge from ear about the same. Dr. C. F. Clark saw the pa-a tient in consultation. During his visit the usual treatment was gonethrough with. The Politzer air bag was used to demonstrate the patency
e, of the Eustachian tube and the opening in the drum membrane. The es-e. caping air brought with it a gush of pus from the external meatus-
r probably a drachm in amount. The patient looked up in a startled man-ner and said it felt as if something broke in his head. The pus was thin-ner and lighter in color than usual. The pressure of the air had causedr, e liberation of some pent-up pus, but the exact location of the barrier

to its free exit, until then existing, could only be surmised; nevertheless,the direct communication between the swelling in the throat and the earcould readily be demonstrated, for when a finger was placed in the rhino-pharynx and pressure made on the left lateral wall, pus immediately ex-uded from the ear.
) 10th.-An attempt was made to evacuate the retropharyngeal abscessWith an aspirating needle. It was run through the soft palate into thepharynx i two places. At that time pus was not encountered, but thenext morning the up-tip of an atomizer was forcibly pressed into thelateral wall of the rhinopharynx, the wall of the abscess was rupturedand a profuse flow of pus took place.
12 th.-Could get no pus from throat by pressure. Discharge from earlas much decreased in amount.
16 th.-Left tonsil is enlarging. The neck in region of angle of jaw isstill swollen.
17th.-Temperature this evening 100°. Left tonsil is considerably en-larged and is softening. Steam inhalations were ordered.
18 th.-Abscess in tonsil opened spontaneously. The opening was atthe upper portion, of the gland. A probe could be passed two centimetresin a downward direction. Using a Eustachian catheter as a guide, theinternal wall of the abscess cavity was freely laid open with a bistoury.

After this the patient improved quite rapidly and soon left the hos-pital.
30th.--A hard swelling remains in neck at angle of jaw. It began tosoften about the 4th or 5th of July and a poultice was ordered. By the10th fluctuation could be felt, and on the 13th it was opened and gaveexit to a couple of ounces of pus. After that the progress toward recov-ery was quite rapid.
The last time he was examined by the writer was on August 28th,

upon the patient's return from a month's outing. There was no auraldischarge and the drum membrane had healed perfectly.
In taking a retrôspect of this case several queries naturally arise inone s mmd. 1. Is it not probable that the ominous symptoms which werereferred to the brain were caused by the formation or retention of pus

between the middle ear and pharynx ? 2. By what route did the pus gainaccess to the rhinopharynx ? In the writer's opinion the route was prob-ably along the sheath of the tensor tympani muscle.-N. Y Med. Journal.
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ANGINA PECTORIS FOLLOWING INFLAMMATION OF TUETONSILS.

Zilgien (Revue médicale de l'E8t, October 15th, 1897; Deutsche Me-dizinal-Zeitung, March 17th, 1898) records four cases of angina pectorisof several weeks' duration following febrile inflammation of the tonsils.He thinks the trouble was a neuralgia of the cardiac plexus occasionedby toxie materials formed in the tonsils.

GENERAL AND LOCAL ANESTRESIA IN LARYNGOLOGY ANDRIINOLOGY.

General anesthesia in intranasal operations, says Dr. Joseph S. Gibb,of Philadelphia (Journal of the American Medical A8sociation, March5th, 1898), is but a sorry substitute for local anosthesia, and should beemployed only when the necessities of the case urgently demand it.We are obliged, at times, he says, to meet the wishes and desires ofpatients, some of whom prefer general anæsthesia because the operationcan be done without their consciousness. At the same time it seems tohim folly to undertake such operations merely to please the patient un-less we are reasonably sure we understand beforehand every necessity ofthe case.
The larger number of intranasal operations being best undertakenunder local anesthesia, we must decide which of the few local anestheticswill serve our purposes best, and the manner of its use.Cocaine has held undisputed sway as a local anæsthetic for about fifteenyears and, in the main, leaves little to be desired. Those who have usedit freely, however, have now and then observed effects which have givenrise to anxiety, and a few fatal cases have been reported from its use.It has always been a matter of doubt to him in these cases of cocainepoisoning as to the part played by the shock of the operation. A ner-vous woman, he says, cuts her finger and faints at the sight of blood; thissame woman should certainly be expected to faint during an operation onher sæptum. He believes that some of the cases which have been regard-ed as cocaine poisoning are of this nature. A very few can not be ex-plained in this manner and we are forced to admit that in some subjectsan idiosyncrasy exists to the drug.
More recently, eucaine has been extolled as the equal of cocaine in an-esthetic power, and, it is asserted, possesses no such tendency as the lat-ter drug to produce intoxication.
Our experience with this new anosthetic is necessarily too limited toassert positively as to the latter statement. There is no doubt in thewriter's mmd as to the validity of the former.
In an article published in the Philadelphia Polyclinic for January,23rd, 1897, the author gave an experience of six months' use of this drugin the clinies of the Episcopal and Polyclinic Hospitals. It was found tohave equal anesthetic power with cocaine, as to both intensity and dura-tion of anosthesia in the larger number of cases.
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Its power to reduce engorged turbinates was also equal to that of co-
caine. In the pharynx, while it possesses equal anæsthetic power to that
of cocaine, it does not produce those unpleasant suffocative, choking sen-

!e- sations which the latter drug at times induces. It is, therefore, much
pis pleasanter in its effects in this locality. In no case were any symptoms

is. approaching intoxication observed,

ad These results have been confirmed by a riper experience. Eucaine is
now used at the author's clinies in all operations in the nares, nasopharynx,
and pharynx, except in those few instances in which cocaine seems to
have a better effect.

Its use in the larynx has been abandonded because cocaine has equal an-
esthetic power and slightly less irritating and hence less apt to produce

annoying and troublesome spasms.
b, The pleasantest manner of obtaining anæsthesia in the nasal chambers,
h says the author, is as follows: First spray both chambers with a two per
>e cent. solution of whichever anæsthetic is chosen, to obtain tolerance for

the harsher methods to follow. After waiting for a minute, saturate a
f small pledget of cotton with a four to ten per cent. solution of the drug
n and allow it to lie at the site of operation for from five to eight
o minutes.

1- Nearly all the operations the laryngologist is called upon to perform in
the pharynx can be accomplished under local anæsthesia. Eucaine is to
be reconmended in this locality. It causes less discomfort to the patient
n and it is also probably less likely to give rise to unpleasant general symp-

8 toms.

Hamamelis in Renal Homorrhage.-My father, an old man of sixty-
three, was affected by these renal hæmorrhagoes, caused by calculi, and
they had continued for ten weeks. In vain he had been treated most
assiduously by three physicians; the bleeding could not be stilled, and in
consequence he had become very weak. Taking a teaspoonful of extract
of hanamelis five times a day checked the hæmorrhages, and besides this
wonderful effect was permanent. Since two months he has completely
recovered, and his urine is free from blood or albumen.-PuL REICHERT.

Every medical man should be a member of a medical society. He will
never know how great a man lie is tili some one praises him in a discus-
sion, nor how small a man till some pomnous fellow-member takes him
to task ; but all these frictions serve but to round and smooth a busy life,
and no one can do without it who desires to be a physician in the highest
acceptancy, and not a man who doctors.-Atlantic Medical Weekly.

Acute Coryza.-
R. Menthol, 30 grains.

Chloroform, 5 drachms.
Inhale four or five drops, rubbed on to palms of hands, sevoral timos

a day.
-Therapeutische Monatschefte.
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PAEDIATRICS.
IN CHARGE oF

ALLE M. BAINES, M.D., C.M.Physician, Victoria Hospital sP S P e t oor Department Toronto
Geneal ospial.194 inioe treet, andJ. T. FOTHERINGHAM B.A., M.B., M.D., C.M.,Physician, St. Michael's Hospital; Physician, Outdoor Departnient Toronto General s-pital ; Physician, Hospital for Sick Chjldren. 39 Carlton Street.

PARTIAL SYNOPSIS OF PAPER BY DR. W. F. BOGGESS,
LOUISVILLE, KY.

EXAMINATIONS.-The difficulties of examination are often exaggerated.All necessary information as to beginning of the trouble, when ard howtaken, may be elicited from the mother by careful questions. Mothers,owing to their love and solicitude are good observers the doctorsupply-ing all necessary gaps. The doctor should ingratiate himself with thechild and gain its confidence.
1. Do fot be abrupt or in a hurry; notice a child casually at first, thenstrip it and inspet every part. The tint of the face, the color of the lips,the general p pysiognomy, ail help you to properly locate the disease.Blueness of the upper fp in early life is a common.sign of labored diges-tiof. Years ago it ws pointed ot that certain hnes or furrows in theface of an ailing child, by their position, indicated the seat of the de-rangement.

(a) Oculo-zygomatic line denotes diseases of the brain and nerves.(b) Nasal denotes abdominal mischief, gastrointestina trouble.(c) Labial shows diseases of lung and air-passaoest2. Shape of head and limbs, attitude, cry, absence of tears, condition offontanelle, etc.
3. Pulse, respiration and temperature
4. Dietary habits.
5. Carefully inspect the ejecta from stomach or bowels.6. Genital organs.
7. Rectum, etc.
TREATMENT.-1. Administration of physic is of less importance thandietetic regulations.
2. Occupy large and well-ventilated room.3. Ail noise and bustle to be prohibited4. Should be fed through nasal tube or per rectum when necessary.5. To reduce temperature.
(a) Tepid sponge bath.
(b) Warm bath, 80 to 85, in convulsions and great irritability of thenervous system 9d in Bright's disease, remain ten to twenty minutes.(c) Rot bath, 950 to iv in great prostration, cholera infantum, urgentvomiting, remain four to five minutes; a Jittle mustard may be added.



(d) Cold douche followed by vigorous shampooing in weakness, atony,
scrofulous cachexia, etc.

6. Stimulants take a high place among internal medications.
7. Tonics, quinine, iron, mineral and vegetable bitters, cod-liver oil, etc.
8. Opium should be given cautiously.
9. Belladonna can be given in large doses. Children one year of age

can take one to twenty drops.
10. Quinine, digitalis and lobelia are well borne.
11. Alkalies form a valuable class of remedies, also astringents.

- 12. Purgatives mnay be given, but do not overpurge.-Pædiatrics.

THE PULSE IN DIPHTHERIA.-This has recently been made the subject
of special study by Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin, of New York. The cases
were observed in the Willard Parker Hospital. He said that he had not
infrequently noted a marked slowing of the pulse in grave septic cases,
and that this inight occur either before or after a rapid action of the
heart. When the reduction in pulse-rate is extreme, death invariably oc-
curs. Thus, in one case, the pulse dropped on the fourth day from 128
to 66 without much impairment of its strength. On the following day,
however, the pulse became feeble, and 120 to 138 per minute; then stu-

por and vomiting supervened, and death occurred three days later. In
another case, that of a boy of 5 years, the pulse was rapid for a few days,
and then suddenly dropped to 28. At this time the sounds of the heart
were fairly distinct. In spite of free stimulation, the child died in two
days. It should be noted that a slow pulse without other symptoms is
flot necessarily a fatal indication. If, along with a rapid and feeble

pulse, there is vomiting, it is of exceedingly grave significance, for the
vomiting is as uncontrollable as the tendencv to heart-failure.

Dr. A. Jacobi gave it as his opinion that the slow pulse, like the rapid
pulse, is an indication of cardiac incompetency, and that the timely use
Of stimulants would, in many instances, avert the approaching heart-
failure. Dr. J. E. Winters, on the other hand, believed that the profes-
sion was absolutely ignorant regarding the true nature of cardiac failure,
as observed in diphtheria, and that as little could be done in the way of
preventing it as in treating it when actually present. He said that the
very slow pulse, all authorities agreed, was of very rare occurrence, and
he had not personally observed it until the antitoxin-treatment came into

vogue. As he had observed this slowing of the pulse in a number of cases
that had received large doses of antitoxin, lie was inclined to believe that
there was some connection between the two. For example, in the case
referred to by Dr. Chapin, in which the pulse dropped to 28, 6,000 units
of antitoxin had been given. Dr. H. W. Berg opposed this contention,
claiming that he had noted this peculiar slowing of the pulse in diph-
theria many years before the introduction of the antitoxin-treatment, and
that he had noted it very infrequently during the time that these large
doses of antitoxin were being administered.-Phil. Med. Journal.

THE TREATMENT OF PROLAPSE OF THE ANUS IN CHILDREN.-F. Schmey
(Centralbl. f Kinderheilk., 1897, ii, 41) says that prolapse of the anus in
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childhood is quite a severe and dangerous affection, for the reason thatlarge hemorrhages frequentîy occur from the prolapsed mucous mem-brane, whith is usually in a condition of venous stasis. This tends to
debilitate the child.

tn one of Schmey's cases the rectum prolapsed not only during eachstool, but even when the cild urinated, and latterly seemingly withoutany cause whatever. In addition there was much bleeding of the pro-
lapsed mucous membrane visibly reducing the patient's strength. Pro-
lapse of the rectum is usually found in quite young, badly-nourishedchildren. The author aims to have found marked symptoms of rachitisin ail children treated by. him for prolapse of the anus, and has directedhis treatment accordingly. Up to the present time the usual treatmentconsisted in surgical measures, in the application of a bandage, the exci-sion of sPndleshaped strips of the folds of skin which converge in radi-ating nes to the anal orifice, or a cauterization of the skin surroundingthe anus with the bot iron. Others advocated the subcutaneous injec-tions of strychnine in the neighbor od of the anus, chemical cauteriza-tion or the ligature, and excision with narrowing of the anus. Thegreater number of these measures are not safe; for example, numerouscases of death, due to pyemia, have occurred following cauterization ofprolapse of the rectum.
Relyng on the observation that all children with prolapse of the anuspresented distinct signs of rachitis, Schmen put tem on anti-rachitietreatment, and in this way claimed to have attained exceptionay bri-liant results.
His formula is the usual one for the exhibition of phosphorus:

R~ Phosphori, 0.01
01. jecoris aselli, 100.0
Ft Sol.-Sig. One to three coffee-spoonfuls daily.Generally the prolapse was perfectly cured after the use of one bottleof this medicine , and did uot appear again. He offers the following re-suyme: pProlapse of the anus in children, according to my observations, is

a symptom and a sequel of rachitis, and its cure is easily and permanentlyaccomplished by the administration of ou of phosphorus.[This statement certainîy does not apply in this country. Rickets andprolapu ani are lot commonly seen together here, and the latter condi-tion here cannot be always cured by phosphorus internally--J. T. F.]PARALYSIS FoLLoWING MUMP Reviuîod observed the appearance ofparalysis in a boy seven years ot age, afvter an attack of mumps in whihhe could exclude infantile and postadiphtheritic paralysis. The pai-alysis attacked at first both lower, then upper extremities, and laterinvolved the left facial area, the muscles of deglutition the lingual andrespiratory muscles. The sphincters and sensation remained normal.A perfect recovery took place in six weeks under proper theraleticmeasures.-Rev. méd. de la SUisse Rom.[A nice illustration of what we have learned in aetiology from bacteriology, that the toxin of any specifice sease may produce peripheral feur-itis, some like diphtheia Irequently, others, as here, rarely.-...]
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at SCHLEICH'S INFILTRATION ANESTHESIA.-(Weak solution for use in
n. children.)

o Cocain hydrochlor .................. 0.01
Mor-ph. hydrochlor ................... 0.005

h Aquæ destill. . ..................... 100.0
Sodii chlor......................... 0.2

M. Ft. Sol.-Pædiatrics.

d SYPHILITIC IMPETIGO.-
s Hydrarg. oxid. rubr.,

Zinci oxid........................... . 1.5
t Resorcin ................................. 0.6

V aselin ............................ .... 30.0
M. Ft. ungt. Sig.-For external use.-Phillips.

r

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FONTANELLE.-Involution of the fontanelle oc-
curs normally from the fifteenth to the eighteenth month. From birth
to the ninth month the fontanelle decreases gradually in area, and from
this time till complete closure the decrease is more rapid. Retardation of
normal involution indicates rachitis or hydrocephalus.

The fontanelle presents pulsatory and respiratory phenomena. Tl e
pulsation increases if the tension is slightly increased; diminishes or is
lost if the tension be greatly increased.

A murmur over the fontanelle occurs in a certain number of children,
most commonly in those who are anæmic or rachitic. It is not patho-
gnomonic.

A slightly prominent and pulsating fontanelle indicates a cerebral
hyperæmia, such as occurs in fevers.

A protuberant and tense fontanelle indicates an exudation or inflam-
mation in the cranial cavity.

Retracted fontanelle indicates a condition of collapse, brought about by
acute intestinal disease with profuse watery discharges, infantile atrophy
from any cause, hemorrhage, effects of prolonged acute infectious disease,
or marantic sinus thrombosis.

In acute infectious diseases with meningeal symptoms, examination of
the fontanelle shows no protuberance or tension, whereas in true menin-
gitis these conditions are marked.

In the so-called hydrocephaloid, a terminal condition of cholera infant-
um marked by the occurrence of striking meningeal symptoms, the font-
anelle is retracted.-ABT, in Medicine.

NIGHT TERRORs.-Braun, after critically discussing the existing theories
onfavor nocturnus in children, declares it to be a disease by itself, which is
closely allied to the conception of neurasthenia, i.e., " an irritable weak-
ness. Following this, a description of the characteristics of the at-
tack and their demonstration is given. The sudden jumping up of the
infant out of its sleep-symptomatic, especially in colic-has no relation
to night terrors. The etiology, as well as the treatment, is that of neuras-
thenia, and the latter should be pointed in the direction of nutrition and
education.-Der Kinderarzt-Pediatrics, September, 1897.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY REPORTS.

TORONTO CLINICAL SOCIETY.
Meeting was held on April 13th.
Dr. Albert A. Macdonald, President of the Society, was the chairman.The minutes of the Marel meeting were read and adopted.The following Fellows were present:-Dr. Nichol, of Baden; GeorgeEliot, William Thiste William Aikins Chas. Trow, Graham Chambers,Eliot Brown, eofrey Boyd, Herbert Hamilton, Frederick Fenton, Wil-liam Oldright, J. Algernon Temple, Herbert Bruce, William Pepler, F.LeM. Graset Albert A. Macdonad, George Bingham.Dr. Bruce read a paper on The Surgical Treatment of Osseous Ankylo.sis of the Temporo-Maxillary Articulation.

Four years ago the patient fell downstairs, striking ber chin forciblyon the lower step. Dr. Stevenson, who saw her immediately afterward,says there was no dislocation of the jaw, but that the alveolar process4 ofthe upper and the lower jaws in part were broken, causing part of theteeth of both jaws to be loosened. Some of the teeth penetrated thelower hp, the scars of which reniain. She could remove the jaw freelyafter the njur, and contined to do so for about a year. Then move-ment graduamy diminished until, one and a half years after the injury'the jaw became fixed. Then a wedge-shaped screw gag was used oneigha or ie occasions, under chloroform. This was followed by tempor-ary bovement Soon, however, all movement was lost and the jaw be-caie absolute y fixed. On examination, August 9th, 1897, the jaw wasquite wixed, neither lateral nor up and down movements being possible,and was said to lave been in this condition for two and a half years.
The jaw was displaced iaterally to the riglit side about Twof an inch,indicated by noting the relation of the right sne aout of an asshow by he ncisr teth -emiddle line of the two jaws, asvhown by the incisor teeth. From this I concluded that.the disease in-volved the right joint, and advised excision of the condyle. On Sept. 9ththe transverse incision was made of an inch long 1 of an mch below the

zyoa, beginning just in front of the bar. The parotid fascia was div-iderd along the zygoma. The parotid gland displaced downwards, theother joint exposed the nek of the condyle was chiselled through and anattempt made to separate the jaws. This was found impossible. Thecoronoid process seemed to be eld flrmly to the skull. As the patientwas taking the chlorofor badly, it was thought wise to postpone divisionof the coronoid until a future time. Subsequent to this operation therewas slight paresis of the orbieularis palpebraruni. Nov. 12th the jawscould be separated to a slight extent, probably - of an inch. Nov. 13than incision was made through the cicatrix of the former wound and ex-tended forward about s of an inch. The neck of the condyle was ex-posed and a copper spatula placed beneath it, to protect the internalmaxilary artey Entered the saw in the groove made at the first opera-tion and went through the periosteum on the external surface, which had



not been completely divided. Now it was found impossible to open the
jaw, so the saw-cut was extended partly through the base of the coronoid
process, and division completed by means of the chisel. The jaws could
not be separated until the chisel broke icompletely through the coronoid
process; then the jaw was easily opened to the extent of an inch. The
temporal muscle was parted from the coronoid process, and the later
removed with a small section of the ascending ramus. Then the condyle
Was chiselled from the glenoid cavity, to which it was united by bone.
The ascending ramus was trimmed with bone forceps. Then the index
finger could be placed between the ascending ramus and the skull. On
account of some oozing from the divided bones, the cavity was packed
with iodoform gauze. The wound was closed with horse-hair, except at
the posterior part, where the gauze was brought out. Gauze was re-

moved the next day and wound healed by first intention. There was
considerable swelling of the cheek for some weeks, which seemed to be
due to obstruction of Stenson's duct. There was also some paresis of the
orbicularis palpebrarum, but this has now entirely disappeared. The
teeth can now be separated in front to the extent of Ï of an inch. I
think the inability to open the mouth wider is due to shortening of the

masseter and temporal muscles of the other side, for the jaws can be sep-
arated an inch under chloroform. The patient is able to eat meat and

other solids, and seems to masticate well. The operation was in the main
after that of Bottini, done originally in 1872. This is, I think, the best

operation for those cases of bony ankylosis of the temporo-maxillary joint
without involvement of the soft parts. When the jaws are fixed by cica-
tricial contraction in the soft parts, due to noma, lupoid ulceration or

burn, the section of bone must be in front of the cicatrix, and for these
cases hsmarch's operation, that is, the removal of a wedge near the body
of the jaw, should be done.

It is not always easy to discover which side ankylosis exists. The

history may help, then the jaw should be examined, and there may be
lateral displacement, as there was in this case, due to loss of cartilage.
In the process which destroys the jaw, Cabot mentions another method of

determining this : If the fingers are pressed in on the teeth on each side and

at the same time the patient makes vigorous attempts at mastication, a
spring of the bone on the free side will be noticed in quite distinct con-
trast to the fixity on the ankylosed side. In looking over the literature
of the subject, 67 operations in cases of bony ankylosis of the temporo-
maxillary articulation have been reported. Of these 47 were cured by
Bottini's method, and this would seem to indicate that surgical opinion
favored the operation being done close to the zygoma.

Dr. Bruce then presented the patient for exammation.
Dr. Grasett said this was the first case of the sort he had ever seen.

He thought the result was very satisfactory.
Dr. Peters said that he had seen the case at both operations, at which

time there was very little movement. His recollection was that the coro-
noid was not ankylosed by bone to the skull. The first week after the
second operation the patient would voluntarily open the mouth so that
there was a distance of an inch between the jaws. Probably a larger por-
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tion of the bone might have been removed, but if a great deal more hadbeen removed the chin would have been drawn too much to the one sideof the mid-line of the face. Rather than to have this he thouglit it pre-ferable to sacrifice one-quarter of an inch in the distance the jaws couldbe separated. me considered the result a very good one.Dr. William Oldright drew attention to the comparative smallness ofthe teeth in the ower jaw. He had seen one case similar to the one pre-sented, in which an attempt was made at breaking down the ankylosis bymeans of gags.
Dr. Pepler thought more of the bone might have been removed.Dr. Boyd brie fly' discussed the case.Dr. Bruce closed the discussion.
Dr. J. A. Temple presented (1) two ovaries in a state of cystic degen-eration, which he had removed from. a woman wao had a fibroid of theuterus. (2) A non-adhesive pus tube which lie had removed from a farm-er's wife. There had been no symptoms. (3) A cystie ovary from a wo-man who had suffered from retroflection of the uterus and prolapse of theovary. (4) A fibroid tumor of the uteruq which was causing great pain.Dr. Grasett referred to the secondJ case which he wad seen. Dr. Fentondiscussed the last, which had been under his care.Dr. Pepler discussed the diagnosis of pus tubes.Dr. Oldright reminded the Society of a pair of pus tubes e had re-moved intact and presented at the Society last year.Dr. Macdonald reported a case of amputation of the cervix uteri forcarcinoma The patient was a dlicate woman aged 45, who had a num-ber of chldren and had iscarried several times. When he saw her firsttwo weeks ago, the question was whether he should remove the wholeuterus in which tle mortality by tle vaginal route is about 15 or 20 percent., the mortality of apudtating the cervix only being two per cent.,and the resuit about as good as the more serious procedure. He decidedto amputate the cervx. le thouglt it would add two or three years tothe patient's life.

Dr. W. H. B. Aikins discussed the case.The nominations for the ensuing year resulted as followsPresident Dr. F. LeC. Grasett; Vice-President, Dr. Geo. Bingham andDr. W. H. B. Aikins; Coire.sponding Secretary, Dr. Herbert Bruce; Re-cording Secretary J. N. E. Brown; Treasurer, Dr. W. H. Pepler; Coun-
sel: W.B. Thistie, G. Boyd, H. Hamilton, G. Chaînber3 and F. Fenton.The Society then adjourned for supper.

Chrouic Cystitis.-
R. Fluid extract golden-seal, 2 drachmsTincture gentian comp., 4 drachmsTincture staphisagria, 1 drachm

Tincture cannabis indica, 1 drachmSyrup bitter orange peel, 4 ounces.A teaspoonful three times daily.

---Medical Fortnightly.
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"APENTA"
THE BEST NATURAL APERIENT WATER.

BOTTLED AT THE SPRINGS, BUDA PEST, HUNGARY.

APENTA WATER IN TiE TREATMENT OF OBESITY.

"The Berliner klinische Wochenschrift for March 22, 1897,

speaking of some experiments made under Professor Gerhardt's

direction in the Charite Hospital as to the value of Apenta water

in the treatment of obesity, says that such experiments could not

be carried out until quite recently, on account of the inconstant

composition of the bitter waters coming into the market. In this

respect, the Apenta water is favourably circumstanced, and it was

ehosen for these observations because of its constancy of composi-

tion. The conclusions arrived at as to the value of Apenta in the

treatment of obesity, and as to its influence on tissue-change, were

that it succeeded in producing a reduction of fat in the body with-

out detriment to the existing albumen, and that the general health

of the patient suffered in no wise, and the cure ran its .course

in a satisfactory manner."

-NEW YORK MEDICAL JOURNAL, Feb. 5, r898.

SOLE EXPORTERS:

THE A POLLINA RIS CO., Limited, London.



For Makin2 Lithia Water of a Known Strength what con beMore Satisfactory than
Wyeth's Compressed . . .

Effervescing Lithia Tablets.
WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS

are most convenient for the prepnration of artificial Lithia Water, andthe great advantage these tablets have over the natural Lithia Water isthat the dose can be regulated very readily to suit the case by dissolvingone or more in any desired quantity of y water.
WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS

when taken in doses of from one to two tablets, dissolved in water, andrepeated two or three times daily, exerts a marked influence in caseswhere patients are voiding uric acid grave], causing the formation ofdeposits to become less or cease altogether.

WYETH'S LITHIA TABLETS
have been so perfected that they dissolve al-ost instantly in water, anda tumblerful of Lithia Water of a known strength can be quickly, easilyand economically made by dropping one or more of these tablets into aglass of moderatey cold water, producing a pleasant and palatabledraught.

Price, per dozen bottles, 5 grains, .50 tablets in each, $5.003 44.00

Wyeth 's Efferuescing
Of Salicylates, POtassium and Lithium.(Each Tabiet represents 3,½ grains of Combined Salts.)

These Tablets of Salicylates of Potassium and Lithium, in the above proportiona, are readilysoluble, effervesce quickly and freely, producing a pleasant, sparkling draeot, ae reaiywhere salicylate salta are specially indicated, will have the cordial endorseaent of physicians.
Th s combination là recognizd as almost a epecifie in the treatment of Acute and ChronicRheumatis Rheumati Gout and kindred ajiments, and is an invaluable remedy in allfébrile affections inducing headache, pain in the limbs, muscles and tissues; it is also pre-

acribed in Lumbago, ]PleUriey, Pericarditis and ail muscular inflamnatory conditions.

Price per dozen bottles, - -
(Each bottie contains 50 Tablet.) $4.00.

DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO, LSOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA, NION rREAL.
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As Sunlight is to Darkness
is the condition of the woman who has been relieved from some functional disturbance
to her state before relief. Dùn't you know, Doctor, that there are few cases that pay

S. the physician so well as those of women-and the Doctor that relieves one woman,
lays the foundation for many more such cases-all women talk and your patient will
tell her friends ASPAROLINE COMPOUND gives relief in all cases of functional
disturbance-Leucorrhea, Dysmenorrhœa, etc., and in the cases it does not cure it
gives relief. We will send you enough ASPAROLINE COMPOUND-free-to

ad creat one case.

ng DR. BRETON, of Lowell, Mass, says:
" I wish to inform you of the very satisfactory results obtained from my use of Asparoline.

I have put it to the most crucial tests, and in every case it has done more than it was required
to do. I recommend it in all cases of dysmenorrhœa."

ad FORMULA. Prepared SOlely by
e8 Parsley seed - . - - Gr. 80

.fBlack Haw (bark of the '0ENRY K. WAMPOLE O .
root).............A POL & O.

Asparague seed - - - 30
""" ",''d : : : '.'° Pharmaceutical Chemists,

d Aromatioe

y To each fluid ounce PHILADELPHIA, PA.
a

DRUG HABIBT OUR PREPARATIONS
Antika. lsigegeg. AmtlkaanIs anà Qili Tabl"ti.

SN D U C ED -Tabletu. A "IàkaI and saloTablet

•AiUkannulan CodelneTbleti. Aat'kam"lSQ8in. anu Balo1TabletU~
ror;TiS4 D n,iola Viadct, .don, E.C., Eng.

'i.'.u.. THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL CO., St. Louis, Mo., U. S.A.
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AVer Â~ I the sixth edition ofA Very 4 Prof"s
Po.Hare's " Practical

Serj us 4 Terapeutics " the au-Serious
thor remarks a opbosHandicap of Cabis Indica 

"The employment of this most valuableremedy is handicapped by its frequent lack of
power-a fault which is largely dependent upon
its preparation. The drug as prepared by Parke,
Davis & Co. has proved efficacious in the author's
hands for a number of years. The physician
should always employ some preparation known
by him to be active by personal trial before con-
demning the drug in a given case."

Every parcel of our Fluid Extract Cannabis
Indica is subjected to searching physiological
test, and is adjusted to our established standardof activity.

Parke, Davis & Company, e
Walkerville, Ontario.
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AONORALY ASSOCIATES.
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ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
There are abundant indications that the annual meeting on June m8tand 2nd will be one of the most interesting in the history of the Associa-tion. Its record is that of progress and usefulness of the higlest order.
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Not many years have elapsed since its inception, and so rapidly lias itsmembership increased that to-day on its roils are to be found the namesof about one thousand of the practitioners of Ontaro.
We would urge upon members the benefits that regular attendanceconfers, trusting that a word in season may have the desired effect, andhoping that the coming gathering may eclipse all its forerunners.Interchange of scientifie opinions and social conference cannot fail tomake lasting impressions on the mind of the individual and to increase thesolidarity of the profession. We have heard an <ccasionai non -society-at-tending practitioner aver that he could reap more information from anhour's quiet reading at his own fireside than could be gleaned in a wholeevening's discussion of medical topics. This is not the conclusion of thosewho have made a test of the opposite course, and can be set down only tolack of the necessary experience. The medical recluse is exceedingly aptto , ntientally in ruts of his own forming; he may be a well read man ;but, notwithstanding this, his patrons would reap not a little benefit werehe to appreciate the practical results that follow intellectual converseand the incidental narration of personal observation. It is quite truethat many find it difficult to escape from their arduous duties for even couple of days; it will be wel worth the sacrifice, and nothing is accom-pliied without personal effort.

Specially pertinent to these matters is the~trite saying, "Ai work andno play makes Jack a dull boy." This appii•s with as much force to thecity doctor as to him who pursues his daily and nightly rounds amongstthe difficulties and self-sacrifices of a country practice, each hour a re-minder that were he living and striving for self alone, the batte wouldbe all but unendurable.
We have seen the programme which is being prepared. The papers tobe read promise to be of the right sort, and arrangements are made for alarger number of set discussions than heretofore have been on the list,which, no doubt, wiil lend increased interet.
The Committee of Arrangements are hard at work providing for thecomfort of the member and preparing for the extending of hospitalityin such a fashion as will constrain each to say " It is good to be here."The usuai raiiway rebates on the return journey will, no doubt, besecured, so that the trip will be inexpensive.
Once more we counsel our readers to take advantage of the opportun-ity and 8well the numbers. The Association is our owni-let us foster itas we should and unexampled succes8 is assured.
The following is the list of papers already promised for the comingmeeting of the Ontario Medical Association which meets in Toronto,June lst and 2nd:
Syphilitic Cirrhosis of the Liver-Prof. J. G. Adami, Montreal; Dr.Jas. Bell, Montreal.
The subject to be discussed in Medicine is, The Relation of Excretion toDisease, led by Prof. H. A. Macallum, London, followed by Prof. H. B.Anderson and others.
The discussion in Surgery wilr be The Treatment of Fractures of theSkul, led by Dr. G. A. Peters, Toronto. Two or three other gentlemenhave been asked to follow in the discussion.
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The discussion in Gynecology will be Carcinoma of the Uterus, to beled by- , followed by H. S. Griffin,of Hamilton, and J. W. McCul-
lough, Alliston.

The discussion in Diseases of Children will be on the subject of Entero-
Colitis, led by W. B. Thistle, Toronto, and followed up by R. J. Dwyer, A.
Prinrose, Albert A. Macdonald.

The Injurious Effects of Our Overwrought School System on the Health
of Public and High School Pupils, R. Ferguson, London; Immunity, J. J.
Mackenzie, Toronto; The Effect of the Climate of Our Canadian North-
west on Tubercular Patients, P. H. Bryce; Endometritis with Erosion of the
Os, J. F. W. Ross, Toronto; The Early Removal of Tubercular or Necrotic
Areas, H. H. Oldright, Toronto; The Traumatism of Labor. C. B. Oliver,
Merlin; When Should we Operate, illustrated by cases and specimens,
Wm. Oldright, Toronto; My Experience with Diphtheria During the Fall
of 1897, Wm. Doan, Harietsville; Hyper-Resonance of the Chest a
Premionitory Symptom of Tuberculosis of the Lung, W. C. Heggie, Toron-
to; The Medical and Surgical Treatment of the Insane, A. T. Hobbs,
London; Cretinism in Ontario, A. McPhedran, Toronto; Some Details in
Antiseptic Surgery, N. A. Powell, Toronto; Location of Brain Lesions-
report of a case, H. D. Livingston, Rockwood; Experience with New
Remedies, G. S. Ryerson, Toronto; Vicarious Urination, A. T. Rice, Wood-
stock; ----- A. McKinnon, Guelph; A Brief Sketch of the Nervous Sys-
tem, of Its Liability to Injury, and of Some of Its Diseases, I. Byron
Newman, Detroit; The Various Operative Methods of Dealing With Eyes
Lost Through Injury or Disease, G. H. Burnham, Toronto.

TRINITY MEDICAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

Alumni Associations are proverbially known to be difficult to hold to-
gether, and especially is this the case in mèdical institutions, the gradu-
ates of which are dispersed far and wide, not only throughout any given
country, but the world over. The annual meeting of the Trinity Medical
Alumni Association for 1898 has been a source of encouragement to those
interested, and there is every reason to believe that our graduates are
awakening to the fact that such an organization can fulfil what is claimed
for it, and form a pleasant and useful link between the present and the past.

It has always seemed most appropriate that the meetings of the Asso-
ciation should be held in the Convocation Hall of Trinity University, where
nany recollections of former days had their origin, and where the final

triumph of the college course was recognized. Experience has, however,proved that for busy men a more central place of meeting was desirable,
and this year the sessions were held in the Educational Department,
which was kindly placed at the disposal of the society by the Honorable
the Minister of Education, and we take this opportunity of gratefully
acknowledging his kindness.

Some years ago it was proposed that a gold medal be offered by the
Association, for the best thesis on some modern medical subject. This year,for the first time, the call was responded to, and it must be gratifying to the

'98.]
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College and Faculty to know that their graduates are doing such work asis evidenced by the theses presented. In all cases they showed most
careful and conscientious work in laboratory investigation, and exten-sive research into literature. Judgment was passed upon these papersby Professors Adami, Ruttan, and Wyatt Johnston, of Montreal, towhose kindness the Association is deeply indebted.

The aniual meeting was held on April 6th, Dr. Elias Clouse, President,in the chair.
The morning session was called to order at 10.45. Minutes and re-ports were read and adopted.
Dr. Leonard Vaux presented an abstract of his paper on " Indol, Indi-can, and Indigo Blue, and Their Clinical Significance," which had beenawarded the Association medal. The remarks were of a most interestingand scientific character, and it is to be hoped that this research will helpto clear up some knotty points relating to lardaceous degeneration.Time did flot admit of discussion.
A paper by Dr. Grasett, on " Some Surgical Diseases of the Rectum," fol-lowed. This was fully discussed by Drs. Powell, Mitchell, Vaux, and others.The meeting then adjourned for luncheon.
The afternoon session was called to order at 2.45 o'clock.The first paper was by Dr. Henry Howitt, of Guelph, on "Some Pointsin Abdominal Surgery Relating to Intestinal Obstruction." Discussedby Drs. Bingham and Temple.
The visitors of the Association, Dr. Leroy Milton Yale, of New York;and Dr. Charles- G. Stockton, of Buffalo, were then introduced by thePresident.
Dr. Yale's paper treated of "The Care and Modification of Milk forInfants' Use."
The speaker dealt minutely with the question of milk supply, and ofmilk contamination and its prevention. The practical interest of thepaper appealed to every one, and was greatly enjoyed, but unfortunatelythere was no time for discussion.
Dr. Stockton's paper on " The Nature of those Joint Affections usuallycalled Chronic Rheumatism," was warmly received, but in this case alsodiscussion had to be abandoned, as the members were desirous of attend-ing the Annual Convocation for the conferring of Medical Degrees atTrinity University. The Session then adjourned. Through the courtesyof the University authorities our guests occupied places among theFaculty during the Convocation ceremonies. It was pleasing to hearlater of the interest they took in these old-fashioned ceremonies in whichthe graduates of Trinity take pride.

The evening session was held in the Rossin House. Sixty-seven mem-bers and visitors were present, Dr. Clouse in the chair,An excellent banquet was provided, and the orchestra discoursedmusic during the evening. The toast-list opened with that to HerMajesty, and " God Save the Queen " was heartily sung.Dr. Clouse then delivered his presidential address. He reviewed thework of the past year and foretold future success, and extended a cor-dial welcome to visitors and alumni alike.
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The toast to " Canada" was responded to by Mr. E. E. Sheppard in a
loyal and humorous manner.

The Association Medal was then awarded to Dr. Vaux by the Presi-
dent. Dr. Vaux responded.

The health of " Our Guests " was heartily drunk. Dr. Yale, Dr. Stock-
ton and Dr. Charles O'Reilly responded.

" Old Trinity " was responded to by Dr. W. B. Geikie, as head of the
Faculty; Dr. George Bingham replied for the graduates, and Mr. McGib-
bon for the undergraduates.

The toast to " The Ladies " was replied to by Dr. Shoemaker, and Dr.
McEachern, of the Toronto General Hospital.

Dr. CLouse proposed the health of the President-elect, Dr. Howitt. Dr.
Howitt replied.

The evening closed with " Auld Lang Syne." Between the toasts Mr.
Newsome rendered several splendid songs, and Mr. Rood created much
amusement with anecdote and dialect pieces.

The choice of visitors this year was a most happy one. The papers
presented by Dr. Yale and Dr. Stockton were of a most interesting
character and were thoroughly enjoyed by all; but apart from this, the
personality and magnetism of the men themselves have left with us an
impression not easily to be forgotten.

It is impossible to close without offering some tribute to the retiring
President; Dr. Clouse, was one of the first, if not the chief of the pro-
motors of this Association. From the timne of its inception he has been
a most energetie secretary, and the success of the movement thus far has
been largely due to his untiring interest and zeal. His nomination for
President a year ago received unanimous support, and the progress of
the past year, and the gratifying result of this year's meeting, have fully
justified his election. May the success of 1898 be an index of future
progress.

The officers for the coming year are as follows:
President, Dr. Henry Howitt, Guelph.
Vice-President for Toronto, Dr. H. B Anderson.
Vice-President for Western Ontario, Dr. J. Shaw, Clinton.
Vice-President for Eastern Ontario, Dr. W. Shaw, Keene.
Treasurer, Dr. Geo. Elliott, Toronto.
General Secretary, Dr. H. C. Parsons, 97 Bloor St. West, Toronto.
Assistant Secretary, Dr. D. J. G. Wishart, Toronto.
Auditor, Dr. Norman Anderson Toronto.
Graduates' Representative, Dr. Rowan, Toronto. H.C.P.

EDITORIAL NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

EXAMINATIONS.

Following are some of the nuggets of wisdom from the June examina-
tion papers of the Pennsylvania Board of Medical Examiners. One man
said that the " uriniferous tubules secreted the seminal fluid." Another
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said that the "function of the optic nerve is to contract the pupil andmove the eyeball." Another said that in cerebral henorrhage the pa-tient may vomit the cerebro-spinal fluid." Another said that in case ofa rigid os he " would decapitate or perform craniotomy, Dr would pu onforceps and deliver at once." Another described a new owethod of doinga version; "he would put bis finger in the child's mouth and brig thechin under the os pubis and hold his hand over the mouth to preventthe liquor amnia from choking it." And yet al these men had diploma-- Atlantic Med. and Surg. Jour.

TUBERCULAR PERITONITIS.
Holmes, in an article on this subject (Annals of Gynecology) gave theseconclusions:
1. Tubercular peritonitis is a relatively common disease.2. It is neer a primary disease, though it is usually impossible to findthe initial focus.
3. Recovery follows laparotomy as a general rule, unless there is aninitial focus to keep up the disease.
4. This disease appears in three different forms-the exudative form,the dry form, and the ulcerated form, and they are recognizable in theorder named.
5. Microscopical examination of the peritoneum is sufficient for a posi-tive diagnosis. The demonstration of miroscopicl tubercles, or the re-cognition of the bacilli, are only confirmatory
6. Puncture of the abdominal wall for diagnosis, or for the removalof ascites and injection of air, fluid or iodoform, is dangerous and shouldnot be practised.
7. Laparotomy, with iodoform..gauze tamponade drainage, is the saf estand most reliable treatment.
8. Laparotomy should be done as-soo as there is a show of emaciationor when a relative diagnosis has been made.9. A positive diagnosis can never be made before laparotomy.

Phosphoru Poisoning.
Oil of turpentine, 10 grammes.
Mucilage gum Arabic, 250 grammes.Syrup of orange peel, 80 grammes.Take in three portions, and shake before using.

-VETTER, in Therapie der Gengenwart.

Ivy Poisoning.-Keep the affected parts well wetted with freshlymade lime-water. Take a teaspoonful four times daily of:R. Fluid extract couch-grass, 4 drachms.
Sweet spirit of nitre, 1 ounce.
Syrup of lemon, 1 ounce.
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THE NERVOUS SYSTEN AND ITS DISEASES.

By Di. CHs. K. MiLLs, Philadelphia.-

(Lippincott & Co.)

We have reviewed with much pleasure Dr. Mille' latent work and would confidently
recommend its perusal to those interested in the nervous system, as it is thoroughly
reliable and fully up-to-date in ail particulars.

As stated by the author in the preface, the nomenclature and terminology advocated
by Prof. Burt G. Wilder, of Cornell University, have, in the main, been used more
largely than in any previous practical work on neurology. as he believes that the re-
forme advocated by this distinguished anatomist, especially the introduction of mono-
nyms. are deserving of general adoption. In spite of opposition, sometimes of a bitter
character, the author evidently feels that this nomenclature will, sooner or later,
make its way. Mononyma are indeed coming into large use in some instances, it
would seem almost unconsciously, and without any reference to Wilder or his advocacy
of their use. Probably the majority of neurological and anatomical writers speak of
pons instead of pons varolii, of pia and dura instead of pia mater and dura mater,
while thalamus, callosum and even oblongata are obtaining a large following in this
country and to some extent abroad. The unfamiliaritY of students and physicians
with many of the mononyms is of course an objection to their use, but their introduc-
tion into Gould's Dictionary of Medicine. which has obtained so wide a circulation, has
largely obviated this objection. The author has given a brief section on terminology,
a study of which will make the nomenclature familiar. This section includes three
carefully prepared tables, two modified from similar tables by Wilder, and one entire-
ly original (page 50). A careful reading of the book will show the ease with which
the nomenclature and terminology adapt themselves to descriptive and other purposes.
In the description of the position and relations of parts, the author has used. to a
greater extent than in any other practical text-book, the terme which apply equally to
man and the lower animale, and are based upon the six aspects of the normal position
of the vertebral animal, namely: the cephalic, caudal, dorsal. ventral. dextral and
sinistral ; terme derived from these words such as cephalic, cephalad, caudal. caudad,
etc., are freely but not exclusively used. The use of dorsal and ventral instead of
anterior and posterior is frequent.

The commonly accepted views regarding the "neuron " or nerve cell, considered as
an anatomical unit, have received acceptance and full consideration and illustration.
The new cellular terminology is discussed (pages 12 and 13). A considerable number
of the diagrams are of the neuronal type, as in the more recent works on histology,
anatomy and neurology, like those of Ramon y Cajal. Van Gehuchten, Edinger, Rau-
ber, and Starr. Even the most recent and somewhat reactionary views on the nerve
celle, those of Apathy have found some notice in a foot note near the end of the book.
As here stated, according to Apathy, " the nerve cell is the producer of neurofibrils,
while the ganglion cell produces the force which is to be conducted. Some of the
neu ogliar celle, of the leech at least, produce neurofibrils, some neurogliar fibrils,
and some both kinds of fibrils. A neurofibril, which arises in a nerve cell, passes out
of one of ite processes, and may then traverse several ganglion cells, and finally end
in or around a muscle or sense cell " (page 973).

In various parts of the work are recorded observations or investigations which have
added to the list of discoveries in neurology.

Under cerebral localization are recorded some observations which have been deter-
minative or confirmative of the positions of certain functional areas of representation.
Among these may be noted the localization of the centre for word-hearing, by the re-
port of a case of lesions of the superior temporal convolutions of both hemicerebrums
(page 346) ; of the localization of the naming centre by the record of a case of tumor
of the meditemporal convolution (page 347) ; of the separation of an utterance centre
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by the record of an area of softening just caudad of the left subfrontacthe r e tho orlinualni no« a ih dstinct pambronal convolution,
the case being one of orolingualo nres t (page paralysis of the lower face,
no interference with propositionizing being present (page 638>.The work contans a large amount of original clinicopathologica material, illustrat-
ing almost every phase of encephaljc iocaiization. Tumors of alrnost every portion of
the cerebrum, of the cerebeilum, of the basai ganglia, and of the pons and obiongataare recorded either in detail or by brief but suffici.nt reference An important con-tribution to the subject of secondary degeneration and the functions of particular en-epialic tracts is to be found in the record of a cast of old thalnmi and capsular eion,in which, besides dgeneration of the pyrimidal tracts, marked degeneratiou of thecen rai tegmental tract was present ; this probably being one of the first if fot thefirt. recorded case of this degeneration. The tract. even up to the t, has beenchiefly demonstrsted by developmental investigations (page 562).Summaries of important cases, or brief but apposite references to cases, are to be

found scattered all through the book, and indicat the enormous material which has
been at the author's disposa.

The sections on snall gros lesions of the pons and preoblongata (pages 926-934) and
on postoblonoatal and oblongataspinal lesions (pages 997 100à) are a new feature.Recognizng the fact that numerous special syndromes must be caused by lesions situ.ated in these parts, in which so many structures are compacted into a smiall space. liesuggests a series of readilyapplied topographical schemes to facilitate tle focal dag-
nosis of lesions of tliese regions. Some of the most interesting cases, either original or
brought to ether from different sources, are to be found in these séetions. aglie difl-culties and mistakes of diagnosis in the cases cited are suficient proof of te practicalvalue of the discussion of lesions of these regions of the brain.The bibliography cf the book is complete, and one that does justice to the numerous
sources of information from whicli tlie author has drawn. Whule this is true, sCarcelyany foot-note or other references are to be found on the pages in the text of tlie work.Tlie autpor as, instead, a carefuily prepared bibliograplic index at the end of the book,covering 19 pages. In this index the authors' names are arranged alphabetically, the
pages on whicli the names of tlie authors referred to appear are given in parentheses in
bold face type, with also the name, date number, etc., of the journal or work to wheih
refererice is made. Whenever a namie appears on any page. by turning to the autlior'sname in the bibliographic index the reference can be obtained at once. By this me-tlod the continuity of the text is preserved, and the book 

• not marred meclanicalyas is often the case in otlier methods of reference,Carefully prepared tables, anatomical, physiological, clinical and diagnostic are scat-tered through the book, as. for instance, the table of synonyms of convolutions andlobules (page 50) ; the comparative table showng the constitution of the different sen-uory tracta and their homologues moditied from Vansehuchten <page 105) ; table ofthe untoward effects of some of the more potent drugs (page 233) ; the table slowing
tlie most important symptoms in one liundred and sixty-nine cases of intracranialpurulent depo-its or accumulations (page 545) and the tables givin the differentialdiagnosis of such diseases as encephalic tumor hemorrhage, softening, and some of tlecerebral paralyses of cliuldren.hmrlae

le section on symp onatology and methods of investigation has been carefully
worked out fromn the autlior's experience iýn practice, and from lis know]edge of the
wanta of students and practitioners, as well as those of specialists and semni specialists.Re las fot confined himself merely to a description of the netlods of studying sensory,reflex, motor, vasoiotor and other disturbances, but has given his personal views and
metlods regarding the studying and recording of cases, as illustrated by the paragrapli
on general methods of study, mental examination time relations of mental phenomena
stigmiata, special metliods of studying sensibîilityreflexes, -station and sway, and sur-The section on postmorten examinations and the preparation of specimens has been
brougit well up to date by givingisuc methode of making autopsies as that of Dejer.

e whiclin not well known, at least 'ot in America and by giving some of the newer
Methods of hardening and preserving.The complicated and highly important histology of the cerebral cortex has been
brouglt up to date by a careful presentation of the resuits and views of men like Ra.
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mn mon y Cajal, VanGehuchten and Andriezen in the chapter on encephalic physiology and
histology.

e, An effort has been made to definitely outline tâe functi' ns and lesions not only of
the cerebral cortex, but of all parts of the encephalon, including the cereb-ellum, the

of basal ganglia and some of their subdivisions, the separate structures of the pons and
oblongatas, and even special association tracts and regions.

Great attention bas been paid to the diagnosis and differentiation of different forma
of meningitis and encephalitis. hemorrhage, >cute softening etc.

n, In the sections on electrotherapeutics and on general therapeutics the author has
again drawn on his own experience in hospital and private practice. as weli as on his
studies of older and more recent literature. He discussed in a conservative way the

ie therapy of animal extracts and substances, such as the serum antitoxine, thyroid pre-
parations and nuclein, and pays particular attention to efficient dosage and the unto-
ward effects of drugs. Many of the newer and more approved remedies are given brief
attention with formulas and special methods of administration. While it is true that
thoroughly educated physicians are supposed to be always prepared to prescribe useful
preparations in a proper way, he evidently believes that special formulas can sometimes
advantaveously be suggested, although in this respect bis views may not meet with the
approval of all.

Under special diseases, as well as in the sections on general therapeutics in the in-
troductory portion of the book, much attention has been paid to treatment. The
directions as to treatment are definite and sonmetimes arranged under special heads.
Under the cerebra, palsies of children, for instance, the treatment of the initii.l period
and of the residual conditions and symptoms are considered separately ; under aphasia
the medical and surgical treatment of the lesions producing the aphasia are discussed,
and in addition some space is devoted to the methods of treatment by training ; in en-
cephalic hemorrhage, softening, tumor, abscess and other focal and diffuse diseases of
the brain, the special measures both for the actite conditions. the symptoms following
the attacks, and the residual affections are given ; and the therapeutic indications in
the acute and chronic affections of the cochlear. vestibular optic, ocular and other
cranial nerves are detailed. The treatmenit of migraine is particularly full occupying
several pages, and including the consideration of the hygienic measures, the treatment
of the attacks and of the intervals between the attacks.

In no other work has the relation of the clinical history of the iseases of the cranial
nerves and their correlated structures been so explicitly referred to different anatomi-
cal constituents of rhe apparatus of these nerves. In almost every case the lesions of
these structures from the peripheral end organs to the cortical termni have been super-
ficially studied, as will be seen by consulting the chapters and sections on diseases of
the gustatory, cochlear, vestibular, visual, oculomotor and respiratory apparatus.

The original ilustrations contain a large number of photographs of special cases of
disease. diagrammatic, schemes of different portions of the nervous system and draw-
ng% and photographs of gross and microscopical studies in the pathological anatomy of
nervous diseases. Almost all forms of cranial nerve disease are fully illustrated. The
scbemes of the cranial nerves and their correlated encephalic structures should be of
special value. In this connection might be enumerated particularly diagramis showing
the pheripheral gustatory apparatus (page 693) ; the diagram of the vestibular and
cochlear nerves (page 710) ; the scheme of the ndclei of the nerves of ocular move-
ment, and of their central and peripheral tracts (page 808) ; and the scheme of the tri-
gemmal apparatus (page 853).

In a number of instances the illustrations when not original have been modified from
illustrations taken from various sources, in order to carry out the intention of the
author in teaching points regarding the subject under discussion. These remarks ap-
ply, for instance, to the illustrations of the nerve cells of special sense, Schafer modi-
fled from Retzius (page 21) ; to the scheme of the sensory pathway modified from Van
Gehuchten, so as to show the termination of the sensory neurons in the thalamus (page
103; to the schematic diagram of the olfactory apparatus modified from Edinger and
Koelliker (page 671) ; to the diagram showing relations of the internal capsule and
other structures of the interior of the cerebrum to the convolutions of its convex sur-
face after Stacey Wilson (page 405) ; to the scheme of the veins and sinuses after Mac-
ewen (page 305) ; and to various other illustrations modified from Quain, Wilder, Ed-
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inger, Lenhossek and others. When the author uses well-known illustrations such asGowers' diagram of the relations of the spinal nerves to the bodies and spinus proceases of the vertebr, the Ferrier-Quain encephalospinal and gan pr .ery's neuraxis, Ecker's views of the fissures and convoiutonof gliated nerves, Bou rQuain transactions of the spinal cord, and varous views of the eye ground and of thevisual fields in health and disease, these illustrations are those best adapted for thepurpose in hand. He has not hesitated to use them, although in bome instances theyare not only not new, but have been somewhat frequenty employed by others. Thiis in accordance with his evident purpose to make the work repreentatve of the bestneurology of the day, even in some instances at the expense of novelty in illustrationsWhile new illustrations are sometimes of the utmost value. and always to be desiredwhen they are as good or better than those already in use, the effort is sometimesmade to have novelty and copiousness in this respect, although the illustrations maynot improve the character and authority of the teaching.Attention has been paid to mechanical features which serve to make a text-book or

treatise more useful to students and for hysicians in search of information of a defin-ite and exact character. The chapter ane rosapage headings, and paragraphic captionhave been carefully chosen. A vell-defined subject is considered in almost every para-graph in the book.

THE PRACTITIoNERs' HAND-BooK oF TRRATMENTTHERAPEUTICS. By the late J. Milner Fothergill, M.D., M.R.C.p, etc. Fourthedition by Wm. Murrell, M D., F.R.C.P., etc. London, Macmillan & Co., Limited,1897. Canadian agents, A. P. Watts & Co., 10 College St., Toronto.We can think of no book to compare with this in interest and power. Especialîyto the practitioner who seldom bo the chance of a chat with a professional brothersuch a work cannot fail to ive genuine satisfaction In the editor's andes it has lostnone of the originality ani pungency of its brilliant author, snd for shrewdness andcommon-sense, as " a work on medical tactics for the bedaide, rather than the exami-nation table," nothing will soon excel it. Some of the chapters are headed : Assimi-lation ; Excretion ; Body Heat and Fever; Inflammation ; Anemia. lethora, andConeestion ; and at the close are some valuable remarks on Fonds, the Managementof Convalescence, and in conclusion a chapter on The Medical Man at the Bedside -
J. T. F.

RELiGIcON AND LusT.-The Psychical Correlation of Religious Emotion and SexualDesire. By Jas. Weir, Jr., M.D. 2nd edition '97, Courier-Jourb,,l Job Printing Co.,Louisville, Ky.
This volume is not a monograph, as it is called in the preface, but a collection of

studies in psychology, published in who'e or in part separately on previous occasions.In literary style they are not deficient, though there are some words of Greek originmangled in transmission to English, probaby not by the author originally, butof ee y him. Betarism for Hetaerism, or Hetairism, te a constantly recurring accept-of this. As to scientific merit. the sense of revulsion set up by this title rst glancesoon disappears; but one cannot fail to be struck as he eads by the evidentbias ofthe writer against accepted theories which involve the idea of natu depravity. ieis suficiently intrepid to attempt to establish the theore that ral deravity. Hegenerative principle, so widely disseminated among priitive peoples from Indi tthe North Pole, and all around the globe accompanied as it invariably is by grea a toscenity and excess, is due primarily to religiouS feeling, and is not an attempt t ob-tify to their consciences the indulgence of that pic andit an te hu--animal. as in all others, is the most imperious Ria lit of races, to, to whom the idao a God, ghost, soul. or double, had not occurred through lack ofevolution is faultyin the extreme. Such lista have been taken up seriatim time and again, as in Flints"Theism," and shown to be incorrect, the original investigators being misinformed.Even the Australian black man who has always beenvesigath be misr tthe foot of the list of human baly be classed with the F sspiital ephsorsha mn eings, will retreal to the white whom he ca wusomak
apiritual depths, orshallows which are kept concealed from the stranger. The work
îs flot one of great interest to the profession at large.-J. T. F.
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SYP. HYPOPHOS. Co., FELlOWS
CONTAINS

The Essential Elements of the Animal Organization-Potash and Lime;

The Oxidizing Elements-Iron and Maganese;

The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine;

And the Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus ; the whole combined in
the form of a Syrup, with a slight alkaline reaction.

It differs in its effects from all Analogous Preparations: and it possessee
the important properties of being pleasant to the taste, easily borns
by the stomach, and harmless under prolonged use.

It has gained a Wide Reputation, particularly in the treatment of Pul-
monary Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and other affections of
the respiratory organs. It has also been employed with much suc-
cess in various nervous and debilitating diseases.

Its Curative Power is largely attributable to its stimulant, tonic and
nutritive properties, by means of which the energy of the system is
recruited.

Its Action is Prompt: It stimulates the appetite and the digestion ; it pro-
motes assimilation, and it enters directly into the circulation with
the food products.

The prescribed dose produces a feeling of buoyancy and removes
depression and melancholy ; hence the preparation is oj great value in the

treatment oj nervous and mental affections. From the fact, also, that it
exerts a double tonic influence, and induces a healthy flow of secretions,
its use is indicated in a wide range of diseases.

When prescribing the Syrup please write, 'Syr. Hypophos. FEL
LOWS." As a further precaution it is advisable to order in original
bottles.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGOISTS.

Dayis & Lawrence Co., Limited, Wbolesale Agents,
MOCNTREAL-~
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THE PNTACE

'FOO FRl T HE SICK
FOOD FOR THE CONVALESCENT

FOOD TO SUSTAIN MENTAL STRAIN
F000 TO SUSTAIN PHYSICAL STRAIN

BOVRIL
the bill for all these
other preparations Purposes better than

in existence. It has

A BARRIER ACAINST DEATH
from exhaustion in the sick room.
THE EXPRESS TRAIN TO RUCCED HEALTHfor the convalescent, and

THE CREATEST STAYINC POWER
to the Athlete, Student or any person who hasto unlertake ]Mental or physical strain.

Alnost every Druggist sells the
preparations of

BOVRIL, Limited.
JU Farriqgdon Street, LONDO, EdC. 25 and 27 St. Peter Street, Montreal, Can.
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any
iproved itself
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PUBLISHERS' DEPAlrTMENT.
Messrs. Lea Bros. & Company announce for early publication the fol-

lowing books, by eminent authorities, and will be glad to send full in-
formation and prices on application to either their Philadelphia or New
York house:

DIsEASES OF WOMEN.-A Manual of Non-surgical Gynecology, designed
especially for the use of Students and General Practitioners. By Francis
Il. Davenport, M.D., Instructor in Gynecology in the Medical Depart-
ment of Harvard University, Boston. Third edition, thoroughly revised
and enlarged, with many additional illustrations.

A TREATISE ON GYNECOLOGY.-By E. C. Dudley, A.M., M.D., Professor
of Gynecology in the Chicago Medical College, Chicago. In one octavo
volume of about 600 pages, with 425 illustrations, many of which are in
colors.

s A TEXT-BOOK OF ANATOMY.-By American Authors. Edited by
Frederie Henry Gerrish, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the Medical
School of Maine. In one handsome imperial octavo volume, copiously
illustrated in colors.

THE TREATMENT OF SURGICAL PATIENTS BEFORE AND AFTER OPERA-
TION.-By '-amuel M. Brickner, M.D., Visiting Surgeon at the Mt. Sinai
Hospital, New York. In one handsome volume of about 400 pages, with
illustrations.

THE PRINCIPLES OF TREATMENT.-By J. Mitchell Bruce, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
Physician and Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics at Charing
Cross Hospital, London. In one octavo volume.

SANMETTO AN INVALUABLE ADDITION TO OUR MATERIA MEDICA.-It
gives me pleasure to state that Sanmetto at my hands has proven all that
its manufacturers claim for it. I consider it an invaluable addition to
our materia medica.j GRAND RAPIDs, Mich.

G N RA D en SCHUYLER C. GRAVES, M.D.
Dean, and Professor of the Principles of Surgery
and Clinical Surgery, and Clinical Professor of Ab-
dominal Surgery, in the Grand Rapids Medical
College.

BLENNOSTASINE IN THE TREATMENT OF CORYZA.

1n most cases we can cure a coryza with this agent in fourteen hours.
But it is necessary that the patient remain indoors, and on going to bed
he should have a good bath. The warm foot-bath, plus the employment
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of Blennostasine, is attended with the best results. The patient will goas long as twenty-four hours with a coryza in this treatment. Concern-
ing the treatment we should say that the remedy here advised has noproperty which deranges the secretions, and its action is not attended by
any results which are in the least disagreeable. It is best to administer
this remedy in doses of five grains in capsules, every two hours, when weare using to abort, or rather to speedily cure coryza.-New Albany Medi-
cal Herald.

ANTITOXIN.

The use of antitoxin in the treatment of diphtheria is now almost uni-versal. It is essential that the article used should be pure and up to therequired strength. We notice that Mr. John Mackenzie, Official Bacteri-
ologist of the Ontario Board of 'Health, has recently made a test of the LEantitoxin prepared by Parke, Davis & Co. The samples tested were pur-chased in the open market, and were found to be pure and above thestrength stated upon the label-the bottles were marked as containing
1,000 units, but in reality contained between 1,200 and 1,500 units. RoAs a result of this test, and in consequence of personal experience, we be-lieve that the antitoxin prepared by Parke, Davis & Co. is a reliable
article.

"JusT As GoOD " is a statement often made when Scott's Emulsion is Rcasked for, and the druggist tries to sell a cheaper article. Physicians vashould be careful, when prescribing Cod Liver Oil, to see that their pa- n
tient gets Scott's. It is a strengthening food and tonic, remarkable for foi9 Soits flesh-forming properties. It contains Cod Liver Oil emulsified with inýthe well-known and highly-prized Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, s0 fo
that their potency is materially increased. ot]

Dr. Hamill, who conducts the Medical Practice Sale office at 88 Yonge
Street, desires us to inform our readers that he could sell a few moregood practices, either with or without property, at this season of theyear, and that Physicians who wish to dispose of their practices ought tosend their offers to him as early as possible.

A
LUXURY IN BEDDING.

Travellers in Canada visiting the Ancient Capital have often remarked
on the perfection of the bedding in the Chateau Frontenac at Quebec.It is said to be the most luxurious bed in existence, being made on sani-tary principles, and embodying all the newest inventions in springs andupholstering.

It is the same bed as supplied to the Waldorf-Astoria, the Palace Hotel
of New York, and was made for the Chateau Frontenac by the AlaskaFeather and Down Company, of Montreal.

Dealers, private persons, or institutions wishing to receive a descrip-
tion and price-list of this bed may get it by writing to the Secretary ofthe Company at their office, 290 Guy Street, Montreal.

It
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LIFEBUOY
ROYAL - - - DISINFECTANT

BOA]?.
LEVER BROTHERS, Limited, Port Sunlight, England, Proprietors of SUNLIGHT

SOAP, have received the following Report on LIFEBUOY ROYAL DISINFECT-

ANT SOAP from Dr. Karl Enoch, Chemisch, Hygienisches Institut, Hamburg:--

The examination of the sample of " Lifebuoy
Royal Disinfectant Soap," furnished to me by
Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, of Port Sun-
light, England, gives the following results as to
its action as a disinfectant :-

Solutions of 1, 2 and 5 per cent. of Lifebuoy
Royal Disinfectant Soap in water were made.
These solutions were brought to bear on a
variety of clean cultivated microbes (Bacillus),
in each case a certain exact time being allowed
for the operation ; and thus the capacity of this

Soap for destroying the various live and grow-
ing germs was proved. To carry out this the
following species of germs or microbes, amongst
others, were used:-

1. Typhoid Microbe.

2. Cholera Microbe, taken from Hamburg and
Altona.

3. Diphtheria Microbe.

4. Carbuncle or Boil Microbe.

THE RESULTS were as follows:-

1. The obstinate Typhoid Microbes, with the
5 per cent. solution, were dead within 2 hours.

2. The operation of this Soap on the Cholera
Microbes was very remarkable, and showed this

soap to be in the highest degree a disinfectant.
These were taken from persons who died of

Cholera in Hamburg, and showed a result as

follows:-
With the 2 per cent. mixture, Cholera Mi-

crobes were dead within 15 minutes. With the

5 per cent. sane were dead within 5 minutes.
3. The Diphtheria Microbes were killed after

2 hours with the 5 per cent. solution.
4. The 5 per cent. solution was tried on fresh

Carbuncle erms, and the result showed that the

Microbe life was entirely extinct after 4 hours.

From the foregoing experiments it will be seen

that the Lifebuoy Royal Disinfectant Soap is a

powerful disinfectant and exterminator of the

various germs and microbes of disease.
(Signed) KARL ENOCH,

Chem. Hygen. Inst. Hamburg.

A DOCTOR'S " We cannot overrate the value of cleanliness of person, that is, of clothes

OPINION: and body. The bath, whether it be the daily cold tub, the evening warm

bath, or the weekly Turkish, does far more than most people would believe. To avert sickness

and maintain the body in health, such a soap as LIFEBUOY soap is beyond all praise; its sof t-

ness and purity must commend it to all."
TwYFORD, BERKs, ENGLAND. DR. GORDON STABLES, R.N.

A NURSE'S "I think it right that you should know I used your LIFEBUOY soap for

OPINION: patients' clothes and rooms extensively throughout the late epidemic.

1 never travel without it, and have found it invaluable. The more. P L RDbetter pleaset

I an." L. POLLARD,

5 PATSHULL RoAD, KENTISH TowN,'ENG. [Late Nurse of . and other ospital.

LIFEBUOY isguaranteed perfectly pure, and free from any injurious chemicals. As a Cleanser

SOAP Purifier and reliable Disinfectant it is simple in use and pleasant in operation.

DIRECTIONS You can use LIFEBUOY SOAP in the same way that you use SUN-

FOR USE: LIGHT SOAP-in hot water, cold water, hard water, or soft water.

Its daily use in every household will conduce in every way to health, long life and happess.
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HOMEWOOD RETREAT, GUELP-!, ONT.
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A Private Psylum for the Care and Treatnlent of the Insane, Inebriates, and the Opium i{abit.
DIRECTORS.

W. LANGMUIR, Esq., Ex-Inepector of Asylunis, etc., for Ontario, President.E.A. MEREDITH, Esq., LL. D. Ex-Chairman of the Board of Inepectors of Asylume forCanada, Vice-President.
ROBERT JAFFRAY, Esq., Vice-President of the Land Security Company, Toronto.JAMES A. HEDLEY, Esq., Editor Monetary Times, Toronto.

MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT
DR. STEPHEN LETT, who has had 25 years experience in this special line of practice.For terms and other D •

information, address DI. T
qomewood Retreat, CUELPH, OJT.

FP IZ D McLaughlin's

Matzal i
blo<
steETRUE : The first True Kefli to be made in Canada. Made from sterilized che,

milk and the lactic, i.e., the natural milk ferment. Contains o the
PRE DIGESTE yeast (an extraneous ferment). The casein is coagulated, and the ileiFERMENTED, albumnoids peptonized. Matzal is ready for instant assimilation, Collu and

.. No known Food will make of 1
Blood more rapidly I """EU• can

to t)It is being used with excellent results by pro
LEADING TORONTO PHYSICIANS! in f

It is unequalled as a nutrient or as sole diet in all Wasting Diseases, as Tuberculosis and es
Bronchitis; in convalescence after Typhoid and other Fevers; in Dyspepsia, Insomnia, etc.;
and in Bright's Disease, Diabetes, etc., where a nitrogenous diet s required. Supplied to
patients at the very low price of $1.50 PeP Dozen Pinte. Blo

...... Circular on Application. andJ. J. M cLaughlin t - 15Se....cem't*. Toronto.
i
T:



t The greatest therapeutic discovery of the age, and of the ages, is tha*
where we cannot produce good blood we can introduce it."

What is Hæmatherapy?
A New Thing-and a New Name which, though literally translated

(Blood Treatment), may not convey to every one a definite idea. It is a
treatment which consists n opposing to a condition of disease the very
power-good and sufficient Blood-that would naturally prevent it, that
would still cure it spontaneously, and that actually does cure it spon-
taneously, wherever the blood-making work of the system is perfectly
efficient; and therefore also will cure it, if a deficiency of the vital ele-
ment be supplied from without, under proper medical treatment.

That Blood is such a power as here described, is an undisputed physio-
A FILM BoVININE . logical fact. Its transmission from one

Showing he.B1-orpI8Clsintact. animated organism to another, for the pur-
pose of supplying a defect in the latter, is
the substance of the Blood Treatment; and
How to Do this, in different cases, is the
form or description of the same. Blood
may be taken from a healthy bullock
(arterial blood-elaborated with due scien-
tific skill); or it may be obtained in the well-
attested living conserve known as bovinine,
from any druggist; and may be introduced
into the veins of the patient in either of four
ways, that may be most suitable to the case:
viz.: by the mouth and stomach; by injec-
tion, with one-third salt water, high up in

Microhotogrhed the rectum; by hypodermical injection; or by
by Prof. R. R. Andrews, M.D. topical application to any accessible lesion.

THE CURE OF PULMONARY CONSUMPTION
is one of the latest and most wonderful developments of Blood Power-
introduced mainly by the mouth, and sometimes also by spraying bovin-
ine into the trachea by an atomizer. Every week of judicious internal
blood treatment, with proper medical and hygienic care, has resulted in
steady improvement as to all symptoms, with scarcely an instance of
check, much less of relapse, until complete apparent cure, and that in
the more advanced stages of the disease. As further examples, may be
nentioned: Anæemia, Cholera Infantum, Typhoid Fever, Hæmorrhagic

Collapse, and many other of the most dangerous and aggravated diseases.
IN SURGERY: A CHRONIC ULCER,

of no matter how long standing or obstinate and aggravated character,
can be cured with certainty-at least, the first instance of failure has yet
to be heard of-by constant application of bovinine to the wound with
proper surgical treatment and sterilization. Such cases are usually cured
in from four to six weeks. So of traumatic injuries of all kinds; carbun-
cles, fistulas, abscesses, and even gangrene.

NUMEROUS CLINICAL REPORTS
of well known Physicians and Hospitals, where the Power of Supplied
Blood is constantly relied on as a cardinal iactor in the cure of disease
and support of surgery, are at the service of every practitioner who
desires to keep up with the progress of his profession, and may readily
be obtained (including, of course, the technique and subsidiary treat-
inents pursued) by applying to 0
THE BOVININE COMPANY, 75 West Houston Street, New York.
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Artificial Legs and Arms for Practical Purposes.
A. A. MARKS, 701 Broadway, New York.

DRAR Srn.-M rght leg was amputated
four inches above the knee. In 886 I purchased
an artificial leg of you. I am compelled to say
after ten years of constant use I am convinced
that I made no mistake in taking your patent.
My occupation is farming; I often saw wood ail
day; I have picked one hundred pounds of cot-
ton in a day, which was about as much as I was
able to pick before I lost my leg.

J. D. CLUCK. ..

A. A. MARKS,
701 Broadway, New York.

DEAR SIR,-I received the pair of artificial
legs made for me in due time; they fitted

rfectly and I have worn them constantly
,om the start. I work in the store from 6

o clock in the morning until zoat night. The
limbs are lighter than I expected and appear
to bo very strong.

E. B. SCULL.

A. A. MARKS,
70 Broadway, New York.

DEAR SIR,-I have worn one
of your rubber feet for over r
vcars with entire satisfaction.1 am a truckman and have to
lift several hundredweight at a
time.

C. H. BREWSTER.

A. A. MARKS, 701 Broadway, New York.
DEAR SIR,-I sell norning papers on the railroadtrains, freuently gettng on and off a train when inmotion. %fery few of my friends know that I lostone Of my feet. JNO SCHARFF.
Send for Marks' Treatise on Artißcial Limbs 544pages and 800 illustrations. A complete work onthe restoration of the maimed a d crippled.

A. A. MAIRKS,
701 Broadway, New York City.

Dr. J- Algernon Temple. Dr. Albert A. Macdonald.

BEh hEVUE N ) À sEF

78 Bellevue Ave., TORONTO.
Private Hospital
For the Treatment of

Medical and
Surgical

DISEASES OF WOMEN.

Massage and Electricity

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ADDRESS. . . . . .

Used In AilSultable ('ama

Rooms from $7 to $15 a Week.

J. Algernon Temple, M.D., OR Albert A. Macdonald, M.D.,

Di

Thi

Hot
206 81mcoe Street, TORONTO. 180 81mcoe Street, TORONTO.
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et1o §jozpital for flabous Pistactø .. '
DR. MEYERS (M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond.) having found increased
accommodation necessary, has removed his Private Hospital to Heath St.,
Deer Park. The situation of the new Hospital is the best and most attrac-
tive in the suburbs of Toronto, having three acres of ground shaded by fine
old oaks, and laid out for tennis, bicycling, etc. The interior has been com.
pletely renovated and possesses all the necessary appliances for the treat-
ment of

DR. MEYERS' PRIVATE HOSPITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES.

Diseases of the Jlervous System
Hydrotherapy after the system of Wisternitz, including needle, Russian

shower baths, etc., and electricity in its various forms are administered.
It has a skilled masseuse and trained nurses, the head nurse having been
for several years under Dr. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia.

Dr. Meyers devotes his entire attention to Nervous Diseases, having
prepared himself especially for this work by several years study both in
England and on the continent.

This is the only Institution at present in Canada devoted exclusively
to the treatment of Nervous Diseases.

For Terms, etc., apply to
D. CAIPBELL MEYERS, N.D.,

Hours, 2 to 4 p.m. 192 Simcoe St., TORONTO.

xxiii
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"Stainless Iodine Ointment." - -

THE UP-TO-DATE IODINE PREPARATION.

Physicians will prescribe and use it in place of ail others. It is better and
stronger than the B. P. Formula, and does not discolor nor crack the skin.
By permission we are allowed to refer to the following prominent physicians
in Toronto who are using and prescribing it:

Arthur Jukes Johnson, M.B., M.R.C.S. Eng., Coroner. A. H. Garratt, M.D., C.M.
J. S. Hart, M.D., M.B. R. B. Orr, L.S.A. Lon. Adam Lynd, M.B.

And Others.

It la also being used In the TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.

Physicians (only) who do their own dispensing can procure it direct in y4 lb. and i lb. jars ata cost of $1.oo and $1.5o respectively (money to accompany order), express chargesprepaid ; or from wholesale druggists in 1 oz. boules at $1.8o per dozen. For 12 centswe will be pleased to mail any physician a sample bottle.

G. BROWN & CO, PROPRIETORS,
.. . . PARKDALE, - ONTARIO,

'AN

John A. Sutherland
ilanufacturer of.

Cabinets-
Artistic Furniture

And Al Kinds of - -

OFFICE SUPPLIES
BOOKCASES
SPECIAL SHELVES
BED RESTS
FRACTURE SPLINTS

Made While Waiting.

427 SPADINA AVE.
TORONTO.

MICHIGAN COLLEGE
OF

MEDICINE AND SURGERY
REGULAR WINTER SESSION OPENS

SEPTENBER 21st, 1897.
FAcULTY.-Hal C. Wyman, M.D., Surgery; L. E.Maire, M.D., Ophthalmology and Otology; Da tonParker, M.D., Gynecology; Wm, I. Hamlen, DChemistry; Willard Chaney, M.D.. Laryngology, Rhin-

oiogy and Hygiene ; W. R. Scurr, M.D., Neurolo andDiseases of the Mind; M. V. Meddaugh, M.D., hysi-
ology; Arthur D. Holmes. M.D., Diseases of Children ;Frank T. Lodge, A.M., Medical Jurisprudence; FrankS. Hough, M.D., Materia Medica; Wm. C. Stevens,
M.D., Obstetrics; J. A. Weitz, M.D., General Pathol-
ogy; J. A. Patton, M.D., Therapeutics; Wm. A.ackett, M.B., M.C.P.S., Dermatoiogy and VenerealDiseases; R. J. Hanlen, M.D., Anatomy; R. S. Linn,
M.D., Bacteriology and Microscopy ; A. K. Northrop.M.D., Bacteriology; Walter J. Cree, M.D., Practice ofMedicine.

The course of study required extends over four years.The work is graded.
All clinics are held at the Detroit Emergency Hospitaland Free Dispensary. Practical clinical and laboratorywork is required of all.
FEEs.-Matriculation, annually, $5 ; Lectures, eachterm, $so ; Anatomy, dissecting, second and thirdcourses, $io each; Chemistry, first course, $1o, secondcourse, $5 ; Graduation fee, $25 ; Practitioners' course,all departmenfs, $so; single department, $25. Optionalcourse: Experimental Therapeutics, $ro; Physiological

Laboratory. Sio; Surgical Laboratory, $io. For fur-ther particulars address

Michigan College of Niedicine aqd Surgery,
7 and 9 Porter St., Detroit, Michigan.

The
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TIhmperial Life ASSUranCO 00. of Canada.
aoHead Office, * t TORoNTO, CANADA.

CAPITAL, $1,000,000.00

Deposit with the Dominion Government $250,000.00 Ben the RLEST DEPOSIT made by amy
(Market Value.) 8250j000.0 BCalnàdadEin e nuFrac Cop:ny.m

PRESIDENT:

THE HONORABLE SIR OLIVER MOWAT, P.C., G.C.M.G.,
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, Ex-Minister of Justice of Canada.

VICE-PRESIDENTS:
FiRsT-JOSEPH W. FLAVELLE, Esg.,

Managing Director The Wm. Davies Co., Limited, and Director Canadian Bank of Commerce.

SZCOND-A. E. AMES, Esg.,

of A. E. Ames & Co., President Toronto Stock Exchange, and Treasurer Toronto Board of Trade

This Company has valuable districts not yet assigned to field
representatives, and is prepared to deal liberally with gentle-
men of Intelligence, Energy and Integrity, desirous of making
a record for themselves and the Company.

The unprecedented success of the Company, its strong financial
basis of operation, its sound, scientific plans of insurance, and
straightforward and simple policy contract, render the Com-
pany one of the best for policyholders.

Communications will be dbnsidered as confidential if so desired.

F. G. COX, - - - - Managing Director.

T. BRADSHAW, F.I.A., Secretary and Actuary.
ROBERT JUNKIN, - Superintendent.
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C. Moor

Wine and
Direct Importer.....

Spirit Merchantassa .9
433 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

Very Old Port and Sherry Wines, in Wood and Bottes.
Especially Adapted for Invalids.

Pure Old Brandies and Whiskies.
For Medicinal Use

Use " Andrew Usher's" O.V.G. and Special ReserveScotch Whisky.
For Convalescents; Pronounced Absolutely Pure by
Englsh Lancet.

N. Johnstons & Sons' Famous Carets.
Great Variety in Quarts and Pints.

Burgundies, Malaga and Marsala Wines.

ORDERS FR011 THE COUNTRY PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Massage and Mechanico-Therapy.
Mr. George Crompton

AKES pleasure in announcing to the Medical
Profession that he is prepared to treat in

the mosit modern form

PATIENTS REQUIRING rIASSAGE.
First-class accommodation for patients from

a distance. Address-

89 Carlton St., Toronto.
Phone No. 865.

The best of references given by the leading Physi.
cians in the City.

SETS 0F 8TAMPS FOR SALE.
15 Canada revenues, 10c. ; 8 Samoa, 12c. ; 5

Newfoundland, 10c.; Labuan Jubilee, 10c.; 14
Roman States, 15c.; 10 Japanese, 8c.; 50 differ-
ent stamps, 10c. ; 100 different stamps, 20c. ; 3
Corea, 10c.; 6 South Africa, 10c.; 23 Canada,
15c. All kinds Canada Jubilee stamps bought,
also collections, etc.

W. R. ADAMS,
7 Ann Stn'.t, - TORONTO. ONT,

THE GLEASON SANITARII,
ELMIRA, N.Y.

A home for those seeking heaith, rest orrecreation.

SAl forms of baths, electricity, massage,Swedish movements.

Salt baths so helpful in rheumatic and ner-vous cases.

JOHN C. FISHER, n.D.,
(Formerly of Warsaw Salt Baths)

Resident Physician.
For reference to ieading phymicansnCaaawh

have been atients under D. se care, iIJistratedbookiet, addreu

Edward B. Gleason,
Manager.

Josh. Tel. 625
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FREE! FREE! FREE!
Wishing to introduce the Patent Felt Mattress to men and women whose-endorsation or

it will carry weight with their friends, we make to all householders of the medical and phar-

maceutical professions the following offer :-

During the month of flay we will place on absolutely free trial for thirty nights

one of our Patent Felt Mattresses, made of Interlaced sheets of pure, white, elastic,
sanitary felt ; we will make the mattress to order any size desired, In one or two

pieces, and prepay the transportation charges. And we undertake that if at the end

of thirty days the mattress has not given satisfaction IN EVERY RESPECT, we

we shall receive it back and refund the total amount paid on same.

"Better than the best Hair Mattress at Half its Price."
Over One Million Felt Mattresses now in Use in U.S .

Information regarding the standing and character of our Company can be obtained from

the Commercial Agencies or from any wholesale dry goods merchant in Canada.

For a description of the Felt Mattress, price lists, etc., kindly refer to our catalogue, free

for the asking.
When writing please mention this JouPnal.

THE ALASKA FEATHER AND DOWN CO., Limited,
290 Guy Street, MONTREAL.

O'Keef e's EUit oMalt.
Carefully prepared from the best

Canadian Barley Malt, and English
and Bohemian Hops.

Containing no Foreign Matter.
Lowest Possible Percentage of Alcohol.

All particulars will be gladly sent to any physician addressing:

W. LLOYD WOOD,
Wholesale Druggist, - - - TORONTO.

xxViTHE CANADA LANCET.
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Doctor
re FERROL

An Emulsion of Iron
.. and Cod Lver Ol No.

O O o O O
No.

HERAPEUTICALLY Iron and Cod Liver Oil are twins
and should always be prescribed together, but the difli-
culties attending the combination of these two remedies No

in a suitable preparation have never before been overcome, andit is with much pleasure that we place such a preparation at the «
disposal of the medical profession. 

Dr

Ferrol contains 6 grains of IPhosphate of Iron to the ounce
and 50% Cod Liver Oil, together with Glycerine and other ingre-dients to make a most pleasant and desirable preparation.

The advantage of thoroughly breaking up iron and oil into
minute particles in a pleasant and permanent Emulsion must be

Ci
apparent to every physician, and in order to give the profession Chi

Enjan opportunity of thoroughly testing FERROL we will send a No
full-sized bottle (16 oz.) to any physician sending his name and
address.

FERROL COMPANY
Markham, Ont.
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SURGICAL SUTURES and LIGATURES.

FINE CAT GUT AND ANIMAL GUTS,
g'too Tendons ASSORTED SILKS.

Prepared et the Laboratory of

The J. STEVENS & SON CO., Limited,
145 Welington St. West, - TORONTO.

This Department of work is under the supervision of a thoroughly qualified and long ex-
perienced chemist.

Each Suture is selected, and a number of each batch are tested as to their strength after

coming through the sterilizing process, before they are put on the market. Scientific tests are

also made as to their sterility.

STERILE LIGATURES
Surgeon's Cat (lut, Sterilized and Preserved lu Absolute Alcohol. Each.

No. 106-Surgeon's Square Bottle with Screw Cap, 15 feet on glass spool ......... ...... 0 35
" 106 -" Improved, 'in Screw Cap Vial, same as above, 15 feet on glass spool .......... 25
" 107-" Hospital Size " Bottles, 4 spools in each bottle, 15 feet on each spool .......... 75
" 108-Surgeon's 3 spool, 10 feet on each spool, in Screw Cap Glass Jars................ 50

Surgeon's English Twisted Chinese Silk
No. 206-Surgeon's Sq uare Bottle, with Screw Cap, 15 feet on glass spool ................ 35

206 -" Improved,' in Screw Cap Vial, same as above, 15 feet on glass spool ......... 25
207-" Hospital Size " Bottles, 4 spools in each bottle, 15 feet on each spool. ......... 75

" 208-Surgeon's 3 spool, 10 feet on each spool, in Screw Cap Glass Jars................ 50

StePile Kangaroo Tendon Ligatures
No. 1-Single Tendons, fine, 12 inches long, 5 Tendons, in 9 inch tube bottle. Per bottle,

$0.50, per suture...................................................... 10
" 2-Australian Single Tendons, medium weight, 17 inches long, 5 Tendons, in 9 ich

tube bottle. Per bottle, $0.75; per suture.................................. 15

" 3-Australian Single Tendons, heavy, 20 inch long, 5 Tendons, in tube bottle. Per
bottle, $1.00 ; per suture............................................... 20

4-Australian Single Tendons, extra heavy, 24 inches long, each one selected and pre.
served in hermetically sealed tube. Per single Tendon........................ 50

Dr. Massey's Original, in Oil, single suture, each............................ ........ 20

NOTE-Single Sutures may be withdrawn from our 9 inch tube bottle without in any way
endangerng the sterility of the remaining Sutures.

Sterile Silkworm Gut
20 Long Superior Selected Tendons, in 9 inch tube bottle. Per bottle.................... 50

Sterile Horse Hair
25 Long Superior Selected Sutures, in 9 inch tube bottle. Per bottle .................... 25

NOTE-Single Sutures may be withdrawn from our 9 inch tube botties without danger
to the sterility of the remaining Sutures.

Hermetioally Sealed Tubes
Sterilized Sutures, in Hermetically Sealed Tubes, which are sterilized under pressure

after sealing. Absolutely reliable. Eacb.

Plain Cat Cut, 20 inch Sutures, each one in tube.. . ................ ............. 10 cents.

Chromio Cat Cut, 20 inch Sutures, each one in tube............................... 10

Engllsh Chinese Silk, " " " " ........- --... - ..- -----....... 10

Silkworm Cut, " " " " ........ . --... . ------....... 10

orsehair, 2 " " 2 sizes in one tube..........................10
Silk-Unprepared.

American Cable.....................per skein, 12 cents.
Best English Chinese.................... " 20 "
Turner's O to 5........... ............. " 15 "

" 6 to 12........................ " 30
" 4 sizes on card ................ 45

Buy from your Druggists, or write direct to

The J. Stevens & Son Co., umited.
145 Wellington Street West, - - - TORONTO.



WHEELER'S TISSUE PHOSPHATES.Wheeler's ComPoung Mxi of Phosphates "d Aerve Thid and Nitlv Tonie, for thetreatment of Consumption Bronchiti,, 8crofula and ail a y A Nerve FThio ean N r ation combinesin an agreeable Aromatic (ordial, acceptable to the moSt irritable croditiebl f the iset anh, BopeCarion hombhnes0ba2 P. 0.4, Sodium Phosphate Naa H.P.0. 4, Ferrous Phosphate F 3 2 Pth4 , Trihydrogen Phosphate H3 P. 4, and theactive principles of Calisaya and Wild Cherry.The speolal indiiation f this Combination of Phosphates in Spinal Affections, Cari, s Necrosis, Ununited Fractures,Marasmus, Poorly Developd ldren, etarded Dentition, Alcohi, Opium, Tobacco Habit%, Gestation and Lactation
to promote Development, etc. and as a PHysioLoeicU. RUSTOKATIvE in Sexuai Debility a-id ail uaed.up conditions of theNervous System should rec-ivs the careful attentiun of acood therapeutise.NOTABLE PROPFRTIES. As reliable in Dyspepsia as Quinine in Agus. Secures the largeat percentage of benfit
In Consumption and aIl wastlng dissases, by determining lthe Perfect dtgeâtion and a8sîilacton of food. When usingIt, C d LiverO maybe taken without repugnance. Itrenders success possible in treating Chror ic D seases of Women
and (Jhildren, who take it with pleasure for prolonved periode, a factor emsontial toi maintain the good will of the patiesnt.Bemng a Tissae Constructive, it is the best general utility compound for Toni Restorative purpose we have, no mis-chievous effects resulting from exhibiting it in any possible morbid condition of the system. When Strychnia no deir-able, use the following :

R. Wheeler's Tissue Phosphates, one bottle; Liquor StrychniS, half fluid drachn8 In Dvepspia with Coîstipation, ail forma or Nerve Protestation and constitutions of loto vitality.DOSE.-For an aduit one tablespoonful three times a day, after eatinc . from seven to twelve years of age, nsdssert.spoonful; from two to seven, one teaspoonful. For infants, from Ove t twenty drop, according to age.
Prepared at the Chemical Laboratory of T. B. WBEBLER, M.P., MONTREAL, P.Q.To prevent substitution, put up in pound bottles and sold by ail Druggists at One Dollar.

SANMETTO GENITO-URINARY DISEASES.
A Scientific BlendIng of True Santal and Saw Palmetto In a Pleasant Arematlc Vehicle.

A Vitalizing Tonic to the Reproductive System.
SPECIALLY VALUABLE INPROSTATIC TROUBLES OF OLD M EN-1R RRITA BLE BLADDER-CYSTITIS-U RETH RITIS-PRE-SEN 1LITY.

DOSE:-One Teaspoonful Four Times a Day. OD CH EM. CO., NEW YORK.

Reserve Principal. 
Assessment System.

LIFE*m
INSURANCE.

A l insurers will advance their own
interest by examining the plans of the

Home Life Association.
Rates and other information furnished
on application to Head Office, . . .

72 KING STREET EAST,
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AUTHORS & COX,
135 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

TELEPHONE 2267.

Have had over twenty years experience in
the manufacture of

Artificial Limbs
TRUSSES AND

OrthopSdic Instruments

Spinal Supports, Instruments
for Hip Disease, nisease of
the Knee and Ankle, Bow
Legs KnockKnees,Club

Foot She es, Crutch-
es, etc., etc.

REFERLN0E :-Any of the leading Surgeons in Toronto.

...MASSAGE...

R TIOS. J. R. 000K,
Professional Masseur

Graduate of the School of Massage and
Electricity in connection with the West

End Hospital for the Treatment
of Nervous Diseases,

London, England.

Patients may be treated at their own homes
or at our offce.

Address--204 KING STREET WEST
'Phone No. 1288

Recommended by the leading physicians and

surgeons in Toronto.

For Well-Dressed Meq Tie foundatio, for all
well dressed Is the Shoe

We have shoes that will please the most requir-
ing taste-in shape, the newest style and will stand
the hardest wal ks of life, in Black Calf, Russett
Calf, Patent Calf and Enamel Calf. Sent express
prepaid to any part of Canada.

THE ROYAL,
High Class Shoes, 88 Yonge StpOt.

HOTEL DEL MONTE MINER°L

OPEN WINTER ANJ SUMMER. SPRINGS

Mr. Thos. Heys, the celebrated analyst, says: " In
my opinion Preston is the most healthy location in Can-
ada In addition, the Mineral Baths will prove very bene-
ficial in many complaints. His analysis says per gal.,
temp. 47.88; altitude 929 sea, 68a Lake Ontario.

Sodium Bicarb .... grains, 723
Calcium ... 750
Ferrous " .6
Potassium Sulphate.2
Calcium "48770
Magnesium h 24415

Chioride .... 2.268
Ammonium " .52
Silica....................910Organic Ammonia .00.. .7

Hydrogen Suiphate a trace, and Carbonic Acid Ga*,
cub. ice ro.8.

Physicians houd send to R. Wa.der, Preston, for cir-
culars to give to their patients requiring Mineral Baths.
The manv cures effected stamps them the best in Canada.
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Physicians' Carrages...
u% a Of Every Description.

Manuactur.d
By.. Wi. Oray & Sons,

W-CHATHAM.

Complete fine always on hand at
TORONTO SHOW ROOMS

Grand's Repository, 53-59 Adelaide Street West,
TORONTO.

WALTER HARLAND SMITH, ToPonto Agent.

RUPTURE
4*,-PATI ENTS

Are among the most difficult that many hysicians
have to deai with. TRuss making and ttin is a
mechano-medical art, and when ruptured patientsresent themselves why not put the matter in thehands of one who makes a specialty of the subject?

A Perfect holding Truss is as imortant toarupturedpatient as an accurately ilied prescriptionla to others., You would not advise inferior drugsin your medicines; then why allow patienta to usedoubtfui Trusses? We make Trusses which hold asif «the fin rs were there,'-two distinct motions,IN and Un Pressure can be set to suit any case.Our best ones are made of German silver and will notcorrode or rust. No pressure on the spine, and do notbind on the body. ry us in your next case. Wewil send two or more on receipt of measure and par.ticulars of case, and the most suitable canbeketand paid forand theothers returned. Wealso maTePoF017PIastjc Jackets, steel instruments, forSpinal Curvature, Bow Legs, Knock Knees, Para.
lysis, Club Feet, and anything and everything in the
Iay of mechanical appliances for medical purposes

you have any doubtful or difficult cases let us havepartculars and we wili make suggestions and help inevery way to make satisfactory apphiances.

.. WE ALLOW LIBERAL DIScOUNT TO THE PROFESSION..

Guarantee First.Class Work, and use
the Best of flateriais. . . . . . .

.ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE - . .

Me DOIENWEND TIUSS CO.,
an qun seateet west. - ToRoNTo.

W. & J. MITCHELL,
67 Yonge St., . TORONTO.

Manufacturers of......

SURGICAL LEATHER
GOODS

Obstetric Bags.
lqstrumeqt RoIls.

Buggy Cases.
Pocket Vial Cases.

Pociet Instrument Cases.

All Our Gooda APe Made From
Best MatePlals.

Write us for Particulars.

xxi
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LAS VECAS I{OT SPRINCS, NEW MEXICO
A Neuie Establiehed Health Resort, on the Santa Fe Route.
Comprises a Sanitorium, Hospital and Cottages, Natu-

ral Hot Saline and Sulphur Springs, Bath Houses and
Natatorium, also a Muck Mud Bath House, a Bacterio-
logical and Chemical Laboratory, etc. Las Vegas Hot
Springs is situated in the tablelands of New Mexico, 6,767
feet above the sea. It was opened June ist, r896, as a
health resort for those persons desirous of obtaining the
benefits of a climate in an elevated region having a dry
and pure atmosphere, and who require careful medical
attention and nursing. An extensive surrounding terri-

tory belongs to the institution, which, as a part of the
treatment, will be used for excursions, and for all forms
of exercise and amusements, etc. Recent medical and
scientific methods, of recognized value, will be carefully
and fully utilized. Out-door treatment, in appropriate
cases, will be a special feature. Absolute and perfect
quiet can be obtained by those requiring it. Reduced rates
will be given, and nurses furnished, when needed for

journey, from any oint on the Santa Fe. It is advised
that no patients advanced in the third stage of tubercu-
losis be sent from their homes.

Medical DiPOector, William Curtiss Bailey, A..M.,
M.D., Member American Medical Association; American
Public Health Association; Medical Society of the State
of New York; ex-President Central New York Medical
Society; formerly Instructor in Clinical Medicine, Post-
Graduate Medical School and Hospital, New York; for-
merly Professor of Theory and Practice, and Director of
the Bacteriological Laboratory, Tennessee Medical
College, etc.

COnsulting Physiclans: W. R. Tipton, A.M.,
M.D., President New Mexico Board of Health, and Board
of Medical Examiners; ex-President New Mexico Medi-
cal Society; Member American Public Health Association,
etc. Francis H. Atkins, S.B., (Harv.) M.D., Secretary
New Mexico Board of Health, and Board of Medical Ex-
aminers; ex-President New Mexico Medical Society;
Member American Climatological Society, etc. F. Mar-
ron, A.M., M.D.. Superintendent New Mexico Insane
Asvlum; President New Mexico Medical Society, etc.

ve are leased to refer to the following gentlemen:
Dr. John d.&Roe, Rochester. N.Y., ex-President Amen-
can Laryngological Association, etc., etc. Dr. N. S.
Davis, r., Chicago, Ill.. Professor of Principles and
Practice of.Medicine and Clinical Medicine, Northwestern
University Medical School, etc., etc. Dr. C. O. Probst,
Columbus, Ohio, Secretary of State Board of Health ;
Professor of Hygiene, Starling Medical College, etc.,
etc. Dr. John McClintock, Topeka, Kansas Professor
of Principles and Practice of Surgery, Kansas Medical
College, etc., etc. Dr. Michael Campbell, Knoxville,
Tenn.. Superintendent State Insane Asylum, etc., etc.
Dr. W. S. Kendricl¢, Atlanta, Ga.. Dean, and Professor
of Theory and Practice of Medicine, Atlanta Medical
College, etc., etc. Dr. Jerome Cochrane (deceased),
Montgomery, Ala., State Health Officer; President of
State Board of Medical Examiners etc., etc. Dr. W. E.
B. Davis, Birmingham, Ala., Professor of Surgery, Birm-
ngham Medical College, etc., etc,

For further particulars address:

WILLIAfl CURTISS BAILEY N.D.,
Medical Director, Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico'

...NOTICE...
The Management of CANADA

LANCET would be obliged if
those in arrears would kindly

send cheque for amount of sub-

scription. The date on address

will indicate the date from which

to reckon amount due.

(MARIANI WINE.)
THE IDEAL FRENCH TONIC FOR

BODY, BRAIN and NERVES.

Of all the Tonics, and 1 have tried about ail, including the more
recent. none equals "Vin Mariani." so highly esteemed hy the
miedical profession in France and other countries. I use it per-
sonally and for my family, and prescrihed it during more than 25
years with unvarying satisfaction to mnvelf and patients.

(Professor) CHAS. FAUVEL, M.D.. Paris, France.

LAWRENCE A. WILSON & CO.
Sole Agents for Canada. MONTREAL.

Wear Good Clothes....
Clothes made by us are good clothes
and stand the closest inspection. Fit
and finish right up to date. Prices
always the lowest, consistent with
good workmanship. See us for your
next order.

JOSEPH J. FOLLETT,
Good Talloring,

181 YONGE STREET, - TORONTO.
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*The BaIl Nozzle Syringe
diffuses a soft, gentle, conical-
shaped film of water, reachzng
every part oj the vaginal cavity,
cleansing thoroughly the
mouth and neck of the womb
and the cul-de-sac, and remov-
ing therefrom every particle of
foreign matter, the presence of
which is the cause of disease,
pain and suffering. Its effect
is one of gentle bathing, or
spraying, rather than one of
percussion, such as follows the
application of a solid straight
stream. This absence of force

SP ORLY "ta oRT is absolutely necessary in ap-
ACCOPUSHES WONDEPS plications to sensitive organs.

NSf L The stream is curved in every
ne~ N direction, and is a hollow

stream ; it is therefore impos-
sible for it to enter a practically straight canal such as the uterine canal.

The Bail Nozzle Syringe e e
to Accomplishes Wonders for the Health of Women.

Endorsed by the Highest Medical Authorities. . .

SEND FOR PRIVATE CIRCULAR.

MANUFACTURED BY ......

The Bail Nozzle Co. Limited

Confederation Life Building, eir TORONTO.
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17j

ConspiCUOUS by their Absence
Nausea and Depression are unknown to our patients, and

their general health improves from the beginning of the treatment,

Doctor, this is a matter to be well considered by you when

advising where a patient be sent for the treatment of Inebriety or

Narcotism. We use none of the injurious ingredients, strychnine,
atrophine or apomorphine, so common in most treatments, and the

results are complete and permanent.

You may at al times visit your patient, and keep him

under your own observation.

For Full Particulars and Literature Apply to ......

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
COMPANY OF ONTARIO, Limited,

582 Sherbourne Street, - - - TORONTO.
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Canadian Medical Practice Office.
An Important Department of Medical Affairs and the only one in

Canada managed by a Co-laborer in fledicine, Conducted for
the Convenience and Protection of the Profession, for the
purchase and sale of practices, the arrangement of partner-
ships, securing eligible openings, etc. Ail transactions and
communications strictly confidential.

Registered Buyers receive private notice of new offers, hence many practices are sold be-tween the issues of the medical journals and never appear therein. Intending pur-chasers consult their own Interests by giving this office such information anddata of themselves and wants as to enable us to pilot them unto what they desire.
We try to secure reliable openings for physicians and Will offer nothing whichwill not stand a thorough Investigation. We obtain from prospective buyerstheir age, qualifications, religious persuasion, financial ability, etc., etc., and a pledge as to

secrecy and honorable dealings.
PPractices offered independently of this office are genePally thosewhich we have rejected as unworthy and undesirable.
We court the patronage of the profession and proMise honesteffort to secure your wishes, which our accumulated experience in these mattersought to enable us to do.

PRACTICES FOR SALE.
No. 169.-$5,ooo practice, with fine property, in

town of s,ooo population, Co. of Lambton; thoroughly
established ; good reasons for selling; price of pro-
perty alone asked ; good will of practice and introduc.
tion thrown i ; easy terms.

No. 165.-$,500 rural practice, unopposed, with the
doctor's nice home, in Co. of Perth, for $1.250. Terms
$40o cash, balance on time.

No. 158-$i,8oo unopposed practice, In Co. of Vic-
toria, in village of 4oo, for $2oo for quick sale; investi-
gate.

No. 173.-British Columbia practice, worth $1,500
a year cash, would suit a physician in delicate health,
as the cliniate is unsurpassed; price $250.

No. 170.-$2,500 practice, unopposed, smail village,
Parry Sound District, doctor wants to educate family;
price $4,5o; terms half cash, balance approved note.

No. 68.--$3,000 practice, unopposed, In eastern
village of goo population ; price $8o cash; one of the
most nviting offers this office bas; fine country and
collections.

No. 112.-$3,500 practice, with residence; County
Huron ; population, 3,000; thoroughly established;
easy payments.

No. 163.-$4,000 practice in nice town on C.P.R.-
Saskatchewan; established 15 years ; full introduction;
the goodwill of practice and the Doctor's bouse all
for much below cost of bouse. The Doctor wants to
go to larger place to educate his children. This is a
fine opening; easy payments.

AND OVER 20 OTHERS.

No. 162.A tîdy Toronto practice and the finest lo.cation on corner in western part of city ; price, $6,ooo,whicb is mucb below its cost; easy terms ; investigate
this.

No. 860.$2,ooo practice in village of about 89o,Countyof ork ; one opposition ; goodwill and intro-
dction; $375. This practice can be doubled by therigbt man, especially by a Methodist.

No. 146$3,500 practice ; N. W. T.; population
1,5

0
0-on C.P.R.; one of the most inviting on ny list.

No. 147.-Includes inquiries from three differentDoctors who have money to purchase a partnership ina lucrative practice.

No. 164.-$1,500 practice, with the Doctor's stableoutfit and introduction; uinopposed; Assiniboia, N.W.T.Will be sold cheap for quick sale; purchaser can alsobave option of buying bis drug store at cost, which
pays all expenses alone.

No. '35.-$4,00o practice, with or without proper.
ty, i town of 4,000 population, Co. of Dufferin.

No. 174. $2,ooo, unopposed rural practice, with
ood residence, Co. of Kent, excellent pay, full intro-uction. Price, $1,2oo. Terms, balf cash. Lungaffection forces the Doctor to the South.

No. '75.-$3,000 cash practice, with some chattelsin nice town near the Niagara Falls. A very invitingplace to live, and the price is right.
SEND FOR FULL LIST.

See Toronto Saturday Globe each week for Interim Offers.

JW Letters must be direct from medical mon interested, and muet enclose stamp for reply, otherwise
they will remain unnoticed. Address:

DR. W. E. HAMILL,
88 YONGE STREET.
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ABBEY'S...

an Arien Effervescent
soonfuls8 in a

psegSait..-.
TRADE MARK

VEsA pleasant effervescing

aperient, taking the place
TIIIS SAUNE BY THE AD-

ITION OF WATER FORMS AN INVIGORATING
ND REFRESHING BEVERAGE PARTI CU- of nauseating nineral

LARLY RECOMMENDED TO TRAVELLERS
IN HOT CUMATES.

NO ONE WHO SUFFERS WITH A SWGGISH
UVER SHOULD EVER SE WITHOUT ET. waters. Recognized and

'E.COMMENDED tro,
U SRIPPeSLEEPLESSNESS.SPLMEN

DEpRESSION.BillouSHES,IMDIGESTI0SICK Nprescribed by eminent
RHEuAT iMNEUR LSIA. G00 . I N

S KIDNEY COMPLAINTS.
?T PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND CLEARS

THE fi u emembers of the profession
r<.FZ(rLvn GR 11 reat Britain, Europe

ABBEY EFFERVESCENT SALT GO.D. wRCcgNAnz. eandd Caanada.
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...Styra-phenol..
Is approved by the Medical Faculty as
presenting, a dressing entirely free from
grease in any form qa tu u* a %x %x

It opens up a new era in treating Ulcers,
Sores, Wounds, Burns, and various forms
of Skin Diseases, as IT DESTROYS MI-
CROBES WITH CERTAINTY * o * * * *

Its marked anodynous effect is a great
boon ça ça ça a um

This preparation may be secured by Ox Asper
Frmula, or under name .....

a a " STYRAPHENOL."

EVANS & SONS, Limited,
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

-MOMONTREAL.
Wholesale Agents for Canada.
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PICTON, ONT., Aug. 26th, 1897.

I am, both in person and in my professional work, greatly

indebted to the preparations introduced by Messrs. Brand, and in

particular their well-known Essence of Beef. From experience in a

considerable number of cases of continued fever, pneumonia and

other exhausting diseases, among which typhoid fever deserves

especial mention, I can speak most highly of the strengthening pro-

perties of the Essence. In ulcerated stomach, whether simple or

malignant, and in intractable dyspepsia, not only can the Essence be

borne without discomfort, but frequently paves the way to the exhi-

bition of other forms of nutriment. After surgical operations, nothing

I have found more rapidly relieves the patient from shock and from

the nausea following anaesthetisation than the repeated administra-

tion of the Essence with or without the accompaniment of alcoholic

stimulants. In short, as a tonic, a stimulant and a very perfect food,

I am sure the preparation deserves the attention of every medical

man, and the profession, no less than the public, are indebted to

Messrs. Brand, the inventors, for a boon of the utmost value in the

very class of diseases most fraught with trouble and anxiety.

ARTHUR W. HARE,
M.B.C.M., M.R.C.S., F.R.C.S.E., FR.S.E.

Formerly Prof. of Surg. Owens Col., and Examiner and

Professor in the Victoria University, etc., etc.

BRAND & CO., LONDON, ENG.
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It generally is a little s
good deal of lime
impurities, but W
SALT, made by
scientific process
pure, soluble, whitE
in grain, and will n

Purest and Best

alt and a
and other
INDSOR
the most
known, is
, uniform
ot cake.

WINDSOR
SALT

THE WINDSOR SALT CO.,
LIMITED,

. * Windsor, Ont.



EstabUhed 1850. Ineorporated by Act of ParlIament.

TRINITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, TORONTO.
In affiliation with the University of Trinity College, The University of Toronto,
Queen's University The University of Manitoba. and specially recognized by

the several Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons In Great Britain.
TE WINTER SESSION OF 189-9 WILL COMMENCE OCTOBE 1, 189.

ACTJLTY.
PROFESSORS.

WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., C.M., D.C.L., F.R.O.S.E., LUKE TESKEY, M.D., C.M., M.R...., Eng., Momber
L.R C.P., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty; Member of the of the Acting Surgcel Staff of the Toronto General Ho@-
Council of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of pital, Member cf Staff Hospital for Bick Children, and
Ont. ; Member of the Oonsulting Staff of the Toronto Professer of Oral Surgery, Dental College, Toronto-
General Hospital.-Holyrood Villa, 62 Maitland Street. 619 Spadina Avenue.

Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine. Profemor of Anatomy and of Clinlol Surgery
J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Eng., JOHN L DAVID8ONB.A.. Univ. Tor., M.D., 0.1., M.R.

Gynecologist to the Toronto General Hospital; Physi- C.B. Enz.: Member ef the Acting Staff of the Toronto
cian to the Burnside Lying-in Hospital.-206 Simooe St. General Hospital-20 (harles Street.

Professor ln Obstetrics and Gynsscology. Profemor of Clinicai Medicine.
THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Principal of Normal School G. A. BINGHAM, MD., C.M., Trin. Ooli., M.B. Unlv.

Toronto.-432 Jarvis Street. Tor.; Surgeon Out-door Department, Toronto Generl
Professor ln Gouerai Chemistry and Botany. Hospital; Surgeon to the Hospital for Blok Objîdren.-
C. W. COVERNTON, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Eng., Lic. 64 Isabella Street.

Soc. Apoth., Lond.; Ex-Chairman and Member of the Professos of AppUe Anatomy, and Assocats Pro-
Provincial Board of Health. fesor of CiCal Surgery.

Emeritus Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and NEWTON ILBERT POWELL, MD., 0.1. Trin. Coli.,
Toxicology. k.D. Bellevue Hop. Med. Coli., N.Y.; Lecturer on the

FRED. La M. GRASEIT, M.D., C.M., Edin. Univ. ; F.R Piactice f %urgery, Wcman's Medical Coilege, Toronto;
0.S.E.; M.R.0 S. Eng.; Fell. Obstet. Soc., Edin. ; Mem- Surgeo Out-duor Dept., Toronto Generl Hospita.-
ber of the Acting Surgical Staff of the Toronto General Cor. College and McCaul Street.
Hospital; Physician to the Burnside Lying-in Hospital; Profesor cf Medical Jurisprudence nd Toui-
Member of the Consulting Staff of the Toronto Dispen- cology, and Lcturer on Clinical Surgery and
sary.-208 Simcoe St Surcal Appliances.

Professor of Principles and Practice of Burgery,
and of Clinical Surgdry. D. GILBERT GORDON. B.A., Tor. Univ.; MD.. .1.;

aid f Clnica Surery.Trio. Univ. ; L.R.C.S. & P. Edin. ; L.F.P. à S. Glasgow,
W. T. STUART. M.D., C.M., Trin. Coli., and M.B. Univ. Physicien Out-door Department, Toronto General Ho&-

Toronto; Profesor of Chemistry, Dental College, To- pltal.-646 Spadina Avenue.
ronto.-195 Spadina Avenue. Professor 0f Sanitary Science, sud Lacturer on

Professer of Practical and Analytical Chemistry. u1inicai Medicin.
CHARLES SHEARD, M.D., C.M., Fell. Trin. Med. COl.,

M.R.U.S., Eng.; Member of the Acting Staff of the To- E. B. SHUTTLEWORT, Phar. D.. F.C.S.; Late Prinol-
ronto General Hospital; Consulting Physician to the p and Professer cf Ciemistry and Pharmacy. Ontario
Victoria Hospital for Sick Children.-314 Jarvis Street. 0- ege of Piarmacy.-220 Shenbourne Street.

Professer of Physiology and Hbitology, and of Profflsor 0f Materla Medica aid PllUmaCY, etc
Clioical Medicine. H. B. ANDERSON, M.D., 0.1., Feli. Trin. Med. Coll.;

G. STERLING RYERSON, M D C M. L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S. Patiologiat to Toronto General Hospital-241 Wellesley
Edin., Surgeon to the Eye and. Ear bept.. Toronto Gen- Street.
eral Hospital, and the Victoria Hospital for Sick Chil- Prfessr of Pathology, aud ln Charge 0f the
dren.-60 College Ave. Triulty Microscopie Pathologioal LaboratOIy

Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology. Tor. Gen. Ficsp.
LEICTUR WRS, DEMONSTRATORS, INSTRUCTORS AND ASSISTANTS

E. A. SPILSBU KY, M.D., C.M., Trin. Univ., Surgeon to H. B. ANDERSON, M.D., 0.1., FelI Trio. Med. Oeil.,
the Nose and Throat Department, Toron-o Generai Pathologist to Toronto Genera Hoapit&L-283 Wellesley
Hospital.-189 C ,llege Street. Street.

Lecturer on Laryngology and Rhinology. Second Demoustrator of Anatomy.
ALLAN BAINES, M.D.. C.M., Fell. Trin. Mei. Coll.; 0. A. TEMPLE, MD., 0.1.-8iS Spadina Avenue.

L.R.C.P., Lond. ; Physician Out-door Department, To- FREDERIOK FENTON, M.D., C.M.-Cor. Sollard and
onto General Hospital; Physician te the Victoria Ho@- Yonge Streeta.
pital for Sick Children.-194 Simcoe Street. A. H. GARRATT-M.D., 0.M.-l6 Bay Street.

Asseociate Professer of Clinical Medicine. HAROLD . PARSONS, B.A., M.D.. CM.
D. J. GIBB WISHART, B.A., Tor. Univ., §M.D., C.M AstIststin Practil Anatoy.

L.R.C. P., Lond. ; Professor of Ophthalmology and Ctol-
ogy, Woman's Medical College; Burgeon Eye and Ear 0. TROW, 1.D, 0.1., Trin. Unlv., L.R.0.P., Lond.,
Department, Hospital for Sick Children -47 Groovenor Surgeon te the Eye and Ear Department ol Lrronto
Street Generai Hospitat-57 Carlton Street.

Senior Demoitrator of Anatcmy. Clinical Lecture r ci Dieases cf the Bye aid Ear.
J. T. FOLHERIG1E, B.A., Tor. Univ..C, . n. Me

Trio. Univ.o; Phycctan Out-dou Dept., Toronto Genrao Fe Trno Me a Co.
HOpit'W and thei Hospital forMbick ehrldren: Profetfor Hospita f SickCh
cf Meersa Medica, oflege of Pharmacy.-C9 Carlton StT

Leturer ou TPerapeutrss od or o mlfiAcl noMo FRED. FEN mnON, M.D., C.M.
8e aE To;oenmrfenera tAospitaL Ascistatt uaff otlogy.

(JLIrNCAL TzjcHuq.-TiielTorotot General Hospital ba G a very larie number f patients S the wd , w i are viat
.d daily by the. medical cfloera ln attendance. The attendance of out-door patients ie alse very large. and thus abun-
dent opportunities are enjoyed by atudeots for acquirPg a familsr knowlede of Pracical Medicne and Surgery, -
ludng ot merely major operatienu, but Miner iurgery nf every kInd, ordLary Medica. Pricoe, the treatent of

Venerea Diseasea and Skin Diseassa and the. Diseases of Women and Chil-1 ren. Tihe Burnslde Lying-bn Hosptal &mal-
gamated with t. Toronto Gener Hospital, ha& recetly hat tr. staff large'y nreased and wll afford Geealnd
valuable faci.iti.. for tiie atudy cf Practical Midwifer. The large oew building, close te t Hospital aod chiol, wll.
b. very convenient fer atudents attending ln practlce. Tiie Meroeir Eye and Eu- Infirmary imla a aalg=&ntsd wltb the
Teroto General Hospital, and ffords Ppecirl facilities for atudents Aa tt depaasms et.

Dally Clinical Inatruction in the, pacles Wardu a fd Theatre ef tie Hopital wil brger by member cf the Hos.
pil Staff on ail Interestng Cases. Medical and Surgcal. WArrangement bave aIse beL, made fer .Me deliver o
dalyeliia, out-door, in-deor and bedaide, in the. M, ai by th respective memberH osep in-door and ut-do r
Hoepital Staff, wiiioh bas been receotly largely lncreaed.

> :)FEBB FOR TUB Ceun.-The F.. fer Aoatcmy. Surgery, Practice of Medcine, Obstetrie, Materla Medica, Physo
legy, GenieralChemistry, Clinicat Medicine and Clinical Suge.t2each. ApplledAnatomyrC1og.lPracticalAnatmy,

1c. Pra :tical Chemistry, Normai Histoery sud Pathologfal Hltofogy, f each. TJerpeutis ce, and Medical Turie.
prdodnoe, 16each, Botany and Sanitary Science, $5 each. Registrtio Fet (payable oe only), . Studentr arenrd
ln aIl th, regular brancese after having paid for two ful courses. Surgical Apliances l an eptionti branch; te, $5

Full Information respecting Lectures, Fees. Gid and Slver Medal , ScolaraNBpe, Certiforat cf ;oor, Grdua-
tien, Diplems, rellewghPp, etc., wtll b. gdven Da trm AnnuTl AnnGuncement.

W. B. EBIKIE, M.D., D.C.L., D n,F2 Mat.and Street.
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GOLD MEDAL COLOGNE 1889

COLD 14EDAL ç

CiCh,0 1693. BERLINmss'

Concentrated Vinegar
Manufactured entirely from Grapes.

DOMINION ANALYST'S REPORT.
This is to certify that on analysis of above vinegar I found it a purely 'CONCENTRATED

WINE VINEGAR maue from the Grape fruit. Free from mineral acids, metallic substance andalcohol. After dilution with pure water will prove a wholesome and palatable commodity
either for table use or pickling purposes. A very important thing not to be lost sight of in usingthis article is that cleanliness is insured by procuring this vinegar in the concentrated form

Signed, DR. A. R. PYNE, M.D.,Toronto, Sept. 1st, 1897. Dominion Analyst.

SOLE MANUPACTURERs:

Grape Wine Vinegar
DR. H. B. ANDERSON

begs leave to announce to the
Profession that he is prepared to
make Chemical, Bacteriological
or Microscopic Examination as
required, of Tumors or other
Morbid Tissues, Sputum, Urine,
Blood, Stomach Contents, etc.,
also to make Autopsies.

For information address,

PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORY,
Trinity Medical College,

TORONTO.

'TUADU MAnK UEGISTEREg

DI ESFROURnhe restd Of y 8 r to poue aaal
road Pour wh n y ofered to the Diabetic.

7%e leatimon o i trom this country and

Uriv ed Ame es or Europ,
PAMPH T S PLE FREB.

Frâ to Parw -à a wa wu W. -Y..U &L

b

Co 25 Front Street WestTORONTO.

Pleased
Patients
The physician understands the

advantage of pleasing the patient.
It is more true in Hernia than
anything else, that the physician
finds the greatest difficulty in
giving the patient thorough sat-
isfaction.

Seeley's Hard Rubber Trusses
are shaped and fitted by us and
sent ready to wear. Special in-
structions go with special trusses.
Fit guaranteed. Send for order

*blank.

Chesterman & Streeter
Successors to L. B. Seeley & Co.

25 So. ,sth St., - Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Catalogue and Literature for a Postal.

Complete assortment for sale by Margres v
B ,62 QUEEN ST. W.. TRONTO.



Norwich, England, 1786.
COOPER'S ALUM OINTMENT.

Norwich, New York, 1886.
UNGUENTINE.

01Il"Ver'y may go'Ceratea' we doctora have seen,
Bult the nefacle ples' lM Unguentîne. "-Doctor Le Seur,

Cooper's Alum Ointment, modernized by the addition of Sir Joseph
Lister's sheet anchor, Carbolic Acid, together with Ichthyol and a
Petroleum base, is Unguentine, a thoroughly antiseptic and non-irri-
tating, astringent but soothing surgical dressing and ointment, which
is indicated in all cases where there is inflammation.

Fourth Edition of Clinical flotes and lIeports, with Sample, sent upon rquet

The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Joh New York.

At Druggists, in Four Ounce, One and Five Pound Packages.

We invite your attention to our
Alpha Atomizers. Note the
tube in its different views, A B C D.

This tube is simply an air reser-
voir into which the bulb empties e
itself. By gradually collapsing it
forces the air forward, the full sup-
ply of air not being entirely ex-
hausted before the bulb again fills
the tubes.

WE CLAIM that our ALPHA
ATOMIZERS produce an abso-

lutely continuous spray with less labor to the hand than any other single bulb
atomizer upon the market. Examine the cut and you will see how simple yet
effective it should be. ____ ____

For Sale by the Drug Trade, or

ALPHA RUBBER CO., Limited,
ilustrated Catalogue on Application. Montreal.
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FACTS -m ESTABLISHED 1859.

"THE BUFFALO" HOT WATER HEATER....
Patented and Manufactured by

H. R. IYES & 00., Queen Street, Montreal,
Was the only Canadian Exhibit of Hot

Water Boilers awarded Medal and
Diploma of Highest Merit at World's
Exposition, Chicago.

It consumes least Coal.

It gives the greatest amount of heat.

It is the easiest managed of any Heater
now on the market.

It is in use at Rideau Hall, Ottawa.

In Public Buildings throughout the Do-
minion.

In Banks, Warehouses, Greenhouses,
Private Dwellings, &c., &c.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.....

Catalogue and copies of
Testimonials on Application.

Also Manufacturers of all kinds of

Brass and
Iron Bedsteads

Hospital Bedsteads a Specialty.
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Its
Bacteriology

The crucial test of the efficacy of an antiseptic

fluid is the bacteriological one. When we state that

BOROLYPTOL is equal in germicidal potency to a 1-1000

solution of Corrosive Sublimate without the irritant or

toxic properties of the latter drug, we base our claim

upon the results of careful laboratory experimentation

with the different varieties of germ life. We have

full, complete and conclusive reports from the bac-

teriologists of the N. Y. Post-Graduate Medical

School, City Hospital at Boston, and the Garfield

Memorial Hospital at Washington.

These will be sent upon request.

BOROLYPTOL is palatable, fragrant, and
slightly astringent. Itos flnot st«i linen or
clothes. It should be employed in Gynecology and
Obstetrics. Rhino-Laryngology, Surgery and Den- THE PALISADE l'F'G CO.,

tsr.Also internally in the treatinent of Typhoid
Ftr, and in the gastro-intestinal disordere of YONKERS, N.Y.
children.

Send for " Expert Evidencc."

CANADA BRANCH, 88 Wellington St. W., Toronto.



BAYER'S
k radeMarg)PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS5 adi -

LYCETOL Tartrate of Piperazine
Anti-Arthritic, Uric

PHENACETINE-BAYER

TOSE A tasteless, odour-
less, nutrient meat

powuer; it contains all the albuminoid
principles of the meat in an easily soluble
form. It lias been extensively employed
and found to be of the greatest service in
consumption, diseases of the stomach
and intestinal tract, chlorosis and rick-
ets. It is of great value in convales-
cence from all diseases. SOMATOSE
strengthens the muscles and stimulates
the appetite in a remarkable manner.
Dose for adults: a level teaspoonful
three to four times a day with nilk,
gruel, coffee, etc.

IRON SOMATOSE (Ferro-
SomatoL.se).

A first-class tonic, containing the abu-
minous substances of the meat (albu-
moses) organically combined with iron.
Special indications: Chlorosis and
Anaenia. Daily dose: 75 to 15ograins.

MILK-SOMATOSE (Lacto-
Somatose).

A strength giving food containing the
aibuminous matter (albumoses) of the
miilk.

TRIONAL A most reliable and
quickly-acting hypnotic

of the Sulfonal group. Dose: 16 to 20
grains, in a large cup of hot liquid.

IODOTHYRINE The active prin-
ciple of the thy-roid gland. It is most efficacious in

Strumous Diseases, Myxoedema, Obes-
ity, Rickets, Psoriasis, Eczema, and
Uterine Haemorrhages. Dose : 5
grains two to eight times a day for
aduits; e grains one to three times daily
for children.

PIERAZN_-BAYER SALOL-BAYER
Samples and literature may be had on application to the

DOMINION DYEWOOD & CHEMICAL CO., TORONTO.
Sole Agency and Depot In Canada for all " BAYER'S " Pharnlaceutloal Products.

(WHOLESALE ONLY)

Solvent. Has a marked effect on the
diuresis. Dose: 16 to 32 grains daily.

ARISTOL An Iodine Cicatrisant
which is an excellent

odourless substitute for Iodoform and
highlyrecommended for Burns, Wounds,
Scrofulous Ulcerations, etc.

EUROPHEN A perfect substitute
for Iodoform.

Odourless and non-toxic. Has a cover-
ing power five times greater than lodo-
form. Especially useful in Ulcus molle
et durum.

LOSOPHAN A cresoltriiodide
particularly effica-

cious in the treatment of ail kinds of
cutaneous disorders caused by animal
parasites.

PROTARGOL A new silver pre-
par ation. Mostreliable in cases of Gonorrhoea. Anti-

septic wound healer. Excellent results
in cases of Gonorrhoeal Ophtalniia.
Solutions of ,4/ to 2%. Ointments.

TANNIGEN An alnost tasteless
intestinal astringent.

Most efficacious in Chronic, Acute and
Summer Diarrhoeas. Adult dose: 8
grains every three hours.

TANNOPINE (Formerly "Tan-
none "). A new

intestinal astringent. Special indica-
tions : Tuberculous and non-tuberculous
Enteritis, Typhus. Dose: 15 grains,
three or four times daily.

SALOPHEN Specific for Influenza,
Headache, Migraine,

Acute Articular Rheumatism, Chorea,
Sciatica. Dose: 15 grains four to six
times daily. In powders, etc.

SULFONAL-BAYER


